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—Says the Sunflower.
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pORGET your old friends if
you will, neglect your ob
ligations here and thene and
your opportunities, but do not
fail to remember that one big
loving mother heart. Flowers
will cheer her thoughts of you.
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THIS TIME LAST YEAR

•SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

Deputy Sheriff Charles fe.
Heckbert was drowned at Al
ford’s Luke when the boat from
which he -was fishing capsized.
His companion, Capt. Harold W.
l’hilbrook had a narrow escape.
Kingi Hiram’s shipmates held
their sixth annual reunion. James
A. Richan beingt elected presi
dent.
The four-masted schooner Jere
G. Shaw was bought at U. S. mar
shal’s sale by E. M. Lawrence.
The Sea View Garage, Ithama
E. Philbrick, proprietor, went into
commission.
King Hiram Council conferred
the degrees upon 29 candidates
in Camden. There were 500 in
the parade.

Strand Theatre, Main Street

GLAENTZEL
PHONE 120Q
.GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN,
PHONE; 135-2

RAYCHEL EMERSON
Announces the opening of her Warren
Studio, where she will accept a limited
number of pupils until September 1st.

WARREN, ME.
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The Christian faith is the grand cathcdral with divinely pictured windows.

SUNDAY, MAY 13
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SHEET MUSIC 15c

w. McCartney

SANITARY ENGINEER

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Music you tee adver
tised in all the leading magazines. Over
2200 selection*—send for catalogue.
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland. Ma.

Plumbing and Heating
Telephone 664-W
ROCKLAND, ME.
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NOTICE
TO DRIVERS OF
ALL VEHICLES “
Traffic Laws Are the Same As
Last Year Except They Are
Going
To - Be
Enforced.

GIL.CHREST

GEORGE

E.

Oh ief

of

Police
57-60

*

HOME OF SERVICE
MOODY’S
68 Park Street, - - - Rockland
SUPREME

OILS

AND

,

GREASES

THAT GOOD GULF GASOLINE

«

LUSTER LI TE
The Best in Kerosene
Efficient

Odorless

Economical

MOODY’S GAS AND OIL STATION
68 PARK STREET, - - - - ROCKLAND
WASH STAND SERVICE—DAY OR NIGHT

FREE PARKING FOR FIFTY CARS

56-57

the Sign oOSL
North National Bank;

, North
National
Bank

NOTICE

All VICTORY BONDS are DUE

This Isn’t “Dealers’ Talk,” It
Is the Advice of the Fuel
Administration.
With the Federal Fuel Administra
tion and the fuel administrations of
various Eastern States urging the pub
lic to secure next winter’s fuel supply
as early as possible this spring, it
would seem to be the part of wisdom
for institutions, householders and small
dealers to heed" the advice.
In Massachusetts the administrator
calls the attention of the Legislature
to lack of authority of the commission
to enforce its regulations. He declares
that equitable distribution is impos
sible under the present system by
which dealers exercise favoritism to
the extent of pitiful suffering on the
part of people of moderate means. He
demands law with teeth. The 81st
Legislature failed to pass such law as
now under discussion by the Bay State
because of the opposition of certain
dealers.
Facing these facts and the prospect
of coal famine conditions in the winter
of 1923-24 similar to those in the win
ter just passed every householder
should begin to provide for coming
cold months.
A detailed statement of the ship
ments of hard coal into the State of
Maine for the coal year ending March
31. 1923 has been issued by the Penn
sylvania Fuel Commission Committee
on Distribution. This statement shows
the number of tons shipped into the
State in the year from April 1. 1921. to
March 31, 1922, and also for the year
beginning April 1, 1922, and ending
March 31, 1923.
This report shows
that through the activity and experi
ence of Maine’s fuel administration
the State received practically 500 car
loads more than its allotment of 60 per
cent. Other States were not as for
tunate and Maine is unlikely to be
again.
Another matter for consideration in
connection with securing next winter's
fuel supply now, is the quality of some
of the coal dumped into the State last
winter. Some of'it was fireproof. It
would not burn. It was rock. Many
small dealers in Maine were swindled
by unscrupulous parties in otherStates,
and thus far the federal authorities
seem to he helpless. A case is brought
to the attention of Gov. Baxter in a
letter from Freight Claim Agent Mac
Donald of the Boston & Maine Rail
road. He writes with reference to a
car of “coal" (largely rock and slate)
which was shipped from Dalmatia,
l’enn., to the Hopkins Coal Company
at Kennebunkport, Me., and refused
on account of worthless quality. Mr.
MacDonald says:
"As we have been unable to obtain
disposition from the parties in interest
this is to notify you that the coal will
be immediately dumped and we shall
look to the lawful owner for all charg
es and expenses incurred."
Maine has no law that confers au
thority to regulate coal traffic, how
ever severe the coal famine or unjust
the distribution by those in the busi
ness and for that reason it is neces
sary for home owners to provide some
sort of fuel for their use and not be
at the mercy of mine operators,
unions, railroads, and dealers when
cold weather comes again.

Any Granite Cutter Who Worked In the Town of St. George a Quarter Century Ago Will Have No Difficulty In Recognizing the Above Scene As the
Wildcat Granite Works. In the Shadow of the Derrick Are Men Who Will Probably See This Reproduction. And Time Will Turn Backward In Its
Flight To The Halcyon Days When They Were Younger and All the World Looked As Sright As the Sun Which Rose Over the Wildcat Cliffs. Does
the New Generation Have As Good a Time As Those Lads Did? Probably.—Photo Loaned By Mrs. Nellie M. Williams, 109 South Main Street, Rockland.

STRAW LIDS TUESDAY

Perfectly Proper To Wear
Them — Wearing Winter
Hats On Hot Days Old
Fashioned.

According to weather reports May 15
is expected to be official straw-hat day
in this part of the country. South of
the Mason and Dixon Line, however,
men have been wearing sraw hats for
a month with impunity.
For many years men were conven
tion-bound creatures so far as hats are
concerned. They wouldn’t put the felt
aside before a certain day, usually Me
morial Day in the north, and some
where around May 1st in the South.
It did not Matter that the felt had
served all through the winter, had be
come shabby and discolored, and that
their wearers had become unutterably
tired of them. Nor did it matter that
the sun was hot and dicates of comfort
pointed toward the wearing of a cool
light, cheerful straw. Straw-hat day
had not arrived.
Fact is, they are just as conventionbound today, only a way has been
found to help them to comfort, by
pushing the date of “straw-hat day”
ahead. Chambers of Commerce, Rota
ry Clubs, Mayors, and other public of
ficials have joined in an unorganized
movement to advance the opening day.
"Start wearing your , straw hat when
SEA CAPTAINS
the warm weather begins" is the slo
gan.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Many Southern mayors issued proc
Sen captains always hear a wind at night.
lamations naming April 15th as “strawThe tug of sails, moati of a vessel floor,
§nund of a capstan creaking in moonlight,
hat day,” thus giving the change of
The opening and closing of a door.
headwear official sanction. The haber
dashers, hatters and department stores
Sea captains always hear spa water boom.
And surge of water over ocean rocks,
everywhere in the South back up this
Having long loved green water and white spume, movement by an energetic advertising
Old ships by islands and »Jn-coming flocks.
campaign in the daily newspapers and
They walk about a village in a dream.
by elaborate window displays.
These things will never leave them quite
The styles this year are quite dis
alone,
tinctive. They make last year’s straw
Always they hear the- purling of a stream.
The sag of ship sheets and a schooner’s groan hat look like the hat of "yesteryear,”
They ache for water if they are closed away
no matter how much oxalic acid is
From it for more than rounding of a day.
poured on it by the socalled “expert" in
Harold Vinal.
Boston, May 10.
the "shine-shop" around the corner.
Members of the National Association
of Men’s Straw Hat Manufacturers
recognize that the well-dressed man is
no longer content with any kind of
straw hat. The careful dresser—and
White Street, near Limerock
Rev A. E. Scott, Rector
84 High Street. Telephone $71 J
if thia telephone 1s not answered call 56-11
Sunday after Ascension (“Expectation Sun
day
May 13th, Daylight Saving Time,
Holy Communion at 7.30 a. m.; Holy
Communion with music and sermon at
10.30; Church School and Holy Baptism
for children at 12.15.
At Thomaston Sunday, Daylight Saving
Time, Church School at 6 p. m.: Even
ing Prayer with music and sermon at 7.
The Diocesan Can vent ion will meet at the
Cathedral In Portland on Tuesday and
Wednesday; tlie Woman's Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday and Thursday.

To have your films promptly

send or bring them to

$1.98,

$2.49,

$2.98,

$3.50,

$4.00,

$4.50,

$5.00,

Located at Foot of Limerock Street

North National Bank
Rockland, Main.©

EVERY MOTHER IN THE LAND
Should be “remembered” on
MOTHERS’ DAY, SUNDAY. MAY

13

For that day we can offei—
ROSES,
MARGUERITES,
DAFFODILS,
Potted Plants such as—
GERANIUMS in variety, PELARGONIUMS, BEGONIAS,
PARIS DAISIES

CARNATIONS,

Wear a carnation in honor cf Mother.
bouquet

Send Mother a plant or

LET US SERVE YOU—WE SHALL DO OUR BEST TO PLEASE

THE

LITTLE

FLOWER

SHOP—SILSBY’S

399 MAIN STREET

SPECIAL—Ladies’ Brown Side
Oxfords, Cuban or low (rubber)
heel, all sizes. Special price—

CARVER’S

Men's Solid Leather Scout Shoe,
Good for work or everyday wear

BOOK STORE

$1.98
Ladies’ One.-strap House Slippers

AMERICAN HOUSE
Hanover Street
Boston
The House of (rood Cheer
Room Rates $2.00 per day and up
Two new fireproof Garages one
Block iu the rear of the House

Rathskeller
Business
Men’s
Lunch
Noon to 2 30 1*. M.

from

Dinner from 6 I’. M to 8 P. M.
Hupper from 8 P M to 1 A. M
A la carte all day *
Music from 6 1*. M. to 1 A. M.

by Scotty Holmes Orchestra and
The Imperial Marimba Band
Banquet Rooms from 4 to 500

people
Telephone Ha) market 47’’
8-Nov 25 23

A big stock of Tennis Shoes and
Sneakers of all descriptions.
Hood Canvas Work Shoe,

$1.98
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Boston Shoe Store

Many Boys Can Equal the Experience
That M. M. Brown Enjoyed.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
To many people, the peculiar char
acteristics of the Clark’s Island foxes,
as depicted by Dodge Hall, are un
known. lie seems to be under the im
pression that his story was not given
proper cr< deuce. I believed it all (hav
ing plenty of chloride of sodium on
hand) because 1 know the foxes that
run thw'c.
Bozo’s mentioning that he boarded nt
Martin Hopkins' bouse, reminds me of
the time I worked as helper with Mart.
We were drawing out a piece of steel.
1 was slinging a slc-dgu ami at the same
time very industriously drawing on a
short-st«-med T I) pipe. A shadow fell
on the floor, and with the tail of my eye
I saw my father coming in at the door
of the shop. 1 surreptitiously dropped
my pipe on the floor and clamped my
foot on it. unobserved by my father.
But Mart braced back and laughed.
‘•Har-har! What’s the matter with
your teeth, that you can’t hang onto
your pipe?”
W<‘11, father didn’t *say .anything—
not then. You see, my folks didn’t
know that 1 used tobacco.
I was much interested In your article
“Speaking of Sugar.” but it did not tell
the whole story. , Having had experi
ence in the manufacture of sugar, from
tlie time it leaves the cane until it is
eady for the coffee-cup, and having
erved two years in one of the kfrgest
sugar refineries in Brooklyn, causes me
to hope that your correspondent will
give us a line on the refining process.
M. M. Brown.
Camden, May 9.

The Congregational Conference of
Maine was held in Biddeford this week.
Rev. Frederick Parker of Skowhegan
was elected president. Rev. C. A.
Moore of Bangor was elected president
of the Maine Ministerial Relief Society.
* * * *
Rev. R. S. bofkwooil, the moderator,
addressing the conference declared that
the time had come when the denomina
tion must .stand together for insisting
that the bible be used in the public
schools and that all children should be
compelled to attend the public schools.
* ♦ ♦ ♦
Reports presented at the annual con
ference of Maine Congregationalists in
sessions here today, showed increases
both in numbers and in financial sup
port of members. The total member
ship of the Congregational churches in
Maine numbers 22,375 This shows an
increase of 333. There are 264 church
es in the state, an increase of one—
recently erected at Tremont. The Sun
day schools show a loss of 28 in at
tendance during the last year.

JUST RECEIVED
A Large Shipment of

GOLD SEAL ART RUGS
Largest stock in the city. Everything in our Carpet
Room is still tagged at last year’s prices. We have<
not advanced the price on anything, although whole
sale prices have gone away up. It will more than
pay you to look our line over.
Largest stock to select from we have ever shown.

STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE
283 Main Street - - - Rockland, Maine

$1.98
Plenty of Ladies’ Boots, tot No. 2

THE EARLY SMOKER
|

CONGREGATIONAL ECHOES

$6.00

98c

MEMBER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

F. O. Bartlett, Jr., son of Dr. Bart
lett of this city, has been elected presi
dent of the June 1926 class of the
American School of Osteopathy in
Kirksville, Mo. He is a member of the
lota Tan Sigma fraternity.

That we have some of the BEST
VALUES and BEST LOOKING
Pumps and Oxfords THIS SEA
SON that we have shown for
some time.

This Bank will be very pleased to accept

LIMITED UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

morniqg or business wear; a soft leg
horn or bangkok for afternoon or
sportswear; a stiff china split straw
for the evening with a dinner coat.
Leading New York, Boston, Philadel
phia, and Chicago hatters and haber
dashers who cater to winter-tourists
have reported that their customers
were keener this year than usual,
about getting the correct tiling in
straw hats. Evidently the idea of tlie
“proper straw hat for every occasion”
is catching on very strongly.

WE THINK

$1.98

on these Bonds.

these Bonds from you for Credit or Cash.

that is any man with self-respect—
wants real style in his straw hat, and
will not accept any kind of a hat mere
ly because it is made of straw. Men
are now particular about the height of
the straw hat’s crown, about the width
of the brim. There are some faces that
simply won’t stand for a narrow brim,
and others that demand it; there are
some faces that call for a low crown
ar.d others that need generous height.
Good form, too, is coming to lie an
important factor in the wearing of
straw hats. Just as one does not wear
a golfing or motoring cap to go to
church in, so there are times when one
who is really concerned about good
form will wear only one kind of a
straw hat. This is the formula, as it
was demonstrated by the smart welldressed men at the winter resorts this
year; a rough anj ready sennit for

ST. PETER’S CHURCH

MAY 20, 1923
You will receive no interest after that date,

Volume 78................. Number 57.

FILL BINS EARLY

developed and printed

ft

AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, May 12, 1923.

Single Copies Three Cents

Will Mother’s Day find
mother enjoying the gift of
flowers? They are a message
from the heart.

THURSDAY

BUILDING RAISING

EXCAVATING

CHARLES D. BLAKE
CEMENT, CONCRETE and ROCK WORK
Manufacturer

of

CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

278 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 272-M.

12 GAY PLACE

Bowdoin commencement program
has bc« n issued, covering the dates of
June 17-21
inclusive. Among
the
events will be the class day exercises,
the 19th alumni ball game, annual
meeting of the Alumni Association,
dedication of Robinson Memorial Gate
way, unveiling of tablet to President
Hyde and President’s reception, the
20th, commencement exercises the 21st.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

•

A LAST PRAYFR

When the last sea is sailed, and the last shallow
charted.
When the last field is reaped, and the last
harvest stored.
When the last tire is out, and the last guest
departed.
Grant the last prayer that I shall pray: Be
good to me, O Lord.
And let me pass in a night at sea, a night of
storm and thunder ;
In tin* loud crying of the wind through rope,
and sail, and spar,
Send me a ninth great peaceful wave to whelm
and roll me under,
j To the
d tonnytlshes’ home, where the
drowned galleons are.

' And in the dim green quiet place, far out of
sight and hearlug,
1 Grai i I may hear at whiles the wash and
thrash of the sea-foam
About tlie fine kfcen bows of the stately clippers
steering
Towards the bright northern star and thq
fair ports of home.
r-John Masefield.

j

t.

V

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 12, 1923.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIME8

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine, May 12. 1923.
Personally appeared liana 3. Louche, \»uo on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The <'ouri?r-4Iazette of Ma> If.
1923, there was printed a total of 6.019 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—
Bible Thoughts re.r'orit.ed, will prove a
priceless heritage in after years.

GOD’S PEOPLE:—My people shall
dwell in a peaceable habitation, and in
sure dwellings, and in quiet resting
places.—Isaiah 32:18.
-------------------------------- ;--------------------- —
In 1915 when Herbert Hoover began
feeding the famished people of Europe
—work which resulted in the saving of
millions of child lives—there was criti
cism on the part of persons who
thought that more attention should he
paid to the children at home. Now the
time has come when under the leader
ship of Mr. Hoover its president and
the eminent scientists associated with
him, the American Child Health Assoc
iation, a merger of the American Child
Hygiene Association and the Child
Health Organization of America, is
prepared to make an intensive cam
paign for the promotion of health
among the children of this country. He
has announced that the organization
will begin its activities immediately
and proceed with a newer and larger
program throughout the land which
promises the rebuilding of the younger
generation. Accompanying the an
nouncement of this work are statistics
showing that 200,000 infants die each
year in America and that 20,000 moth
ers sacrifice their lives in childbirth.
Also that there are four million boys
and girls in the schools of America
with more or less serious defects. The
deaths it is averred, can be cut in half,
and health conditions among the child
ren can be greatly improved. What
importance this is to the nation can not
be denied, and certainly all thinking
citizens will lend every assistance to
the American Child Health Association
in this great work.

Down in Philadelphia the Bergdoll
family i s getting ready to kill the
fatted calf in honor of Erwin Bergdoll,
who has nearly concluded his four
years’ term in the Leavenworth Fedtral Penitentiary for evading the draft.
Grover Cleveland Bergdoll, the other
millionaire draft dodging son of the
Bergdoll family is still in exile Uncle
Sam will have something ready for
him. if he shows up.

When President Harding goes on his
Western tour this summer, the “folks"
will have an opportunity to see for
themselves what manner of man this is
who is so cheerfully and unassumingly
shouldering the nations responsibilities.
And rest assured that the keen eyes of
the Chief Executive will be on the
lert to learn more of what the actual
conditions are in his great dominion.
After having danced for ICO hours
ami 35 minutes Rosser J. Newman of
Dallas, Texas, stopped on advice of
physicians. Isn’t it about time that
this form of lunacy should subside?

Every-Other-Day

___BURPEE FURNITURE CO______

HOOSIER

NEW ISSUE

20 NEW PERFECT FLORENCE
OIL COOS STOVES 13 OFF

■

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
TREASURY 4 3-4% NOTES
DATED MAY 15,1923.

ZU&2O1LKVZ1H BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

H
a!

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING BARGAINS IN

ABSOLUTELY NEW AND PERFECT FLOR
ENCE OIL COOK STOVES. THESE STOVES
ARE IN THE ORIGINAL CRATES DIRECT
FROM THE FACTORY AND ARE FULLY
GUARANTEED.
WE ONLY OFFER THIS
QUANTITY
AT
THESE PRICES.
BUY
QUICKLY.

DUE MARCH 15, 1927.

Subscriptions Received at Par Subject to Allotment

4 3-4% VICTORY NOTES MATURING

MAY 20, 1923
Should be presented for payment as interest ceases
on that date

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

The most popular, and most prac
tical of all labor-saving conveni
ences, will be put in your home on
payment of your first dollar.

i xr 1

6 Florence FourBurner Cook Stoves

-r

y

Ijs 6—

Regular price, $30.00

t

•THIS SALE ...

Thomas Hawken Tells 1
Crops ^hich Thrive (

IN

THE

MUSICAL

WORLD

Muddy Water From the Rio Gossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
Lovers In These Comers of Maine.
Grande.

BURPEE

FURNITURE CC.
ROCKLAND

We Deliver and Set Up
Each Stove
All Guaranteed

BURPEE’SPOLiSH

AMAZED
COMMENT

LAMSON-HUBBARD
Straws

B

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

famous
for their
Wearing
qualities
style and
fit,—^j>

F. W. FARREL

COMPANY

BURPEE &

For Sale by J F. GREGORY SONS CO.

/ A

SoIdgy

SOLE AGENTS

I

$21.95

This is a Great Trade—All New
and in the Original Factory Crates.

■

REFRIGERATORS, ALL SIZES, FROM $12. UP

16 Florence TwoBurner Cook Stoves
Regular price $18.50
THIS SALE...................... $13.95
REMEMBER—That this lot is brand new.
You can have them in the original factory
crates if you wish to set them up yourself.

FLORENCE ASBESTOS LINED
OVENS ARE

$6.50
BURPEE'S
POLISH
30c, 60c

BURPEE

PROGRESS OF INVENTION
Eli Whitney invents cotton gin,
1792. Synthetic gin invented, 1917.
Anthracite discovered, 1812. Phoebe
low horn, 1896.
Telegraph invented, 1837. College
students wire home for more money,
1837-1923.
Invention of sewing machine, 1845.
Ten thousand men stop work and let
wives support them.
Vulcanized rubber invented, 1837.
Cstd in manufacture of loncakeg by
owner of chain restaurants. 1919.
Traveling salesmen come into vogue,
1870. Joe Miller writes new joke hook.
Phonograph invented, 1876. Twelve
thousand families move, 1876-7.
Alexander Graham Beil invents tele

COUCH
HAMMOCKS
$12.00 and up

FURNITURE
COMPANY

phone. 1876. Two hundred new curses
invented, 1876-1923.
Electric lights invented, 1879. Col
lege students stop burning midnight
oil.
Invention of automobile, 1896. Five
hundred thousand families go into
bankruptcy, 1896-1923.
Radio invented, 1920. First radio di
vorce, 1921.—Life.

Voice Vibration Written.
Foreign school teachers have been
In London during the summer, study
ing English with the nid of a clever
machine which writes on a smoked
pope? the vibrations caused by the
huuiun voice in speaking.

STR AN D Theatre
Home Of the Organ With the Human Voices
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

TODAY

MARGUERITE SNOW

P 0 LA
NEGRI

STORAGr^BATTffllf

z

1»

oo delivers

There’s one man in Rockland you can
FOR YOUR FURNITURE
Paderewski’s tour, which has just proper, since that city you know was
talk Texas to, and he is sure to bend
Sixty years ago this FURNITURE
where
Romeo
and
Juliet
loved.
Rimini
ended.which cleared up more than half
an attentive and approving ear. That
has taken out Citizenship papers. He j POLISH was made by the BUR
a million dollars, has naturally attract likes this country.”
PEE’S who were then in the paint
man is Thomas Hawken who arrived
• • • •
ed a good deal of attention, and
and varnish business. After con
home Tuesday night after a six
Those who were fortunate enough to
tinuous use since that time wo be
MepOiisto in Musical America says:
months’ absence all of which was spent
lieve it to be the best made.
“It was to be expected that the killing hear Kaisi and Rimini the year they ap
—for the second successive winter—in
peared at the Maine Festival still cher
Large Bottle .................................... 60c
that Paderewski made would be used by ish the memory and follow with inter
the Lone Star State.
some of the papers to show that lie had est their career. That year they were Small Bottle ...................................... 30c
Austin is the city which meets with
earned more than Dempsey, the cham really hontymooning— having been
CIlODFr FURNITURE CO.
his special favor—Austin, with its pion fighter, and even more than some married hut a short time, it is re
BUKrtL
ROCKLAND
45,000 population; its broad streets; its of the stars of the movie world. The membered that while they conducted
fine type cf bungalow houses, increas comparison also includes Babe Ruth, themselves with dignity, they were
ing at the rate of 400 a year; its fine the darling of the baseball fans. It has very obviously delighted witli each is going to win them by managing a one
calibre of citizens; and its display of been thought, you know, that the man other! They surely were a delight to all conspicuously fine organization.”
who earns the highest reward at the who saw and heard them—such splen
* • 9 «
civic pride.
Complete idleness would not be a present day is the pugilist, that next did looking creatures, and such rich
We must add, however, that W4Iska’s
possible thing for Mr. Hawken, so he come the movie stars, Charlie Chaplin fresh voices. I haven't heard any rec friend husband, it would seem has been
devoted much of his time to boating Mary Bickford and Jackie Coogan, not ords Raisa and Rimini ihave made— of material aid in winning above
and mountain climbing.
Convinced to forget Douglas Fairbanks, that close they record for the Vocalion people— laurels! Hold dollars do not go very
that he has no share of fisherman’s after Babe Ruth. So let us rejoice that but one of Raisa’s records with Guilio far in convincing the intelligent Ameri
luck he eschewed that sport this year. a musician and a great artist has Crimi is one of the finest things I have can, or any other, public, that a voice
One thing he did especially enjoy was passed them all. Isn't this rather cred ever heard. It is the duet from “Aida”- is good when it isn’t, but they do help
'O Terra Addio.” The final part of this
the scenic auto ride over Mt. Bonnell. itable to our intelligence?”
a powerful lot in launching an enter
luet is sung in unison, and these two
* • ♦ ♦
Mt. Bonnell is one of the foothills of
prise such as Mine. Walska has on the
glorious
voices
rise
together
amost
as
the Sierra Nevada’s, neither very large
"I'm awfully sorry that my engage
Champa Bly sees. However, we say
me
voice.
Anyone
who
has
an
opporThe same folks who used to think nor very lofty, but what there is of it ments ‘prevent my attending yout unity to hear this record should do so. good luck!
♦ * • ♦
goes up all of a sudden. Used to in charity concert, but I shall be with you
wonder why it is that the Vocalian
that kerosene lamps were “good clines, Mr. Hawken figures that the
in spirit."
A despatch from Munich, says: “Ow
.leople
haven
’
t
an
agency
in
this
city.
enough" still cling to the theory that grade of Mt. Bonnell is not less than
"Splendid! And where would you They put out some very fine records, ing to the precarious stage of the health
straw hats musn’t be worn until Me 25 per cent. The height of the moun like youf spirit to sit? 1 have tickets which, we feel sure, collectors of choice of Mme. Cosima Wagner, Siegfried
morial Day. In order to disabuse this tain is about 800 feet and the length here for half a dollar, a dollar and two alking machine records would like to Wagner has cancelled for this season
of the scenic ride is about 20 miles. dollars.”
the tour he was planning to make in
idd to their library.
archaic custom, or idea. Chambers of Every foot of it is a source of delight
• • • .
America in the interests of the Bay
• • • •
Commerce, Rotarian Clubs, mayors and to the eye.
reuth Festival.”
Mephisto tells us that “Sir Landon
♦ ♦ ♦ *
John
Philip
Sousa
has
completed
a
Austin is not an industrial city in Ronald, conductor of the Symphony
other public officials ihave joined in a
lew
march,
entitled
"Nobles
of
the
From “Point and Counterjioint” in
movement to advance the “opening the sense of the word. Compressors Orchestra of London, and who is at the
Mystic Shrine.” This is to be played Musical America we quote:
for baling cotton are located there, to
day," for straw hats, and their slogan gether with cotton oil refineries. It is head of that very estimable scholastic n Washington by the massed bands on
“Advices from London indicate that
institution, the Guildhall School of
is “Start wearing your straw hat when Dallas which is really the center of Music, lias gotten out a book of rem .he occasion of the annual convention one of the music academies has ap
the warm weather begins.” Sensible industrial activities.
iniscences. In one of these he tells us ,f the Shriners in June. It is said that pointed a professor of concertina. The
The coldest weather the residents of how difficult it was to get Patti to sing the massed band will number 5,000 action is. extremely gratifying to de
advice, surely, so if next Tuesday, May
pieces.
Austin saw was 15 degrees above zero.
votees of that much maligned instru
15, is a warm day don’t be afraid to With this temperature came two or for the talking machine. She was then
... *
ment, and already possible develop
more than 60 years of age and naturally
don the new straw lid, or even last three inches of snow which remained did not want her voice to go down to
News has recently been received in ments are being considered. Person
season’s if it still looks respectable. on the ground several days. It was posterity when it was no longer in its New York from Rome that Arturo ally, we never had any doubts about
Toscanini, formerly conductor at the the concertina. With profound apolo
And please remember that the man who the first Austin had seen for five years prime. However, she was finally per
and the residents were so tickled with suaded and sang Mozart’s ’Voi che Metropolitan and for several years di gies to the late W. S. Gilbert, we chant:
told you last fall that the hayrack had the sight that they acted like children.
t4apete’ beautifully. But she wanted to rector of the La Rcala in Milan, has
'•There’s music in the hollow of the brass.
been around, Is the man who will con Austin has no sleds for boasting and hear it at one?. She was shrewd be been obliged to give up concert and
There’s pathos in the flute’s persuasive wall.
There
’s melody nutputiiing.
operatic
work
on
account
of
failing
tinue to wear a winter cap or winter no sleighs for riding, but many in cause that meant that the record could
When the tuba is a-roaring.
eyesight. When at the Metropolitan
And the trombone b a-ladling of his tail.
hat until it has become much more con genious contrivances were fashined on not be used afterwards. However, she Mr. Toscanini always conducted with
The ob . 4 have a splendor that Is grim,
the spur of the moment and towed by was so delighted when she heard her
spicuous than a straw hat did after the
The bas.mon.; only terrify the crowd,
automobiles so the happy residents had voice that she cried and exclaimed in out a score, due then, It is said, to poor
But tli? joyous concertina
eyesight.
lath day of September.
some wonderful rides. This cold spell French: ‘Now I understand why I am
Has a note that h much keener
....
Especially when played both long and loud.
hit Austin early in February, about Patti. V/hat a voice! What an ar
There
’s no sound mor-- beatific.
If Johannes Brahms were still alive
When daylight saving goes into ef the time the mayor of Rockland was tist!’
More exceedingly terrific.
in
the
tiesh,
he
could
have
reached
his
looking
disconsolately
at
a
13-foot
drift
“
Do
you
realize
that
no
person,
Than
the happy concertina when it’a lend.
fect here tomorrow the Maine cities
in his own dooryard and wondering whether a singer or plain citizen, has 90th birthday anniversary last Mon
which will be operating on that sched
where the dosh was coming from to ever heard the sound of his voice as day, May 7. "Yet his birthday anni
ule are Rockland, Portland, South pay the city’s snow Dills. If that scene it sounds to others? iMany a person versary will he remembered and ob
Portland, Westbrook, Biddeford, Saco, had been transferred to Austin, Texas, when he has heard a. record that he served throughout the civilized world
wherever the supreme art of music is
Lewiston, Auburn and Eastport. Ban the entire population would probably has made lias been astonished at the
have gone qff the handle.
difference between what he thought his loved anil practiced, because he is still
gor will have a special election June 4
Mr. Hawken was one or a personally voice was and what it really is. By the alive in spirit: because his calm, sim
to vote a second time on the matter. conducted party of 30 which crossed bye, singers should have records made pie, wholesome, pure and noble spirit
In Massachusetts the law is in force the Rio Grande. He set foot on Mexi of their voices, because then they can animates the Iwautiful, sane, profound
music he created to gladden, ennoble
throughout the State. In Connecticut can soil, saw some of his associates criticise themselves and note deficien
and uplift humanity" to quote from one
orook their elbows in the nearest thirst cies and imperfections ’’
the larger cities and towns have day
"Costa Leas per Month of Service"
editorial.
parlor, and immediately hit the trail
• « • «
light saving time; in Rhode Island all back for Texas.
Our friend Mephisto keeps making
"Mischa E'.man cannot go anywhere his appearance in his interesting way
of the cities and towns have adopted
But when it comes to farming Texas
without the reporters asking him
it. New Hampshire with the excep isn’t any dryer than Spruce Head on whether he has yet definitely settled on —he is "some more.”
"John McCormack hugged himself
the dark of the moon. It isn’t "White
tion of a solitary town clings to the
Horse" which makes Texan farms somebody as a wife. This came up in Berlin recently. Why? He had
bid method. After two years’ trial damp, however; it’s the muddy water particularly when he was known to be realized the ambition of a lifetime when
Rockland strongly favors the modern from the Rio Grande, possessing won searching for a .home. He told a re he aroused the enthusiasm of 5,000
porter that a search for a home did not Germans by singing compositions of
arrangement. Ninety percent of the derful powers in the way of fertiliza necessarily imply that he must imme
the masters and singing them in excel
tion.
The
fields
and
gardens
are
flood

people are going to have a better time
diately provide a wife, but as he said,one lent German. McCormack is proving
ed at intervals—perhaps twice a year
must
he
prepared.
When
he
was
in
this summer because of it.
all the time that he is an artist of the
and perhaps six times a year—from
England, he said he liked the English first rank. Those who contrast his
broad canals. The soil is good for three
ladies
best,
and
now
in
this
country
he
singing today with what it was years
June 16 has been designated as Band crops a year in the vegetable line, and
likes Americans best. Mischa is wise ago notice that he has greatly broad
—is frequently heard among car
Day in Belfast. There will be street nothing, Mr. Hawken says, could be in his generation."
ened and improved in his art, which owners because Vesta Batteries cost
parades, a street dance, special sales more luscious than the grape fruit,
. • * »
growth distinguishes the really great
oranges, lemons and limes which
about what ordinary batteries cost.
by the merchants, and other attrac grow around Austin. The grape fruit
“Everyone likes to be confirmed in artist."
‘ The Walska in Paris has blossomed The universal opinion seems to be
tions for the purpose of raising money is not as tart as the Florida product an opinion—to which I am no excep
tion. So it is with the utmost satis out into a new field and she has done
to support the home band. The up and can be eaten without sugar.
that, as
Anything will grow in this soil faction that I have learned that one of so with conspicuous and brilliant sue
river city has always had an excellent
which will grow anywhere. ®ne pro the greatest operatic and concert at cess. She is backing and managing i
reputation for musical organizations fitable crop is broom corn. It sells for tractions of the present season ha» new orchestra, conducted by Walter
VESTA SERVICE
been Rosa Raisa of the Chicago Opera Staran, which gave its first concert at
In general, and brass bands in particu $365 to $380 a ton.
The smudge pot is an indispensable Company. When she first appeared her own theatre in the Champs Elysees. —is so much a thing apart, its cost
lar, and one reason for it is that the
here at the Lexington Opera House, 1 The first concert was a triumph so
public is not given to niggardly sup factor of the Texan’s garden or orch immediately singled her out as an ar great that when the second concert was would be considerably higher.
ard. it holds about seven gallons of
port. Which reminds us that Rocklahd crude oil, and is touched off whenever tist of the first rank, with tremendous given, hundreds were turned away.
has one of the best bands in the State, the Weather Bureau or the farmer’s future possibilities. Her present sea The orchestra specializes in modern Vesta, With Its Exclusive
and ought to have a friendly lift when own judgment tells him that a frost son Jias been so successful that she will music.’ One cannot help but admire
go with her husband, tjie handsome this woman's pluck and perseverance.
is coming.
Patented Features
ever the occasion offers.
Mr. Hawken says that the Ku Klux Rimini, and a fat bank account to her Evidently, if she cajinot win on the op
pretty
villa
near
Verona,
which
is
eratic
stage
the
laurels
she
desires,
she
Kian is a very strong organization in
—which do conquer “Shorts” and
When the Prince of Wales went a- the Southland, and he cites several in
vlsiting the other day one of Lon stances of the benevolence it has
other common battery ills, costs
don’s most aristocratic families set a shown toward charitable and other de
practically the came as ordinary
regal banquet before him, and the serving organizations.
batteries.
/
Mr. Hawken expects to spend the
host was almost horrified to see him
next six months lin Rockland.
pass the season’s delicacies by and
Courteous Attention and
feasts of cold ham and beans. Sym
pathetic friends of the popular Prince
Expert Service
cannot help wishing that his menu
—are yours in our Battery Shop, re
might also have included a good sized
gardless of the make of the battery
dish of sour krout.
on your car. Come and let us put
UY the Van Safety Razor
A Boston despatch says that the ice
Sharpener for sharpening Gill
you on our list of free, systematic
fields are so heavy and so close at the
ette and Durham blades and all
service.
other blades. Save the best
mouth of the St. Lawrence that several
tempered
blades
and
sharpen
steamers are held fast there and ves
them with a Van Sharpener, It
sels reported that they were surround
will make shaving a pleasure.
ed by ice as far as the eye could see
Price, SOc postpaid
*
It had been our rapidly growing im
L. A. CARPENTER
pression that this big ice field was in
336 Main St., Cambridge C, Mass.
the mouth of the Penobscot River, in
643 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
stead of the St. Lawrence.
Telephone 661
51-Rtf
When people in Bath, and otli
places, think that they are suffering "KEEP KLEEN KUFFS” and
from a burdensome tax rate they may
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS”
get some consolation in the knowledge
You Can Talk to Practically
Made to order for Men and Women
that Rockland's rate this year witl be
Write for free booklet to
$39 per thousand In valuation, an in
All the People to the Town
crease of three dollars per thousand THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturers
ROCKLAND
MAINE
LAMB
over that of last year.—Bath Times.
THROUGH THIS PAPER
There’s philosophy for you.

—

Yozz/HOOSIER

HE LIKES TEXAS

B

—AND—

LLOYD INGRAHAM
—IN—

—IX—

“THE

“VENDETTA”

VEILED WOMAN”

A duel on the shores of tho Medi
terranean; Monte Carlo in full
blast; Bagdad in the throes of an
epidemic; bride for an hour, sworn
to kill her husband.

“For God's sake tell me who you

rcl” he said to the veiled figure.

A HODKINSON PICTURE

WEDNESDAY—"GIMME”—"GIMME"—"GIMME”—THURSDAY

VICTORY BONDS
All VICTORY LOAN BONDS are due
and payable this month

We will be very glad to cash them for you

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland, Maine
BRANCHES AT—
VINALHAVEN

WARREN

UNION

CAMDEN

52-tf

i ■ Opportunities in Preferred Stocks■■ ■>■

r

♦Denver Gas & Electric Co. 6 .' Pfd. Stock ........
**Ohio Public Service Co. 7
Pfd. Stock ....
*Empire District Electric Co. 6% Pfd. Stock ......
♦^Toledo Edison Co. 7 • Pfd. Stock ........................
***Empire Gas & Fuel Co. 8% Pfd. Stock ...........
-Cities Service Co. 6 Pfd. Stock ..........................

M

PRICES
TO
vriT’i rv
YIELD

7'/«%
7'/2’7,
8/2'o
8'/27o

Dividends Paid Monthly "50c Per Share * 58c Per Share ***66c Per Share
Mail This
Coupon
Today

HENRY L. DOHERTY & CO.

Mail Thi

Coupon
VERNON E. RAND
Today
82 Devonshire St. Boston, Mass.
Without obligation, send me full details regarding the above stocks
Name ....................................................... Address .................................................

L____

© ------

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 12, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town

WE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 12—Daylight saving goes into effect.
May 13—Mothers' Day.
May 15—-Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R., whist
party at Copper Kottle.
May 16----- Fair, supper and dance at Penob
scot View Grange hall.
May 16—Ladles’ night at the Elks Home.
May 16 (Leaguo Baseball)—Lincoln Academy
vs. Thomaston High, In Thomaston.
‘May, 17—(2.30 p. in.) ladies’ auction at the
Country Club.
May 17—Thomaston: Lew Hanley’s dance;
l’ogg’s Orchestra of Brockton.
May 18—Sparring exhibition at the Arcade.
May 17—Annual gift ball of James F. Sears
Hose Co.
May IV—Cake and apron sale by First Bap
tist women at Maine Music Co. store. _
May 21—Hearing In Wiscasset on Edgecomb
cut-off.
•May 22—Dance at the Country Club.
May 23—W. C. T. U. County Convention at
Thomaston.
May 25-26—State Convention of Maine Fed
eration of Business and Professional Women’s
Clubs in Bangor.
May 26—Childrens’ Playground Tag Day.
May 30—Twilight League begins at* Oakland
Park.
May 30—Oakland' Park opens.
June 4—Summer school opens at Garthgannon Lodge, Owl’s Head.
June 8—Graduation exercises, Rockport High
School.
June 12-13—'Department Council and Field
Day of Patriarchs Militant in Rockland.
June 13-14—Division Encampment, Sons of
Veterans, meets'in Augusta.
June 15—Commencement exercises of Rock
land High School’ in Park Theatre.

When you retire tonight set
the hands of your watch and
clock ahead one hour, for day
light saving will be in effect when
you arise tomorrow morning. It
will give you an extra hour of
daylight in the afternoon and
you will have the satisfaction of
being up in the morning when
Nature is bright and smiling.

WILL

HAVE

A

BRIDGE

Page Three
MADE

NEW

SPEED

RECORD

Real Story of the Weird Bridge Legislation—How To Carry For Warships Above the Destroyer Class—Scout Cruiser
Richmond Did Mile At Rate of 34.48 Knots.
On—Lively Open Forum Follows Kimball’s Address.

YOUR DOCTOR,
SEBVtC;

YOUR LAWYER,

YOUR 1NSUROR
Arc not made in a day, or in a few weeks. A long period
of intensive professiona‘1 study, plus real ability on the part
of the individual, are essential to the rendering of proper
service. There is just as much danger in using a novice
insurance agent, as in using a novice doctor or a novice law
yer.
Place your automobile insurance with a properly
qualified insurance agent—it costs no more, but it would be
worth it if it did.

E. C. MORAN & CO.
GENERAL AGENTS

Wc represent only AMERICAN companies

425 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

W A L 1L P A P E R S
SALE CONTINUES THROUGH SEASON
A large assortment of Papers for all rooms
ALL OAT MEAL PAPER, 12% CENTS
Former price 12'/2c to $L00 per roll

The Kennebec Bridge question from
A to Z was turned inside out and
subjected to a frank, free and fearless
discussion by ll. T. Kimball at the
concluding banquet of the Chamber of
Commerce series, at the Thorndike
Hotel last night. The sparkling ad
dress was followed by an exceptionally
keen open forum, and of all the ques
tions volleyed at the speaker there was
but one that appeared to shake his
equanimity in the least.
With true dramatic instinct Mr Kim
ball opened by reading a telegram dat
ed Wiscasset, 1867, showing that in
August that town voted a sum of
money toward bridging the Kennebec.
The first train didn’t come into Rock
land until 1871. No further serious
action looking toward bridge construc
tion took shape until 1909 when it was
necessary to replace the old wooden
ferry "Hercules.” The Maine Central
worked hard for a bridge but the New
York, New Haven & Hartford railroad,
then controlling tile stock, voted to
build the steel ferry Ferdinando Gorges
and slips,- amounting to $700,000. In
1921 the Ea t Coast blossomed here and
another attempt was made for the
bridge, even going as far as the Legis
lature, but died there. Then came this
year's fruitless drive.
Hcfeupon Mr. Kimball proceeded to
whisper a ft w inside facts. In Febru
ary, 1922, the "interests" wanted a'
bridge, made a careful investigation
and canvassed the future Legislature
to sound out the possibility of a State
bridge and found a solid negative.
Events moved rapidly and when Legis
lature convened Senator Carleton of
Sagadahoc brought forth a bill for a
free State bridge in spite of opposition,
and worked for it persistently and ag
gressively. When the bill was in com
mittee and foredoomed to failure Mr.
Carleton revamped It into a less at
tractive toll proposition. Mr. Kimball’s
private bill was also revamped, with
out his knowledge. At the final show
down the House favored Mr. Kimball's
till and the Senate the Carleton prop
osition. Neither chamber would yield,
ar.d when they voted to adhere
it was all over and both bills died.
Mr. Kimball was in rare good form
and crowdod into the short hour of his
address such a wealth of interesting
information that not a hearer but was
sorry to have him close, the sincerest
compliment which can be accorded any
speaker. The opinion was generally
expressed that no abler or more thorcughly pleasing speaker had been
heard here for many a day.
Before concluding Mr Kimball took
occasion to make a few serious points.
Responsibility for and full credit of
the power of the 1923 drive must be
accorded the Rockland Chamber of
Commerce committee. It was recog
nized as the fountain head of the effort
end gained for the city many columns

' highly desirable publicity. Don't
let the agitation drop. Be sure and
get co-ordination between railroad.
Highway Department and Public Util
ities Commission, that a well-drawn
bill may be presented, book over the
State situation. Change the slogan into
"We Will Have a Bridge.” The oppo
sition allowed that we might "want the
moon.”
Senator Gardner started the ball roll
ing in the open forum with a query as
to whether or not it would be legal for
the State and Maine Central to build
the bridge together.
"Legal but not practical," came the
swift reply.
"Would the railroad state its rental
price?” followed up the Senator.
"They had nobody to offer anything
to and no facts upon which to base an
offer,” said Mr. Kimball. "The lack of
a bona tide offer by the Maine Central
was the fatal defect of the proponents
of the State bridge.”
W. 11. Butler: “Would the Carleton
bill have stood a better chance if the
private bill had not been introduced?”
Mr. Kimball: Absolutely No. It act
ually helped it. If a private company
could hire the money and pay high in
terest. why not the State at a low
rate?
Mr. Butler: Reverse it—would the
private bill have had passage had the
Carleton bill been out of the way?
Mr. Kimball: No chance, because it
was recognized that unless there was
general agitation for a bridge a private
corporation could not hope to get a
charter and did not expect to unless
the State declined to pass a bond issue.
Mr. Butler: Why is the Maine Legis
lature loth to let the people vote on a
bond issue?
Mr. Kimball: That you'll have to ask
the Legislature.
Secretary MacDonald: Could we
build the bridge if Federal aid were
secured?
Mr. Kimball: Such aid is obtainable
only by special act of Congress and is
very problematical, for nobody really
believes the bridge can be built for $3,000,006.
George B. Wood, if the private bill
had been passed would the bridge nec
essarily have been built?
Mr. Kimball: No.’ If work had not
been started inside of two years the
charter would have become invalid.
Senator Gardner: Did the railroad
make a survey up-river?
Mr. Kimball: Yes. several “sidewalk"
surveys haye been made.
One of the$e questions caused the
urbane legislative agent to turn over
a perfectly clean Thorndike Hotel knife
three times in search of a speck of
dirt before making answer, buess
which.
At the close of the open forum pre
siding officer C. E. Daniels called for a
rising vote ot thanks to the speaker
which was given with marked applause.

The speed record of the United
States Navy for ships above the de
stroyer class was established on the
Rockland course yesterday when the
new scout cruiser Richmond underwent
her standardization trial. In five full
power runs she averaged 34.2 knots, the
maximum run being at the rate of
34.48 knots—equivalent to 39.2 statute
miles an hour. No definite speed had
been set for the new type of ships hut
the Navy Department was prepared to
feel well satisfied if it exceeded 34
knots.
The Richmond presented a beautiful
spectacle as she sped up anel down the
course, leaving a wake that even from
the distant waterfront looked very
beautiful. The four moving picture
operators were in ecstacies when they
came' ashore, and the Richmond’s
achievement at Rockland. Maine, will
soon be pictured on the screen all over
this broad country.
The Richmond is one of the 10 ships
authorized in 1916, but construction
was suspended during the war in order
to rush the completion of the destroyer
program. Lessons learned from the
war experiences of the British and
American Navies resulted in numerous
changes of plans. As completed the
Richmond is 550 feet long. 55 feet beam
and has a displacement of more than

7000 tons. She carries a main battery
of 12 (-Inch rapid fire guns, and 10 tor
pedo tubes, togither with anti-aircraft
guns and small arms, saluting battery,
etc.
The Richmond is one of the six ships
of that type built by William Cramp
& Softs Co. of Philadelphia. She will
lie commanded by Capt. David French
Royd. who was appointed to the Naval
Academy from Alabama, and who was
formerly naval attache at Buenos
Aires. The executive officer will be
Lieut. James Monroe Pool of Kentucky.
Both officers were aboard during yes
terday’s trial.
The range of power developed by the
cruiser was extraordinary, commencing
at only 900 horsepower for 9 knots’
speed, and increasing to more than 94.000 on the full power runs. The ships
behavior was excellent. To a CourierGazette reporter Rear Admiral N. A.
McCully, the new ipresldent of the
Trial Board, said: “The Richmond is
very line and reliable, ami a valuable
addition to tile Navy. There was not
the hast hit or trouble during the trial,
and practically no vibration."
The Richmond left port this morning
on her endurance and economy trials,
and will proceed to the yard.
The cruiser Detroit will he tried here
early in June.

FIFTY-THREE YEARS

WITH THE CHURCHES

Capt. and Mrs. Frank E. Aylward Celebrate Wedding
Anniversary,
Surrounded
By Large Family.

Tomorrow being Mothers' Day Mr.
Rounds will preach on the subject
“Christ in the Home." Church School at
We will have a bridge across the
noon.
The Fellowship League will
Kennebec.
meet at 6.30 at the home of Dr. R. J.
55-57
Wasgatt.
• • • •
Lewis H. Gray is home from Togus
Soldiers' Home on a furlough.
At St. Peter’s church (Episcopal),
Twenty-one persons sat down to an the services for the Sunday after AsThe Edward Bryant Co. is building a
Next Monday night closes the series
extra nice supper at 7 North street last .cension will be at 7.30, 10.30 and 12.15.
A new filling station has been set at new kiln in the Bird shed at the North- I of the pleasant dancing parties that
night, and all of them with one excep The evening service will be in Thomas
the Snow-Hudson Co. salesrooms.
end.
| members of Claremont Commandery
tion were Aylwards by birth or mar ton, all on daylight saving time. The
have been gitjing in Temple hall during
riage, the occasion being the 53d wed usual weekly notices of the parish will
A. F. MacAlary is planning to attend
the
winter.
Frank Radley has purchased a
ding anniversary of Capt. and Mrs. be found on the first page of this issue.
the track meet at the University of
through
the
Willys-Overland car
Frank E. Aylward, who were married
• • • •
Maine today.
Wednesday's
fair,
supper
and
dance
Snow-Hudson agency.
in this city by the late Rev. Joseph
First
Church
of Christ, Scientist,
of Penobscot View Grange is one of the
Kallocb. Two cakes, bearing the sig
The American Legion Auxiliary will
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
attractions of next week. The affair
“
We
have
sold
191
Fords
since
.lan.
1.
nificant
dates
1870
and
1923,
graced
the
have its regular meeting Monday even
morning service at 11 o'clock. Subject
said H. F. Mann of the Knox County is an annual one and always interests
table, together with a handsome bou
ing.
Motor Saks Co.
How’s that for a lot of people.
quet sent by Mrs. Charles A. Mitchell. of lesson sermon, "Adam and Fallen
The cakes were the product of the new •Man." Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
The Elks have their May meeting "Lizzies?"
Fred Cheyne, driver of the chemical,
Trainer bakery, being of large size and Tho reading room is located in the
Monday night, preceded by a 6 o’clock
saw it with his own eyes Thursday, a
Active
work
is
now
going
forward
in
very handsomely decorated. A very new Bicknell block and is open every
roast beef supper.
•
laying the foundations of The Courier- commercial Ford bearing a New York
comfortable chair was presented to the week day from 2.30 to 4.30 p. m.
* • * *
G izette's new building. As lined off the license number of 1,115,629. Now don't
hostess. The participants in the anni
Several dandelions with better cour
tell us you have seen a higher number
The services at the Universalist church
general
size
of
the
new
structure
is
versary
were:
age than judgment bloomed on A. D.
so early in the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Aylward, Mr. Sunday morning will be appropriate for
evident.
Bird’s lawn yesterday. •
and Mrs. Samuel Aylward and son Lin Mothers'Day, Rev. C. H. B. Seliger will
The Sunshine Society will meet with
wood, Mr. and Mrs. James Aylward i supply the pulpit. The music will inA trappy looking one-ton truck with
There will be a special meeting of
a self dumping gear and all the latest 1'rs. Charles Hall, Ocean street, Monand daughter Gertrude, Mr. and Mrs. elude two anthems, "Still, Still With
Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M„ Saturday
Abraham Aylward and daughters Ber Thee," Foote, and "Soft As a Voice,”
wrinkles is at the Knox County Motor lay afternoon, with picnic supper at 6
night to confer the first and second
nice and Dorothy, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott. Miss Gladys Jones will sing
Sales Co. rooms. It bears the legend. •'clock. Members will please take cups
degrees.
»nd silver, and all who have not been
Smalley, C. A. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. “Ave Maria,” Shubert. Sunday school
Town of Camden.”
•
,
solicited are asked to take sweet food.
Frank Aylward, Jr., Mrs. Henrietta at 12 o'clock. Y. P. C. U. at 6 p. m.
Charles Davis expects to be a steady
Aylward. Mrs. Annie Haskell, and Lau The Tuesday evening service will be
Much
interest
has
been
displayed
in
traveler on the steamship Camdfn this
The traffic laws wifi be enforced
rence Aylward. Mr. and Mrs. C. T. omitted next week. The regular circle
summer. He joined the trucking staff the work of the slaters on the roof of ilia summer,” said City Marshal GillAylward, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Aylward, supper will be served Wednesday even
Main
street
blocks
of
late
It
lfxfkcd
to
yesterday.
chrest yesterday,” and there can be no
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Eldred, Mr. and ing.
be pretty ticklish business from the
« • • •
arking on Main street more than half
Mrs. Ray Forbus and Mrs. C. A. Mitch
Dr G. L. Crockett, who has been se
Plans
are
being
made
for
a
big
mer

sidewalks,
enough
to
make
an
insur

Mrs. Robert Brewer has resigned her
hour.” If you are in doubt about riously ill, was reported as slightly bet chandising day to take place on or ell were unable to attend, being out of
Morning worship at Littlefield Meance
man
dizzy.
position at the Empire Theatre on ac
he traffic rules you may obtain a copy ter this morning.
orial church at 10.30 with sermon by
about June 20. A regular time will be town.
count of ill health. Mrs. Fred Ward
t the police station.
"During this more than a half cen Pastor Stuart. The choir will sing the
in
order
with
band
concerts,
an
honest,
is taking her place.
A heavy crash and a jarring thud ap
Foreman A. S. Niks and 1st Assist gilt edge parade, probably by the tury there have been many changes,” anthem, "Nearer My God ito Thee,”
parently in the middle of Main street
Memorial Sunday services will he
ant
Foreman C. H. Nye, Sr., of the youngsters, real bargains by the mer said Capt. Aylward. "When I got ready Lorenz. The Bible schools meets at
“We have probably as good coal as ittracted considerable attention yes held in the Congregational church
Veteran
Firemen's Association, will at chants. coupon balloons, 'n everything. to go to Rockland from Calais (my na noon. The girls’ group will have
will come at all and it surely won’t he terday. Investigation disclosed that Sunday. May 27, with sermon by the pastive town) the only way I could get charge of Christian Endeavor services
any cheaper" was the sphinx-like re M. B. & C. O. Perry were demolishing or. Rev. W. S. Rounds. The orator on tend the-meeting of the Dirigo State Committees will soon he chosen by the there without staging it all the way at 6.15, topic, “Why Do We Believe
mark of a coal dealer yesterday.
one of tile G. L. Farrand kilns by the Memorial Day will be Rev. Eugene V. Hand Engine League in Brunswick to Chamber of Commerce retail trade was to go to Eastport and take a That Jesus Christ Is the Son of God?”
aid of dumorite.
lien of the Methodist church, and night. Albert R. Havener will pre committee.
steamer touching at Portland, thence Evening services at 7.15, opened by
The regular meeting. With work, of
services as usual will be held at Grand side.
by boat back to Rockland. Some 10 service of song. There will be a piano
Miriam Rebekah lodge will be held
.rmy
hall
in
the
afternoon.
When Supt. F. S. Sherman returned
“I have received many inquiries years ago my wife and I left Rockland solo, "The Palms” Fame, arranged by
Tuesday evening. ISupper will be to his office on Tillson wharf last night
A summer series of band concerts
asking if the Ford Weekly Purchase for a visit to the old home on one of Leybach, by Havener L. Cassens.
served at 6.15 o’clock.
It is understood that the Bath Vet will be given in Rockland this sum
the care of one more' wharf had been
selection,
"The
Shepherd’s
Plan included only passenger cars," the Boston & • Bangor lines, and that Choir
mer,
thanks
to
the
merchants
whose
added to his jurisdiction, for he had eran Firemen’s Association will put in
night at 8 o’clock were in Calais, with Care” and sermon by pastor.
said
the
manager
of
the
Knox
County
“Spring has come, ice is out, the just bought for the Eastern Steamship
jenerosity
makes
it
possible.
The
bid at today's meeting of the Dirigo
a wait of three hours in Bangor.
• • • *
Rangeley Tavern is open, trout and Lines. Inc. the Maine Central wharf at fandtub League in Brunswick for the series will open June 6 and continue Motor Sales Co. "In reply to these 1
The morning I arrived in Rockland it
At the First Baptist church Sunday
salmon fishing." reads a postcard re North Deer Isle. Extensive repairs date Muster which will be held this each Wednesday evening into Septem wish to say that the Ford Motor Com seemj) there nad been a bank break. I
ceived yesterday from F. E. Wheeler, will he made at once. The Eastern now summer. The Bath fire laddies are ber, probably being held on the Chil pany has arranged it so that the plan was sitting in the office of the Thorn morning at 10.30 the pastor, Rev. B. P
Browne will speak on “Thy Mother and
manager of that popular resort.
The Rockland includes also the purchase of Ford dike Hotel. Everyone seemed to be ex Thy Grandmother." The choir will
Iso talking of attending the musters dren's Playground.
has 21 wharves in Supt. Sherman’s dis
trucks and Fordson tractors. Many a
Cambridge and Charlestown, Mass, Band will furnish the music.
trict, and owns them all.
cited.
and
finally
one
of
them
came
sing "Mother,” Hosmer. By request
business man operating a small estab
The trawler Plover arrived yesterday
the 16th and 18th of June respectively.
lishment has seen the need of a truck over to where I was sitting and com Mrs. Browne will sing "Flee As a Bird."
from the Western Banks with 300.000
menced
to
ask
me
strange
questions.
In order to make the grounds more
A story of rare bravery of a former for speeding up his hauling and delivery I stood it for a little while and in very Dana. Sunday School at the close of
pounds of fresh fish for the Deep Sea
The boys at Central Fire Station are
attractive anel to put the golf course in
Stonington man is told in the May 4 services and to meet modern require strenuous language I let him know that the service with classes for all. At
Fisheries. Inc. The fare was sold to
ustly
proud
of
their
mascot.
“
Tramp."
readiness for play some of *he members
issue of the I’utnam (Conn.) Patriot ments, but has refrained from making I knew nothing about his old bank. I 7.15 the pastor will speak on "Old
Burnham & Morrill in Portland.
cat which has no aristocratic pedi
of the Country Club have volunteered
in describing the rescue of two-year- the purchase because of the outlay afterward learned all about It. And Fashioned Family Religion.” The choir
gree
but
which
can
jump
higher
than
to put in the day Monday May 14 for
old Arthur Zatta from a raging river necessary to be taken from his business this was my first introduction to Rock will sing "in Heavenly Love Abiding,"
The two dormer windows on the that purpose It is hoped that all
ny other feline that ever snoozed in
Brown. Mr. and Mrs. Browne will sing
at the start.
third floor and the new window ar members will take an interest in this the shadow of the city building. No by Robert Summers. The rescue was
a duet and by request John McInnis
"Ue may now purchase a truck on land.”
rangement on the second floor of Salva and present themselves in their work matter how high you hold a piece of made with considerable difficulty, but the Ford Weekly Purchase Plan by
will sing “Will You Answer Mother’s
F. C. Norton wifi occupy the house Prayer Tonight.” Children’s Happy
tion Army block are in and. give an idea ing clothes and equipped with rake and salmon, and no matter how high tho neither rescuer nor rescued suffered setting aside each week a small amount
of what thd finished job will look like. A shovel ready to make the place shine. price of the aforesaid salmon, "Tramp" any ill effects.
at
14
Grove
street,
recently
vacated
by
Hour on Tuesday afternoon at 4
toward the truck. Within a short time
chimney is being bnilt at the northern The Club will provide dinner and a real
lways gets there.
o’clock. Prayer meeting Tuesday even
he will have the truck and with the F. J. LaChance, for the summer.
end.
bee Is in prospect. It is said "that it
ing at 7.30. Young People’s Christian
An unhappy accident which might service it will render he will be better
never rains on a golf course," but if
Endeavor Friday evening at 7.30.
Philip Doyen arrived from Portland well have had a fatal outcome occurred able to build up and expand his busi
Interior repairs starlrd at the Public the unexpected should happen and Thursday with his lighter Ajax, pre on Union street, near Granite, when W. ness with profits increasing accord
• * * •
GOING TO EXCAVATE AT
Library yesterday. The leaky roof Monday should be stormy postpone pared to transport a 20-ton locomotive F. Tibbetts was knocked down and run ingly. And the same thing applies to
Sunday morning at the Pratt Memo
AMERICAN LUXOR
teeing now tight, it is posible to redeco ment will be made to the following from Maine Central wharf to Clark Is over by a passing automobile. Mr. the farmer who is desirous of motor
rial M. E. church the pastor will speak
rate the walls and ceilings so badly Wednesday.
land, where it is to be used in connec- Tibbetts had been out in his own car transportation for his products to the
on "The Message of Mothers’ Day." A
stained by the leaks. All the wood
ion with the busy granite plant of and alighted, stepping around from be city and who wishes to put his farm on
musical program appropriate for the
Neil M. Judd, director of the Pueblo day will be rendered, consisting of the
floors will lie repolished after the deco
Dismantling of the "Twins." the pair John Median A- Sons. When this as hind to cress to his home when a Ford a better paying basis by the use of the
rators are through.
Fordson
tractor.
touring
car,
owned
and
operated
by
W.
signment
has
been
completed
the
Ajax
Bonito Expedition of the National anthems, "O Lord Most Holy," Reed,
of kilns at the foot of James street,
“Under tlie Ford Weekly Purchase Geographic Society, left Washington and “Jesus Meek and Gentle." Am
Vegan yesterday. These kilns were wilt load stone at Clark Island for R. Lufkin and proceeding south along
Plan
he
can
attain
both
these
desires
Union
street,
struck
him
and
the
Monhegan.
where
a
large
wharf
is
brose, by the choir, and the solo, "Lit
The carpenters working on the N. B. built years ago by Williams and
recently to resume exploration of the
tle Mother of Mine," Burleigh, by Mr .
Cobb property at the Northend will Abbott, Abbott later having two more being built. Mr. Doyen’s craft will wheels passed over his legs. Mrs. Tib within a surprisingly short period of
most
important
prehistoric
ruin
in
the
time
and
in
so
doing
place
his
farm
on
betts
witnessed
the
accident
from
the
then
take
on
paving
at
Long
Cove
for
Storer. In the evening the subject of
soon so alter one landmark as to make kilns at the foot of Granite street.
ar.
efficient
operating
system
which
will
kitchen
door
and
was
the
first
to
reach
New
York,
and
on
her
return
trip
will
United States at Chaco Canyon, New the sermon will he “What is a Chris
it unrecognizable. Rtferencc is had to These kilns were the property of the
not
only
enable
him
to
produce
his
the
falln
man.
expecting
the
worst.
Dr.
tian, or the Meaning of Christianity."
O. K. Mdrrill's building where he spent Rockland * Rockport Lime Corpo bring another 20-ton locomotive, this
Mexico.
The sermon will follow a praise service
28 long years in the business of mak ration and are being razed by Everett one for the Booth Bros. & Hurricane North found no broken bones and this crops more economically, but which
By
May
15
Indians
will
be
swarming
will
permit
him
to
deliver
them
to
the
morning
Mr.
Tibbetts
was
resting
conducted by Mrs. Storer with the an
ing pictures and did such fine work L. Spear, who will use the granite in sland Granite Co.'s plant at Long
markets
more
quickly
and
at
less
cost.
over
the
walls
of
the
ancient
village,
comfortably
though
severely
bruised.
them "O Lord at Eventime Let There
that "Merrills’’ and photography came the work on The Courier-Gazette Cove.
“The Ford Weekly Purchase Plan teams will drag wagon loads of earth Be Light,” Price, and the solo. “Face
No blame whatever is attached to Mr.
to mean the same thing. Mr. Merrill building. One peculiarity possessed by
takes
in
all
Ford
products,
cars,
trucks,
Lufkin
as
both
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tibbetts
and
stone
away,
and
steel
dump
cars
Penobscot View Grange holds a fair
to Face," by Mrs. Storer.
Sunday
has now retired from active business.
"The Twins” was their “list." They
have always had a list to starboard ■•Hid supper Wednesday, May 16. The agree that he was proceeding slowly and tractors anil makes the way for wifi scurry back and forth over a min School at 12.00 with classes for all. Ep
the
ownership
of
any
of
these
necessi

iature railroad. Almost overnight a worth League meeting at 6.00 led by
supper tickets are 40c and dance tick and did all in his power to avert the
The clean-up committee and citizens which made them look a bit disrepu
ties easier than ever before.”
canyon which has been deserted since Mrs. Orrie M'erritt. The subject will
ets 35c and 15c. plus tax. Supper at 6. accident.
did such excellent work this week that table but the stone work was sound, as
years before Columbus came will be be "Former Pastors' Night." Each one
no rOMsonahle person would have the the wreckers have found.
come a beehive of industry.
is asked to bring some ratnembrance or
heart to find fault, hut what a pity that
Pueblo Bonito was an aboriginal helpful saying of a former pastor. The
the sand which accumulated through
Manager Packard of the Arcade an
apartment house of 900 rooms, four prayer meeting Tuesday evening a!
the winter is not swept off the city nounces the beginning of a series of
stories high, encircled by a single outer 7.30.
sidewalks. It is not only carried into high class sparring 'exhibitions next
wall.
houses after every rainy spell, but 1s a Friday night. The principals will be
Motoring over the Rankin grade on
Viewed from the towering north cliff
source of misery to the average per the Heeter and Sailor Utah, both of
the ancient village is semi-circular, with a Liineroek Railroad train this morn
son who wears oxford shoes. If the whom defeated Jack Conley in their
the greater portion of its dwellings, or
work is not a part of the city's task let last bout with him. Sailor Utah is one
ing A. C. Huntley spied a cluster of
suits, grouped along the curved side.
the abut tors get busy.
of the most widely known pugilists in
four-leaf and five-leaf clovers, lie col
A
long
row
of
one-story
houses
con

the East. Heeter has knocked out six
nects the extreme wings of the semi lected a bouquet of them, and if any
“It is remarkable how little trouble of his last seven opponents, including
circle. From the middle of the straight body tackles him at pool today it will
comparatively speaking, we have here Sailor Adams, Jack Lovine, Young
row a cluster of ceremonial chambers furnish a chance to see whether the
Robbins,
and
“
K.
O.
”
Smith.
"You
with minor infractions of the law such
extended to meet the curved section, four-leaf clover is lucky or not.
have
got
two
of
the
best,"
writes
Frank
as had headlights, illegal driving and
A REAL FIGHT WITH TWO OF THE BEST MEN IN MAINE
thus dividing the village, and providing
unlighted tail lamps. The people seem De Rice, the Portland promoter to
for each half an open court. In these ffaiBMiiniaiiiiiiiiiiniias^
Manager
Packard.
Young
Howell
of
anxious and willing to do these little
courts sacred dances and religious
1855
1923 H
things which go so far toward making Waldoboro has been matched against
ceremonies were performed.
the roads safe for everybody. The Rocky Grimm of Oldtown.
Some ancient walls still stand more
Champion Middleweight of Maine
wagon owners in particular seem to be
than 30 feet high. Its 400 groundfrying to meet Hie law which requires
Rubinstein Bros., clothing dealers,
E. A. GILDDEN & CO. !
floor rooms occupy an area almost
them to carry a light.” These were have dissolved partnership, and the
equal
to
that
of
the
U.
S.
Capitol.
fhc words of Charles D. Wentworth, business will he continued under the
WALDOBORO, ME.
Room!) of Pueblo Bonito are grouped
traffic Inspector for the Rockland-Bel same firm name, with David Rubin
in suites as in modern apartment
■■■HBXt'WCgw.i mm itiwbi—i'm
fast district.
stein as sole proprietor. The store will
Who Has Won the Last Seven Fights
bouses. If they were all occupied at
be under the active management of E
the same time the resident population
MARRIED
These Men Will Fight a Double-Six
i Simeon A. Duncan’s name does not Russell Richardson, whoso clerkshi
Achorn-Davis Waldoboro, May 2, by Key. O.
of this aboriginal family hotel was be
'appear on the register at the Thorndike there has given him an intimate know!
G. Barnard, Vernon Achorn and Miss Mattel
tween 1500 to 2000 persons.
SEMI-FINAL
Davis, both of Waldoboro.
Hotel, but he puts in many more hours edge of the business, and who is very
The National Geographic Society has
there than the average guest, for the popular with the patrons. He will lie
been
exploring
Pueblo
Bonito
for
three
DIED
YOUNG HOWELL of Waldoboro will match his skill with
reason that he Is retained the greater assisted by Alfred H. Kimball, for
years but many puzzling problems re
Hewett Roxbury. Muss., May 9. Mrs Entity
part of the time as a painter and many years pressman at the F
{Small Hewett, formerly of Rockland, aged 70
main
to
be
solved.
ROCKY GRIM, the Fighting Frenchman of Old Town
paper-hanger and for other interior Knight tailor shop, and more recently
Where was the water supply for this years.
Gillrhrcs!- New York. May 10. Mary (Catimprovements. He has been steadily clerk at Ranlett & Mitchell’s fruit store
prosperous community? Wlhat forests land), wife of Levi Glllchrost of Thomaston.
THIS WILL BE SIX ROUNDS
at work there since last November and David Rubinstein who succeeds to the
Waterman—Warren. Mass., April 29, Samuel
furnished the hundreds of beams used
in that time has attended to the com entire business, has shown himself
Manager Bill Fleming of Utah, and Manager DeRice of Hector, Have Guaranteed to Give
formerly of Waldoboro.
in this colossal village standing now 40 Waterman,
thrifty
and
successful
citizen,
with
Shlbles Rockport. May 10. Robert K. Shiplete renovation of 68 rooms. Mr
Rockland a Real Fight.
miles
from
any
timber
of
comparable
b!cs,
aged
61
years.
repord
for
square
and
honorable
deal
Duncan once painted the exterior of the
size? Extensive fields in which our
ldg building all by his lonesome. “But ings. Samuel Rubinstein, who has
FIRST BOUT STARTS AT 8:30, ALL SEATS RESERVED
CARD OF THANKS
earliest farmers grew corn, beans,
I was a much younger man then,” said been the business manager since the
We. tile undersigned wish to extend to our
squash and other food plants now are neighbors
PRICES
—
Ringside
$2.00
plus
tax.
Next
three
rows
$1.50
plus
tax.
Balance
$1.00
plus
tax.
store
was
established
March
1st,
192
and
friends our sincere thanks and
Sim.
buried.
appreciation for all kindnesses during the Ill
retires on account of ill health, and will
Balcony $2.00 and $1.00.
ness
and
death
of our late husband and fa
Mr. Jt'dd is a widely known Ameri
Lyw Hanley has a dance at Watts go on the road in business for himself.
ther, to Mrs. Rose Searey and Mrs. Jessie Incan
anthropologist
and,
within
tho
past
gerson who rendered music at the funeral serv
Hall, Thursday, May 17. Fogg's Or
ten years, has organised and directed ice.
You will find the new Paisley belts
chestra of Brockton—one of the best.
♦
Mary Ervlne and family.
twelve
archeological
expeditions.
at Pillsbury’s, 25c and 50c.—adv, it.
—adv.
<
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BOXING
ARCADE
BOXING
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 18
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BATTLING

UTAH of Bangor
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age FoA
"" ■
........
v.hi h they received this week. These
AMONG THE SCHOOLS are
the very latest ty^e note hook out
~
.
! nd are > great durational aid in that
News of the Busy Educational study. Th - :s only another one ,f the
' many helps which Supt. Hull is always
World In and Outside of giving to make the r h ol standard
higher and more efficient.
Knox County.
Both grades are now engrossed in the
I h s ory of our own State. Much nnCamdcn H gh
I terial
,, . . tj ,has
L g jh ... gathered
Rev. H. I. Ho’t wa- ? s it Friday ’story
<olv is
,s read
n. u, frotn
from -Maine, My State
morning and gave a very interesting p. hook compiled hy many famous M une
address on Arbor Pax.
women. Fav rite stories so far have
The C. H. S. baseball »am met de been “From the Lips of Zilpah” and
feat Saturday with Orono High. Thurs “Sugaring Off.’’ the latter a story of
ton pitched a fine game and Ivid the three brave Maine lads during maple
snore a tie. 1 to 1. up to the i\*.h in sugar season.
ning when our opponents
<»:•-•!. mak
We ere n a having any graduation
ing the final score 15 to 1, in their fa this year hut are going to have exer
vor.
cise- on the last day of school. This
Belfast High played here Wednesday, wii! he called State of Maine Day. The
May 9. and Lincoln Academy t 'day.
following pr. gram will he presented:
A fine program on F »restry was given F> ts About Maine, Helen Crockett;
by the Economics Clas . Tuesday History of Maine, Wesley Morton;
morning directly after chapel. Miss Group of Maine Poems. Raymond Pay
Futh Alexander presiding as diairman. s'n; Maine’s .Future, Gwendolyn Mor
The program: The Depletion of Our rill: tfons of Maine. Herman Farrow;
Forests and Germany’s lass n, W. Daughters of Maine Gudrun Heistad:
Cliytor;
Mineral
Frodo ts,
Amy Government of Maine. Harvey Simon
Brown: Fire Protection, H. Callemer; ton: Rosalind < f Squam Lake, Cecil
Sporting and Game, D. 11 >11: Water Small; "Dlrigo, I Lead.” Langdon
Supply, C. Pendleton: Poem. F. Ander Crockett; Ro kport, Our Town, Cora
son. The same program was given R< hhin-s. The class colors are blue and
Wednesday morning in the eighth white; our motto, “Dlrigo, I lead;” the
grade roam at d was greatly enjove 1.
Power, the pine cone; our song, “Maine.
S honl w is in session on Friday Mv State of Maine.”
morning to make up for last Friday
afternoon.
Season tickets for baseball are now
cn sale and can he purchased for $1.25.
Pir.ks will be sold hy the High School
girls, on the streets and in the stores.
Saturday (today). The proceeds are
for the benefit of the Maine Public
Health Association.
Sophomore Declamation at Baptist
church. May 18: Nauhaught. the Dea
con, Whittier, by IL Emery; The High
wayman, Alfred Noyes, by H. Hobbs:
Here. Comes the Bride, Langley, by I).
wty
Quinn: And a Little Child Shall l.-ad
Them, by L. Wentworth; The Phantom,
Alice Myers, hy H. Young; The Phil
osopher, Holman Day, hy M. Ames;
Selection from Evangeline, Longfc llow.
hy L. Diplock: Aunt Shaw’s Pet Jug.
Holman Day. by G. Hardy: Lincoln the
American Type, Longfellow, hy H.
Gunnarson; The Emperor’s Bird Nest.
Longfellow, by Wm. Tiffany. The mu
sical numbers will include selections
by the High School orchestra, the trio
and the double quartet. A first and
jbcancn
second prize will be awarded to the
two best speakers of each division. An
admission fee of ten cents will he
charged.
This Arbor Day program was given
in the 8th Grade: Song. The Linden
Tree: reading of Gov. Baxter’s Procla
mation, Bernard Rackliffe; esSay, Ar
bor Day, Therese Sherman: recitation.
Plant a Tree, Joyce Kilmer, Yira Ste
venson; essay, Famous Trees. Oscar
• trinnell; recitation. The Tree. Henry
Abbey. Abbie Tiffany; reading. Hia
watha’s Sailing. Pearl Wajdron; essay.
Preservation of Forests, Amos Mdli- >
ken; song. Spriifgtlme.
The Seventh Grade accepted the in- {
vitatlon of the 6th Grade and joined i
with them in a program.
• • • •
Rockport Grammar
Attendance this term has been highly
W. H. GLOVER CO.
satisfactory, not falling below 95 per
cent any week so far. One week there
Rockland, Me.
was only one absence for the whole
126-Th-tf
five school days.
Grade S Geography are very proud
recipients of geography note books

Every-Other-Day

are again going into the business with
marked enthusiasm.
The combined payrolls of the large
Former Rockland Man Lives oil companies, the ra roads and every
thing that is cleare 1 through Casper
In Wyoming City Where approximately 4.000 men alone em
in the refining industry.
Jawn D.’s Company Has ployed
Think of a town of this size with 101
grocery stores. That is the number f »r
$100,000,000 Invested.
/
.
’
L
• Casper. It has 4,000 school children
nd
the
schools
are
of
the
highest
One of the growing cities of the
standard.
Northwest—one of the most interest
ing in fact—is the present home of
former Rockland druggist, Cyrus W.
CULL OUT THE HENS
Hills, who for a number of years con
ducted what is now \V. A. Johnston’s
WHICH DO NOT LAY
store at the corner of Main and Spring
LETTERS G, H, I, J, K, AND L, DUE MAY 20, 1923.
streets. Here is what a writer in the
Portland. Oregonian says about Cas
One of the chief essentials in profitper, Wyoming.
»
ble poultry raising is culling out‘the
*****
THIS BANK WILL ACCEPT VICTORY NOTES ON DEPOSIT FOR IMMEDI
hens that cannot lay eggs enough to
I
ay for their board. Culling is no
A few short years ago Casper, the
oil refining city, was a little trading longer regarded as a fine art that only
ATE CREDIT AT
post ot Wyoming's eow country whose in expert poultry-man can acquire. In
principal reason for existence was that every county in Maine the county agent
the hardy eow puncher had to gathei has been giving demonstrations as a
his supply of red likker somewhere and part of his agricultural extension work
nd showing the fanners how easy it
the sheep herder had to have a place
to disburse his season's earnings in s to distinguish a poor producer from
good layer simply hy studying their
things that speed dull care without
physical charaeterirties.
necessarily elevating or educating.
Those who attend these demonstraToday Casper is a city of learning
Oil! Oil! Oil. Real oil. In trains. In ions take an actual part in them and
tanks. Oil. oil. everywhere. Not the are able-to go back to their farms and
oil stock variety hut real, real oil. Re cull their own flocks. Recoods com
fineries too vast for comprehension. I piled by the extension service of the
viewed them from every angle. Greasi College of Agriculture show that there
in barrels, in train loads. Paraffin by has been a steady increase in culling
the warehouseful, in boxes, in bales each year, that lias been a part of ex
and in carloads.
tension work, and that the results
ROCKLAND, MAINE
have been very gratifying.
Great Tanks Are Rising
In 1922 the county agents and State
Do you get it? Well, it is too muet
for me. It's there. The-arrival of loads aoultry specialists held public dem
of empties and the departure of trains onstrations of culling on 825 Maine
of ears filled with products from the farms. These demonstrations werb atfour great refineries fill one with aston er.ded hy 3956 persons. The total
' the nitrogen is wasted if the plant is
EAST WASHINGTON
ishment. Casper is served by twe number of hens handled was 21.324.
FARM MANURES AND
1 burned.
transcontinental lines, the Chicago. and 29.4 per cent of them were removed
1 Commercial fertilizer is applied to
COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS
Mr. and Mrs. I L. Morton went to East
Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago from the flocks as non-productive.
‘roil to increase the amount of food for I uion where they were guest^ of their son
The plan followed is to keep accurate
& Northwestern, and has close connec
Lawreyie
„ last Sunday.
By Dr. G. E. Simmons, Professor of ! the use of the plant. It has compara,
.• ,,
r,
»i
an‘l
Charles Grinnell of North Burtions with the Northern Pacific and lccount of the number of eggs laid by
Agronomy,
University
cf
Maine
t.\e.>
little
efl^t
on
the
physn
.
wvrc c^nvrs Sunday evening at the
he flock during the week preceding the
Union Pacific. A new railroad knowi
dition
of
the
soil
when
applied
in
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. C. E. Orerloek.
as the North & South railway is con lemonstratlon and of the number laid
amounts.
Fertilizer mixture® 1
w. Light sold two cows last Saturday to
Land kept continuously in crops that *
week afterward, the culls beir^; kept
Ernest
Wellman
of
Kazurvilte.
structing a line between Casi>er ani
he arranged so as to provide
Ripley was in Palermo Tuesday where
Miles City. Mont, making eonneetioi apart from the rest of the flock so as are removed from the field will soon|as constant a supply of food for the he Allen
traded
horses
with
Stanley Powell.
o keep cheek on their relative prowith the Chicago, Malwaukee & St
Ross Cunningham of Liberty was In town last
rot only become depleted in plant food plant as possible. Materials containing
week
with
his
woodsawing
cutting the
Paul. The railroads are after Casper’: luction. The outcome is always connitrogen, ph spherus and potash may wi»od for peoph- who were machine
fortunate onough to
ineing. and the unprofitable hens are hut will suffer in physi al condition.
oil.
be
used
alone
if
need
be.
get
out
their
nex
‘
winter
’
*
supply.
The magnitude of the business is in iromptly consigned to slaughter and To prevent this it is necessary to either
Elden Rhode4 and Arthur Turner are at L.
Be *ause of the improvement in pro
he poultry market.
dicated by the fact that the Standar*
leave atf'occasional crop land to main ducing power of farm manures, a phos L. Morton's this week shingling his huildihgs.
Blanch? Itokes ot North BurkettviUe was a
The average per cent of eggs laid by
Oil Company is now building ITS addi
tain the organic matter- in the soil: phorus bearing material is often us d. caller at the hotnc^if her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
t:onal storage tanks costing $40.06i -ach flock the week htfore the demonW. \V. Light Tuesday.
Manure
on
the
average
contains
ap’
tration was 34; the percent laid by the leave crop residues, such as «tubble,
each. The Standard, Midwest ant
Phases E. Overlock recently purchase!! a
proximately ten pounds of nitrogen,
Texas companies' refineries have : qood hens after the culling. 43 3; the second growth or use leguminous live pounds of phosphorus and ten new milch cow and calf of parties in Somer
ville.
>er
cent
of
eggs
laid
hy
tile
culls,
5.4.
crops;
or
the
same
purpose
may
he
combined daily production of 1.171,42
(L B. Finley was out from Togus for the
pounds of potash, per ton. Most soils
No flock of hens of any size are all served by returning organic matter
gallons of gasoline, 320.000 gallons o'
last week.
need as mu h phosphorus as nitrogen weekend
Mr. and Mrs. (’. E. Overlock and Mr. and
ood,
and
some
of
thorn
will
naturally
and plant food to the soil in the form or potash an 1 perhaps more. For this
kerosene and 56 tons of wax. Tht
Mrs.
(i.
B.
Finle> wer ■ in Palermo .Sunday.
-top
laying
earlier
than*
others.
An
of manure from livesto k.
Standard Oil company has a total in
reason rock acid phosphate is often
Various combinations
of
these .added to manure to balance it.
vestment at Casper aggregating $100.- analysis of the results of the demon
000.000. The Texas company is the strations show that approximately one- methods may he fitted into the ordi
Usually enough rock acid phosphate
latest to put a big refinery into opera hird of the hens stop laying early and nary crop rotation system. Included i*- added to make an application oP
hey should be removed from the flock among crops that may be grown to
tion and there are more to come.
fiom four to live hundred pounds to
Prom an obscure trading post of a ind sold, thereby saving cost of feed- return directly to the soil for its im the acre. Thus a ten-ton application
few years ago Casper ‘has jumpei ng. The saving of a single month's provement are buckwheat, winter rye of manure would need about forty or
quickly into the position of a fine citj feeding of tiie 6284 hens removed last and any other crop that will make a fifty p-unds of rock acid phosphate
need food rich in
Besides these per ton.
of 25,000 people with fine office build year in these demonstrations reckoned heavy quick growth.
bone-building materials
it 13 cents per hen, amounted to leguminous crops,
such as sweet
ings and modern to the nth degree.
1942.60. It is estimatid hy O. M. WII- clover, may be used providing the soil
Debt Rate Is Low
iur. State poultry demonstrator of the is in a fit condition to grow them
The prosperity of the city is evi
WALDOBORO
•xtensipn service, that there are in the They will not grow well where the soil
deneed by its $26.8X6.000 assessed val
I
State
each
year
506.000
1
w
producing
is
acid.
nation and despite its newness only t
L. C. Turner of Isle an llaut Is the guest
The stubble from crops harvest<*<1 -f Mrs.
percent indebtedness. For the most hens. If they should all he culled early
provides much-needed
Mrs Had!-5 II. Kuhn
Mr. ‘Ml Mrs. John II. Miller accompanied
part Casper pays as it goe-,. Casper ind sold, it would mean a saving in for sale or for feed will often add to
bone-food.
their son Roger t«> Rock’and Monday, where he
feed
of
$75,000.
the
productive
capacity
of
the
soil
if
has tine water, fine streets, fine depots
jjvas operated on for removal of tonsils and
Reports
from
62
farmers
who
did
left
to
decay
on
the
land.
This
n
but does not have enough hotels. Res
, ade-olds at Knox Hospital.
PREVENTS RICKETS
qrs Dona'd Perry who has been seriously
idences and office and hotel rooms art their own culling iast year show that only adds to the organic matter in the
bacterial
"
tint
’
1
i't
W
:
’
>
t
n«i*ltls.
Is Improving.
Mrs.
Lizzie
hey
handled
3752
hens,
took
out
33
per
soil
but
encourages
at a premium. Ruilding permits foi
sent of them as culls and these culls in by keeping the soil in proper condition 1 Shuman hi. h. n earing for Mrs. Perry during
the first three months of this year ex
I her Illness.
I Mr- I.Ilia I’laney. Miss Marcia Blaney and
elusive of refinery developments con the test week foil wing the demonstra- lor bacterial growth.
ion
laid
only
324
per
cent.
Crops
that
start
up
and
make
a
J Mr . Henry P. Mason attended the funeral servstantly being made by the big oil com
Bulletins
explaining
how
to
distin

second
growth
offer
a
splendid
oppor!
“all in Nob'.ebore Tuesday
panies whose properties lie outside’ tht
hop of Warren W Creamer on
ity. exceeded $300,000. Two hundred guish unprofitable layers will be fur tunity for soil imiB-ovement p irticukir- | ' ti '
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
and seventeen building permits have nished free by the College of Agricul Iy,if in a rotation where the second j Depot street is receiving a coat of paint.
of I 'Ir',
/.
11
re C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
been issued this year as compared with ture, Orono, or on application to a crop may be turned in at the time
,
i turned from Mhlinsvile. Mass.
.-ounty agent.
plowing. T he custom Ol some to btltn j Joseph Itarstowc of Gardiner was in town last
79 for the same period in 1922.
Chiropractor
off the second growth should he dis- | w« k.
There are seven banks in Casper
•I,ill-aged. If there crops are li-srumes! M,r
Mrs ' \ »'llli.m«.n hare relumed 400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Those
small
ads
in
The
CotOierhaving deposits of $12,500,000, more
...
.
,
.
i t«» their home here for the summer.
Giaduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
j Winslow uas in Rockland
than $500 each for every man, woman Jaze^te are read by every body. That they will h ive secured valuable nitroOffice Hours:
s why they are so popular and gen from the air that will be returned ’ Thursday.
and child, where only a few years ag
Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, Z-t
to the soil as the plant dc -ays. All cf I , ”'.te!
WaMobn-o opened
Its
doors
Monday
•ffectlve.
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
there stood a straggling village. Rail
♦!.«
..rill
g
OfM
J
neWS
to
the
for the season. This will li
Saturdays 10-12'
Tel. 886
traveling public a.s the house and it.; genial----------road freight earnings last year ex
pro’-rletor are both popular.
reeded $22,000,000. Wool shipments
h
tweedie m d
G. J. Kuhn has purchased the house on the
from Casper in 1922 were 2,250.000
western side of the river owned by Mrs. Ernest
pounds.
Diseases of the Eye;
Davii of Rock'.and.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Weeks and Dr. and Mrs.
And unlike Los Angeles, Casper does
Refractions, Etc.
Odiorne of JelTcr..on were guests at Harold R.
not have an oil well in the dity. The
Sndth's Sunday.
407 MAIN STREET
oil is all piped in from the vast oi
Samuel Waterman, a former resl ’• nt of Wal
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
doho’o. di d Juldenly of heart ilisease at his
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
producing area for which the city it
home in Warrtn. Mass., April 29. Mr. WaJerOffice Telephone 493-W
the refining center.
man lived here in his youth and spent much
This is a city of Marmons. Cadillacs
time here 'luring tin- last few years when caring
for Id- si-UT. Miss Marcia Waterman. His
Packards and Pierces. The eheapei
F. B, ADAMS, M. D.
n att; iu» $ here were raddened to hear of
cars can’t find a meal ticket in this
hh death.
Office hours: 8 to 9 A. M.
place. On Center street, which is one
Ml-.s Mabel E. Davis, daughter of Mr. and
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
Mrs. Winfield Davis, was united in marriagof the main thoroughfares where the
to Vernon .Vehorn Wednesday. May 2. The
by appointment
cars are parked during the evening’
'(■’■enioi-y was performed hy Rev. O. G. Bar
400 Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
activities, one sees hundreds of car;
nard at the Methodist parsonage. Both Mr.
Telephone 160-W
45tf
and Mrs Achorn are popular young people and
of the more expensive types. They are
ar' receiving best wishes and congratulations.
NOTE Cut of "WHITE HOUSE
rew. they are bright and they are
Walter I’, (fulner. Gardner A. Rumen. Thomas
Washington on Every Label.
shiny.
I Richards, Otto V. Hassner. Ile’hert Witcher, Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Wilfo'd Gallagher, Earn’d Pern and John
Business Is Rushing
Osteopathic Physicians
l rcdford attended the meeting of King So'.o
The town fairly seethes with indus
nun's founcil in Rockland Friday.
DOUBLE PACKAGE DOUBLE-SEALED
38 UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
try. Everyone walks with both feet
Wiwurna Chapter. 0. E. S.. will give an in
HOURS: 9:60 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
on the ground and with a swiftness
formal reception to Mr. anil Mrs. W. M. Galla
gher Wednesday evening. -Mav It. at the Ma EVCNINGS t SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Absolutely Safe Protection to Contents
that is surprising. It's business, busi
Telephone 136
sonF Hall. All members are requested to be
ness everywhere and woe to the lag
present.
------ In 1, 3
5 Lbs. Only
gard. He has to leave for Casper
not his stamping ground. Hundreds of
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
N the market for upwards of thirty years — known from
smokestacks exhaling huge
black
WASHINGTON
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
coast to coast as the Highest Grade coffee the World
clouds day and night mean steamin g
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to • P. M
produces, its honored, distinctive name — ‘‘WHITE HOUSE”
kettles and thundering machinery
The new garage known as the Washington
Casper is a city.
Garage opened May 7. This new venture i.; Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
— stands for The Ken/ Best in coffees—the Greatest Satisfaction.
('ciuPieind by two woirYnnwn local men, Lv!i»nd
From one hotel alone an average o-f
Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149
Johnston and Zebra Crnoker. These men need
40 a night are turned away for lack o
no introduction. They are young men of buxi
WHEN YOU EUY COFFEE—BE SURE IT IS
accommodations and the town has
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
ne:-* ability and splendid experience. Tin y will
conduct a selling and repair station and have in
number of hotels and rooming houses
JOHNSTON
’S DRUGSTORE
their
employ
an
expert
mechanic.
The
owner.;
Every family that has a vacant room
of autoniohi s in this locality are deligh’ed
COMPLEE DRUG AND SUNDRY
has it rented and still the people are
with the prospect of having prompt and effi
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
cient auto service in this village.
crying for more buildings more houses
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND ENand more hotels.
LARGING.
Immediately adjacent to Casper
370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
MARTINSVILLE
the Salt Creek oil field the greatest and
richest high grade oil field in the world
I, Mrs Albert DnvH (if Thomaston I. visiting
and its surface is barely scratched
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
j Mrs. Etta Harris for a few days,
L'filllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllliillllllliliillllllHfilllillilliilllllElllllllIllllllllb There are 625 producing wells, three
j Haro'd IlupiHT had the misfortune to lose a
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
fourths of them flowing wells. It is es
i valuable horse the other da* .
—and—
Mrs. Etta Harris and daughter Margaret mo
timated that the field will handle 10,
| j ton ! to Waterville Friday. «
X-RAY OPERATOR
For April, May and June Delivery, in
(00 wells. Produced from this field
Mr.-. Ian in a bane has gone to Long Cove to
alone from 1^11 to 1922 were 71,819,000
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
j ra-• f(»r her sister-in law. Emma Lane, who
25, 50, 100, 1000 Lots
barrels of crude oil. It has a potentis
i was taken suddenly ill Wednesday.
Telephone 123
production of 500.000,000 barrels. Th
present run is 85.000,000 barrels a da y
These Chicks are bred from heavy laying trap nested stock. If you
GEORGE W. FOSTER •
and if run at capacity v.itMi 200.000 t
intend buying Chicks, buy the best from reliable shippers. Chicks
225,000 barrels only 20 to 30 percent c
Dealer in Pianos
bred from inferior stock are worthless and costly. It is the heavy
the production would be taken. Most
Fine Tuning
of this oil is brought to Casper through
laying strains bred by experts fhat pay the dividends and the feed
It’s Easy—If You Know Dr.
80 pipelines, each being from four
bills. Mr. C. W. Creamer of Winslow's Mills writes us that he
75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M.
eight inches in diameter and in the
Edwards’ Olive Tablets
bought 100 Baby Chicks of us last year and only lost one and he
mammoth plants in Casper the oil
encloses his check for another hundred for immediate shipment.
The secret of keeping young is to feel
stored and refined by the largest oil
ARTHUR L ORNE
young—to do this you must watch your
concerns in the world.
Wo have hundreds of these satisfied customers like Mr. Creamer.
liver
and
bowels
—
there
’
s
no
need
of
Expansion Going On
Insurance
ORDER TODAY. WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICE LIST TO OUR
having a sallow complexion—dark rings
The operating plants have the I.arg
Succes.or to A. J. Erekine A Co,
under
your
eyes
—
pimples
—
a
bilious
NEAREST
BRANCH
e-st crude capacity here and the tow
look in your face—dull eyes with no 417 MAIN ST. - • ROCKLAND, MB.
is the largest gasoline refinery west
sparkle. Your doctor will tell you ninety
the Mississippi river and ships more
per cent of all sickness comes from
oil by rail than any place else in the
l r campbell
inactive bowels and liver.
11
5
United States.
Dr.
Edwards,
a
well-known
physician
Wholesale
and
Retail
Grain
Dealers
While the refineries have some enor
Attorney at Law
in
Ohio,
perfected
a
vegetable
com

mous structures in use, they are no
-i.
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON
CAMDEN
WALDOBORO
pound mixed With olive oil to act on the Special Attention to Probate Mattpro
where near the end of their construc
90
Phone
818
130
43
liver
and
bowels,
which
he
gave
to
his
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Among up-to-date road builders, the Clctrac Model “W” Indus35 tion program. The Standard is ex
patients for years.
1000 Rhode Island Red Chicks will he m display and (or sale In n-ir Thomaspanding immediately to the north of its
tnn store window on or about April 28th lor small lot buyers. ORDER 40Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub
=5
trial Tractor has long been considered an indispensable power unit.
SE plant and adjoining the city which
54S63
stitute for calomel, are gentle in their
SS
Its crawler construction makes good fooling of the softest mud or
55 promises to be the largest tank farm in
EDWARD K. GOULD
action yet always effective. They bring
S5
sand. Its sturdy power can be depended upon for a full day’s work
3 ■the World.
about
that
natural
buoyancy
which
all
The Producers’ & Refiners’ company,
SS
year in and year out. Its ability to get in and out of ditches, gives
2=
should enioy by toning up the liver and
Attorney at Law
known as an independent company, has
clearing tb»- system of impurities.
SS
Cletrac a place in road building work that no otner form of power
SS the largest gas absorption plant in the
Dr.Edwards'OliveTablets are known
S5
can fill.
5 world at Casper. This plant extracts
COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN 6T,
by their olive color. 15c and 30c.
the gasoline directly from the natural
— —
5
=
DEMONSTRATIONS GIVEN
I •
gas which flows in abundance in this
to
exchange
new
furniture
for
your
old.
We
must
keep
our
second
section. Incidentally, the fuel here is
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
natural gas.
Know
the
tremendous
pull

furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.
Attorney at Lav’
Casper is second in the amount of
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRAcTICB
jf
54 WALDO AVENUE, ROCKLAND. TEL. 472-3
j| wool shipments in the United States.
ing
power
of
Courier-Gazette
V.
F.
STUDLEY
This is very important, for wool is just
431 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
coming back into its own and the wool
279-285 MAIN STREET
58-tf
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH
ads.
men around Casper and in Wyoming
Telephones—Office 468. House 603-W.

CASPER IS BOOMING

Victory Liberty Loon
4 3-4% Notes
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VALUE

ROJKUND SAVINGS BANK
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MAINE QUALITY

LUMBAGO NOW IS

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

V

OF SWEET CORN
Federal Director May Tells of the Effective Work That His
Department Has Been Doing.

ENTIRELY ENDED

There are but four such Commission
ers in the state, one at Bangor, one at
Augusta and two at Portland. If an
agent discovers liquor in a building,
whether it be at Fort Kent, Houlton,
Eastport, Bar Harbor, Rumford or Kit
tery, he must go from tift^to one hun
dred miles to get a warrant. If he can
obtain one, he returns with a searching
party and occasionally finds that the
liquor has not been spirited away in his
a bsence.
,

“TANLAC IS SIMPLY GRAND,” DE

Federal Prohibition Director Seth
May, recently made public the follow
ing report of work performed by his
department in Maine:
In the last fourteen months, through
the work-of Federal Prohibition Agents
ir, Maine, the following results have
been accomplished.
They have investigated over a thou
sand suspected persons and places.
They have thoroughly developed two
hundred and fifty cases of violation of
the National Prohibition Act.
Two hundred twenty-six indictments
have thus Par resulted.
In this period, not a single case has
been lost. No punishment has been
postponed.
Fines aggregating more than $48,000.00 have been imposed. Incidentally,
upon the earliest of these cases Jaxee
and penalties aggregating $56,000.00
have been assessed against liquor sell
ers. When remaining cases come up
for assessment, additional tax lists ag
gregating more than $110,000.00 will
issue against persons apprehended by
this department for selling liquor.
Taxes and penalties are collected by the
Collector of Internal Revenue.
Fourteen thousand quarts of assorted
liquors have been seized,—enough if
contained in quart bottles of the usual
type, set end to end, to form an un
broken line nearly three miles' long.
Of this quantity, fifty-six hundred
quarts have been seized since Decem
ber 1, 1922. From these liquors, had
they not been seized, bootleggers would
have obtained $110,000.00.
Twenty-two automobiles have been
seized. Of this number, three were
seized since Dec. 1, 1922. To date, ten
have been forfeited to the government,
one to the state and in only six in
stances have the owners obtained re
turn of seized cars, the claim being
that the cars were used without their
consent.

Eastern Standard Tin.e
Trains Leave Rockland for

j

I

r Augusta.
a ii
A57.00a. m. 17.3Ga.ra., fl.lOp m.

y H. J. Mosher, President of
the Franklin County Pro
ducts Co.

COFFEE-

Bangor. A §7.0 ) a. tn. 17.30 a. in., il.ICp. iti.
Bath A 87.00 a. ni., 17.30 a ra.. 11.10 p m..
t5 30 p. ra.
Boston. A 87.00 a. m., 17.30 a.m. 11.10p.m.
Brunswick AJ7.OOa. in., 17.30 a. m.. 11.10
p. ra . 15.30 p. m..
Lewiston. A (7 00 a.m.. t7.30a.m., 11.10 p tn.
New York. IV.lOp. ra.
Portland. A§7.00 a. in., 17,30 a.m., 11.10 p.ra.,

The sweet corn industry is one of
15 30 p ir..
the leading industries in Maine. The
Waterville A 87.00 a tn.. +7.30A.m. 11 lOp.tn.
—FEELS "LIKE NEW WOMAN.”
verage normal production per acre
Woolwich. $7.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p.ra.,
is the healthful delightful beverage Nature intended;
15.30 p. tn.
in tiie State is hut little more than 2000
1 Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
because it is “MADE” exclusively of thoroughly rip
pounds of cut corn. If some of us who
A Passengers provide own ferriage between VvooL
re trying to raise corn on land that is
with and Bath.
ened
coffee
berries.
Does
not
cause
acid
stomach.
Mrs. Isabelle Lemieux, residing at 22 not adapted to it would give it up and
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
Lee St., Cambridge, is still another do somethig else, and those who con
0-24-22 V.P.&Gen’IMgr. Gcn'l Passenger AgL
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR SUPERBA
highly esteemed Massachusetts woman tinue to plant would plant less acres,
Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Importers and Roasters, Portland, Maine
wiho feels that she is “aiding a worthy dress their land better with baito
cause” by recommending the Tanlac manure and take better care of their
• * • •
(1423)astern Steamship Lines, Inc.
ops, we would not only increase the
Nor can he obtain a search warrant treatment. She says:
BANGOR LINE
“I will always be grateful to Tanlac, average yield per acre but lessen the
as easily as state oflicials^may. The
Leave Rockland dai'y, except Sundays, at 8
federal law is strict. He will not get a and am glad to give a statement, for it cost per pound and raise the standard
Estate of Celinda A. Sleeper
M . standard time, for Boston.
CLARRY HILL
STATE OF MAINE
warrant upon suspicion or upon what is in a worthy cause. After having the of quality.
Return —Leave Boston daily except Sunday
Knox, ss.
iit ♦» P. M., daylight saving time. Leave Rock
In the country in 1922, 148,853 acres
someone has told him. However good grip a year ago I was so run-down and
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland.
In
and
land
daily, except Mondays, at 5 A M.. stiindI
was
discouragid.
I
just
could
eat
Miss Lillian Co’.e called on Winifred Whit- for said County of Knox, on the seventeenth rd time,
of corn grown for manufacture under
the tip, he must see the liquor or good
Camden 5.45 A. M.. Belfast 7.15
last Tuesday.
day
of
April,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thou

evidence of its presence. He must make enough to keep me going, and was so contract in more than 15 states. This neyMrs.
M.,
Bucksport
9.0(1 A. M., Winterport 9.30 A. M.,
Belle Post of North Warren was a bus sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
nervous
sleep
was
practically
out
of
dm Bangor 10.00 A. M.
epresented only about four-fifths of iness caller here recently.
a satisfactory Showing of facts, not
A
Certain
Instrument,
purporting
to
be
the
Leave
Bangor
daily, except Sundays, at 2 P.
the
question.
1
sufft
red
dreadfully
from
Mrs. Marion Smith spent last Wednesday in last Will and Testament of Celinda A. Sleeper,
the actual acreage grown. Maine held
what he suspects or has reason to be
M., standard time, for way-landings, Rockland
the guest
of Alma C.... ,iLamont.
late oi
of union,
Union, in
In saio
said vouniy,
County, inning
having ih
been
lieve. If he by chance obtains a war lumbago, backache, constipation and ixth place in this list with 9987 acres. Waldoboro,
i o .i
i-.
\ir« Vinni i laie
-cii and Boston.
J. Smith, Eva 1
I presented for probate, and application having
Connection at Boston with Metropolitan lino
Illinois leel witlf 30,268 acres. This Jacck.son
rant on insufficient facts, or if it con awful headaches.
were ,n.
, ysnrrv
'been made that no bond he required of the ex- xpress freight and passenger steamer for New
'I did not believe it possible for Tan shows that we have got to be especially
Edward Ross has moved to I nlon. Sorry t.» . editor named In the
. will.
...
tains any inaccuracy, the federal court
'ark.
a good neighbor,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
will not hear the' case, but will dis lac to do so much for me in so short a carefel of our quality in order to hold lose
Mrs. Mary Smith and daughter Eva Robbins
Interested, by causing a cop.' ol this
BAR HARBOR LINE
charge the respondent and actually or time. From the start I began eating our position.
called on her brother, Wrastus Whitney in persons
Order
to be published three weeks successively
Maine sweet corn had had a very en- North Warren Tuesday.
Leave Rockland daily, except Mondays, at
der his liquor returned to him. This and sleeping better, and now I never
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
published
Mrs. Sarah Jameson visited her sister, Mrs. a> Rock’and. in said Count'-, that they may ap
A. M., standard time, for North Haven. Ston
iablp reputation In the markets, but
is due to the peculiar and long estab have an ache or pain of any kind and
Augusta Mank Tuesday.
ington. South West Harbor. North East Harbor,
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockci
e are fast losing that reputation, the
lished ruling of the federal courts on am a new woman. Tanlac is simply
E. H. Clarry is nixing hay from W. E. in and for said County, on the nfteenth day of
al Harbor and Bar Harbor. Returning from
^rand.”
growers and canners in other states Mank’s.
search warrants.
May, A, D. 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore Bar Harbor at 1 P. M.. standard time, daily
Mrs. Lucy Clarry and daughter Ruth re noon,
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug
Finally, the usefulness of a small unit
lving raised their standard of quality} turned
and show cause, if any they have, why except Sundays, for way-landings and Rock
home last Sunday, after spending the
such as we have, is in facility of move gists. Accept no substitute. Over 37- so their product is now considered a past few weeks with her sister Mrs. Foster the prayer of the petitioner should not be land.
granted.
'
ment. Because of difficulties in ob million bottles sold.
close second to Maine corn. It is im Mank in North Waldoboro.
ADELBERT L. MILES.
BLUEHILL LINE
W. J. Smith lias a new Ford car.
Judge of Probate.
taining search warrants it has been
portant for us growers to realize that
Leave Rockland daily, except Mondays, at 3
Ralph Miller of Gardiner. Mass., spent Fridas
Tanlac Vegetable Pills are Nature’s ancy corn can never he packed from a
A true copy. -Attest :
necessary to operate quietly and obtain
A.
M
.
standard
time, for Dark Harbor. South
with liis parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Miller.
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
r»i-s-.rBrooksville. Sargentville, Brooklln, South Blueevidence by witnessing sales. A con own remedy for constipation. For said field producing standard corn. Some of He returned home Saturday night.
hill
and
Bluehill
Returning from Bliieliill at
Mrs. Mabel Smith and daughter Edna expect
stant movement of the men is required everywhere.
Estate of Ephraim Perry
he western growers are planting the
12.30 P. M., standard time, daily except Sun
to go to Connecticut next Monday for an in
STATE
OF
MAINE
to carry this out.
days, for way landings and Rockland.
ime variety of Crosby seed corn wc definite stay.
Whenever a search promises success,
F. 8. SHERMAN. Supt. Rockland Me.
Walter Feyler made a business trip to Union Knox, ss.
re planting. They are trying In every
At a Probate Court held nt Rockland, in and
R. >S. SHF/RMAN. Agent. Rockland, Me.
Wednesday.
BIRDS
ON
THE
FARM
the men have to be concentrated from
way to equal our quality. No doubt
foi said County of Knox, on the seventeenth
all over Maine. Because of meagre al
day of April, in tiie year of our Lord one thou
they can grow corn cheaper than we
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
lowance for travel and injunctions for Miss Virginia Jones of South can in Maine. The canners are able
Vinalhaven & Rocldand
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
BEST INTHOLONO RUN
economy, it has been necessary to pro
to can it cheaper than the canners in
last Will and Testament, of Ephraim Perry, late
Steamboat Co.
ceed cautiously during the winter
of Rockland, in said County, having been pre
China Tells of Their Value Maine. Their corn is t>etng offered in
sented for probate and a petition asking for
months in order to reserve funds to
the markets at a considerably lower
the appointment of Deborah L. Barron as ad
To the Farmer.
operate the entire personnel against il
The direct route between
price than we can afford to sell our
ministratrix with the will annexed having been
legal transportation during May and
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
corn. These facts are a positive proof
pi esented.
Ordered,
That
notice
thereof
he
given
to
all
June, when the large liquor movements
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
We littie realize the value of the wild that there should be the closest coop
persons interested, hy causing a copy of this
begin.
birds to the farm. Scientists have dis eration between the growers and the
Order to be published three weeks successively
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
It has been the aim of this office to covered that in Massachusetts, alone canners in Maine.
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
(Subject to change without notice)
« * • »
at Rock’and, in said ( ounty. that they may up
do thoroughly what it undertook. As the birds consume 21 bushels of insects
The grower who use? up-to-date
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1923
Twenty-three persons have been a result, of all the cases presented to a day, besides great quantities of weed methods and raises a good quality of
in and for said County, on thu fifteenth day ot
Loaves Swan’s Island (Lilly exrept Sundays
served with permanent injunctions rourt since we began operations, we seeds. In freely performing this great corn at a moderate cost shoulel re
tyiy, A. D. 1D23. at nine o’clock in the fore
t 5 30 A. M. for Stonington. North Huven,
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why Vinalhaven
against maintenance of liquor nui have lost just one which, incidentally, service for the farmer the birds show ceive' a profit rtbove cost. As there is
and Rockland
the prayer of the petitioner should not be
sances. Nuisances have been abated was our first case. So well have the a more kindly spirit towards us than so much difference in the quality of
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M., for
granted.
inalhaven. North Haven, Stonington, aud
at familiar places which have gone un agents done their work that it is not we show them.
ADELHERT L. MILES.
sweet corn seed for canning purposes
Tire mileage and service
Swan’s Island.
Judge of Probate..
molested for years. Whoever possess now regarded practicable by the legal
Children should be encouraged in the it would tie much better to plant only
W. 8 WHITE.
A
true
copy,
—
-Attest
:
comes from quality—not
care and study of birds. By scattering such seed as is approved By the canner,
es or sells liquor again at these places, profession to demand a trial.
General Manager
51 S 57
HENRY If. PAYSON. Register.
Rockland. Maine, J.in’y 6, 1923
The record of what has been accom chaff, crumbs and seed at favorable n my own experience I have found in
and the owners thereof, will be sum
purchase price. SilverEstate of Hatfie L. Gay J
plished is emphasized by a knowledge points they can attract the birds and savirfg the earliest and largest cars and
marily punished.
towns have never been
STATE OF MAINE
Over five thousand dollars have al of the inadequate machinery provided. sustain life through thf severe winters in planting them year after year that
excelled
for
quality
—
so
Knox, ss.
We have at our- windows the jay
ready been realized by the govern Il is an achievement of which any po
have developed a coarse kernel and
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
SMALLEY’S
naturally they are the
for said ( ounty of Knox, on the seventeenth
ment upon sale of seized automobiles, lice organization equipped with the chickadee, tree sparrow, brown creeper, large ear which ripens more quickly
day of April, in the year of our Ixird one thou
most economical.
and ^claimed liquprs, disposed of for best of machinery might well be proud. downy and hairy woodpeckers, gold ind is not as satisfactory for canning
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
ron-beverage purposes. The returns in Without hesitation I challenge any one finch, purple finch and junco. All win purposes.
A petition asking for the appointment of
fines', assessments and sale of forfeit to show a better record. Its strength ter we have been able to study these
Elia
F.
Howes
as
adnlTnistratrix
on
the
estate
BELFAST & BANGOR
The canner has his troubles as we'll
DYER’S GARAGE
if Hattie L. Gay, late of Appleton, in said
ed property substantially offset the en lies in the certainty of conviction and little fellows and watch their habits is the grower. There is very little
County, having been presented.
CAR
Park Street
the certainty of speedy punishment and peculiarities.
During a recent doubt that the1 small canners in Maine
tire cost of operations.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to ail
snowstorm we counted 51 visitors to who are using old-time machinery
It is the purpcse of this statement to which it reveals.
persons interested, hy causing a copy of this
is now making Two Trips Daily
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Order t» he puh'lshed three weeks successively
one feed box in the space of five min and methods will either have to equip
give the public a fair understanding of
Leaving Hotel Rockland and calling
In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
The State of Maine has a clean and utes. Could a winter he dull and long with approved machinery and con
the duties imposed upon the federal
at Hotel Thorndike at 7 A. M. and
at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
active
force
of
Federal
Prohibition
with
such
a
procession?
prohibition office in Maine, the means
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland
veyor systems and lessen their canning
12:30 P. M.
ir. and for said County, on the fifteenth day of
In the summer a bath constructed costs or go out of business.
provided for performing these duties Agents. Men in this work face great
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast, for
May,
A.
D.
1923,
at
nine
o
’
clock
in
the
fore

temptations,
as
the
past
history
of
pro

from
a
shallow
pan,
with
gravel
at
the
and the work thus far performed.
In July, 1921 the Franklin Farms
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
Rockland, 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
Silvertown CordTire
The National Prohibition Act regu hibition in this State has abundantly bottom and about a half inch of water Products Co. of Farmington was or
tin prayer ot the petitioner should not be
disclosed.
Rarely
indeed,
has
any
in

granted.
the pan placed upon a stump, will add ganized with 12 members and a capital
lates traffic in Intoxicating liquors
TELEPHONE 149-M.
A DELBERT L. MILES,
where they are required for non-bev stance of disloyalty to the service oc to the comfort of many a bird and be a stock of $10,000. We built a factory
46-tf
Judge of Probate.
curred,
and
yet
such
cases
are
to
be
constant source of joy to the house 30x100 feet and canned that tali more
erage purposes and prohibits all other
A true copy,—Attest:
expected,
as
anyone
knows.
Whenever
51-8
57
HENRY
H.
PAYSON.
Register.
hold.
traffic 4n such liquors. The regulation
than 6000 dozen apples. Last year, we
Estate of Evie M. Kelley
The cat is supposed to be a terrible increased our capital stock to $50,000
is accompjjghed by permits issued they have occurred, swift and certain
Estate of Erastus P. Rollins
STATE OF MAINE
through this office after investigation. steps have been taken to dismiss from enemy of the birds; surely one house We' added a bath room anel packing
Knox,
ss.
STATE
OF
MAINE
t A RELIABLE
At ii Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
More tjian eigfit hundred such permits the service and properly punish the eat is enough for any family, and the room 30x100 feet, also a boiler room
Knox, ss.
•
Al a Probate Court lic'd at Ibuklaud, in and for said Counjy of Knox, on the seventeenth
are 'held in' this State by druggists, offender. The men face great hard birds are of more value from the point large enough for twii boilers, and a coal
for said County of Knox, on the seventeenth day of April, in the year of our Lord one thou
physicians, dentists, hospitals, carriers, ships and risks. They nave been fired of use and beauty. A trap properly bin. We also put on a wing 100 feet
day
of April, in the year of our Lord one thou sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
COMMISSION HOUSE
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
persons manufacturing extracts, medi upon. They have been run down. They cared for is generally more successful in length for husking machines, a re
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
A
petition asking for the appointment of last Will and Testamenl of Evic M. Kelley, late
cines and by laboratories and other have been set upon alone by thugs no as a mouse exterminator than a well ceiving shed and cider mill to take
of
Rockland, in said County, having been pre
Lindley
C.
Rollins
as
administrator
on
the
es
scientific and mechanical clinics and one of whom had courage to face them fed cat that forgets her duty.
DRESSED CALVES
care of the' l»’-products from the apple
tate of Erastus P. Rollins, late of Warren, in sented for probate, and application having been
They have gone
establishments. A permit must be ob on even terms.
Now that the mad rush for money is factory. Last year we canneel 13.463
said (’ounty, having been presented and appll made that no bond he required of the executor
cation having been made that no bond he rc ii,lined in the will.
tained for every purchase of intoxi through the northern wilderness to the beginning to slow down, why not take cases or 26,926 dozen cans of corn
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to ail
quired of said administrate-.
LIVE
AND
DRESSED
cating liquor. From six to eight are most northerly point of the United a little time to study and enjoy th 1
nd approximately 2000 dozen of apples.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to al! persons interested, by causing a copy of this
required for each permit. Before the States and Maine, far from civilization, beauty that is at hand Farming can This year wc will add another packing
persons interested, by causing a copy of this Order to he published three /weeks successively
Order to be published tirreo, weeks successivel> in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
vendor can ship the liquor, the permit to seize and destroy large caches of be all drab and drudgery or it can be room about 30x75 feet which will'afford
POULTRY
ir. Tlu1 Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published nt Rock’and. in said (’ounty, that they may ap
must be confirmed by this office. All liquor, involving travel for some 350 pleasant, instructive work.
us ample room for storing and label
at Rock’and. in said County, that they may ap pear at a Probate Court to he held at RockiMid.
The "Chic-a-dee-dee-dee" of thank ing. We- will also add bean machinery.
permittees are required to report con miles in cold weather and blizzards.
pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland in and for said (’ounty, on tile fifteenth day of
in and for said County, on the fifteenth day of May, A. D. 1923, af nine o’clock In the fore
stantly the quantity qf liquor they have They have made trips by sleigh through as we put fresh sunflower seeds into Wc have aliout 20 acres contracted
EGGS,
APPLES,
ETC.
May, A. I). 1923, at nine o’clock In the fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
had and the use made of what they the night in zero weather for distances the window box is an adequate recoin which in an average season should
noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of tiie petitioner should not ho
have used. In turn, these reports must of fifty miles to the coast. They have pense for going without a new hat or
the prayer of the petitioner should not be granted.
yield more than 5000 cases. We have
ADELBERT L. MILES.
granted.
be - summarized and transmitted to patrolled the sea in rough water and movie.
increased our corn acreage about 25
Judge of Probate.
ADELHERT L. MILES.
Washington together with a great num amid ice floes. They have been forced
So let Us all do what wc can to in acres more than last year. \\ e have
A true copy, Af.
Judge
of
Probate.
PROMPT
RETURNS
ber of other reports. The regulation tc Wade nearly to their waists through crease the number of our little friend our machinery so arranged that we can
HENRY
II.
PAYSON.
Register.
51
8
57
A true copy,—Attest:
51 S 57
HENRY H. PAYBON. Register.
feature is itself a vast and complicated long stretches of cold salt water and and make our most glorious state
change
from
corn
to
apples
in
one-half
Estate
of
Julia
L.
Hills
undertaking, requiring the utmost ac broken ice. They have often gone sev large aviary.
STATE OF MAINE
hour as each line of machinery is in
Estate of Floretta T. Crie
curacy and attention to detail. The eral days and nights without rest and
Knox, ss.
STATE OF MAINE
dependent of the other. Wc have both
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
daily mail relating to these transac with little food. These are usual ex
Knox. ss.
electric and steam power, so in qase
port lyde
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and for said County of Knox, on the seventeenth
T. H. WHEELER CO.
tions varies from one hundred and fifty periences of a federal agent. His work
for said County of Knox, on the seventeentli day of April, In tiie year of our Lord one thou
one fails we can rely on the other.
is of the type that has made tales of
to two hundred pieces.
day of April, in the year of our Lord one thou sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
Mrs. Charles Brown and children who hav
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be tho
The field work Involves the inspec the Royal Canadian Northwest Mountsand nine hundred and twenty-three.
93-101 Clinton Street
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. I)a
A petition for tiie appointment of Edwin II last Will and Testament of Julia L. Hills, late
tion of the records and operations of eu Police interesting. As in all this vis for the past three months, have returned to
HOPE
ol
Rockland, in said County, having been pre
Crie
as
administrator
on
the
estate
of
Floretta
permittees, and the apprehension of class of work brilliant achievements their home in Portland.
T. Crie, late of Rockland, in said County, hav sented for probate, and application having been
Perley Simmons, who has had employment
made
that no bond he required of tiie executor
offenders against the prohibition act. involve Weeks and often mouths of
ing
been
presented
and
application
having
been
BOSTON
Joel Packard had a lucky escape from a se
in Augusta the past winter, has returned home rious
made that no bond bu required of said ad named in the will.
last week when he backed into
But one officer is detailed to the in hard disappointing work of which the
Mrs. Charles Gilmore recently underwent a woodaccident
Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all
ndnistrator,
sawing machine to avoid being struck
a serious operation at Knox Hospital.
spections. This work is done by a public is entirely ignorant.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, hy causing a copy of this
The Community was saddened to hear of the by an auto. The saw was slowing down and
The greatest tribute to the character
Order
to
he
published three weeks successively
man intimately acquainted with drugs
persons interested, b? causing a copy of till:
death of Miss Bernice Stimpson which occurred that’s where Joe was lucky. Dr. Hart took
Order to be published three weeks successivel} in The Courier Gazette, a newspaper published
and the necessary use of alcohol in rf these men is that juries believe them. in Rockland after a brief il’ness of pneumonia several stitches and advl-cd a lay off for a few
at
Rockland,
in said County, that they may ap
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
Only the other day at Portland the
Estate of George Wesley Oliver
preparation of medicines.
Robert Lundsen and family have moved t days. Joe missed tin May ball but he just
nt Rock’and. in said County, that they may a|i pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland,
would go to Pomona Grange.
STATE OF MAINE
word of one Federal Prohibition Agent Rockland.
in
aud
for
said
County, on the fifteenth day of
pear at a Probate < ourt to be taeM at ftocklaod
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilmore and son of Knox. ss.
Mrs. Edward Hooper has been spending
satisfied a. jury beyond a reasonable
In and for said County, on the lineenth day of May, A. D. 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore
Camden visited in town Saturday.
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland,
In
and
few
days
in
Thomaston.
noon,
and
show
cause, if any they have, why
The investigation and arrest of per doubt of the accused’s guilt. The agent
Mr. and Mrs. Allic Allen of Lincolnville were for said < ounty of Knox, on tiie seventeenth May. A. D. 1923, at nine o'clock in tiie fore
John Thompsojf and fami’r. who have be
noon, and show cause, if any they have, wli, the prayer of the petitioner should not he
sons violating the law by sale, posses was the government’s only available spending the winter in Rock’and have returned at George Athearn’s last Sunday.
day of April, in the year of our Ix»rd one tho
the prayer of the petitioner should not he granted.
At the Pomona Grange meeting last Saturday sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
sion or transportation of liquor is, of witness at the time. There is no more home. They have as their gwe;t Miss Margaret
ADELBERT L. M1LH8,
everything went merrily. Did friendships were
A petition asking for the appointment of Lee granted.
Judge of Probate.
course, a difficult undertaking., An idea convincing proof of a man’s worth than Connors of Black’s llarbocr. N. B.
ADELHERT L. MILF»S,
renewed
and
new
ones
formed.
The
dinner
and
n. Oliver as administrator on the estate of
Tiie
funeral
services
cf
Mrs.
John
Smalley
A
true
copy.
Attest
:
Judge
of
Probate.
prevails that this is all we have to do, the credit accorded his testimony by a were held at the Baptist church in Martinsville entertainment were more than enjoyed the for George Wesley Oliver, late of Rockland, in said
51 8 53
II KN IH II. PAYSON. Register.
A true copy,—Attest :
mer
being
voted
of
course
the
best
ever.
Mr.
Co
'ntv.
having
been
presented.
few people having any idea of the re jury.
Tuesday afternoon.
51 S 57
HENRY If. PAYSON, Register.
Mrs. Henry Coding, two of the oldest*
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to al
Mrt. Al Pease has gone to Boston for medical and
Estate of Irene A. Gregory
quirements of the regulation features
members present, were celebrating the 53d an persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Estate of Walter S. Morton
treatment.*'
STATE OF MAINE
of the law.
ner to bo publi.siieu three weeks successive!}
Mrs. Addle Marshall who has liad employ niversary of tlielr wedding. After congratula
STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
tions
had
been
received.
Mr.
Coding
responded
in 'Vlie Courier Gazette, a newspaper published Knox, ss.
The State of Maine has an area of
ment in Medomak has returned home.
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockland. In ami
an Invitation for remarks, gave several little at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in and
Bert Clark has moved Into the Stimpson ten to
28,985 square miles. Its inland border
anecdotes relating to their courtship and early pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland lor said County of Knox in vacation on tin for said County of Knox, on the seventeenth
ement.
“
day
of
April,
In
the year of our Ixird one thou
is around eight hundred miles* with
in and for said County, on the. fifteenth day of twentieth day of April, In the year of our Lord sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
Tiie Atlantic & Pacific Company are making married days, which were enjoyably received.
Mr. and Mrs. Randal Wadsworth of Somer May, A. D. 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three.
Canada across the line. Its coast witli
deliveries on groceries in the town every Tues ville.
A
Certain
Instrument,
purporting to be the
Mass., are in town on account of the noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
day.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
all the irregularities which afford se
death of Mrs. Wadsworth’s mother, Mrs. Ellen the prayer of the petitioner should not be last Will aud Testament of Walter S. Morton last Will and Testament of Irene A. Gregory,
Rev.
Mr.
Emery
gave
a
very
Interesting
lect
late
of
Rockland,
in
said
County, having been
cluded spots for landing liquor, is from
granted.
late of Rockland, in said County, having^licen presented for probate, * and application having
ure on Temperance. His fine talk was much Barnes.
Master Quentin Barrett, little son of Mr. and
2,500 to 3.000 miles. While Maine re
ADELBERT L. MILEW.
enjoyed by all.
presented for probate and a petition asking f»
been made that no bond he required of the ex
Judge of Probate.
Hie appointment of Averill E. Morton as ad ecutor named in tiie will.
Mrs. Clifton Marshal of Rockland spent the Mrs. Reuben Barrett bail a few members of the
ceived its illicit liquor formerly from Now Recommends Lydia E.
family to dinner last Sunday to help celebrate
A true copy. Attest:
ndnistrator with the will annexed having bee
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marshall
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
Massachusetts alone, since the advent
the fifth anniversary of his birthday.
51 S
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register
presented.
persons Interested, hy causing a" copy of this
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Dunton and C. A. DunPinkham’s Vegetable
of national prohibition, the state and
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all Order to he published three weeks successively
Estate of Edna B. Moore
ton
attended
the
funeral
of
their
cousin.
Miss
persons interested, by causing a copy of this in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
its coast have become a sort of high
REACH—DEER ISLE
Fannie Dunton In Camden Thursday.
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held al Order to he published three weeks successive! at
Compound
Rockland. In said County, that they may ap
way for Hie transportation of liquor
Let tis all remember that next Sunday h
Rockland on the 17th day of April, A. D. In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper puhlishe pear at a Prehale Court to he held at Rockland,
Sarah Marshall who has been keeping hou:
from Cartada and St. Pierre to Boston
1923.
at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap in aud for said County, on the fifteenth dav of
for Fred Eaton lias returned to her home at Mother s Day. Remember her with some kind
ness
If
living
and
honor
her
memory
if
she
has
Stanley R. Cushing Administrator on the es piar at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland
and |>oin'ts south. In addition to this
Washington, D. C.—“Lydia E. Pink- Deer Isle and is boarding Mr. Eaton’s childre gone before.
,
tate of Edna IL Moore, late of Thomaston, in ih and for rfaid County, on tiie fifteenth day ol Mai. A. I». 1923i at nine o’clock in th'' fore
influx, alcohol is brought in from Mass ham’s Vegetable Compound saved me while he is away for the summer.
Stephen Baird who was injured quite badly said County, deceased, having presented his first May, A. D. 1923. at nine o’clock in tiie fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
Capt. Winfield Greenlaw left Monday to join
prayer of the petitioner should not be
recently is getting along quite comfortably now. and final account of administration of said noon, and show cause, if any they ha?e, why the
achusetts as were other liquors years
from an operation his yacht at Camden.
granted.
estate for allowance:
ago. National prohibition has pre
the
prayer
of
the
petitioner
should
not
I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
C.
Smith
and
son
Clyde
of
ADELBERT L MILES.
which a physician
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three granted.
Isle were Sunday callers at Mr. and Mrs
Judge of Probate.
sented new problems to Maine because !
said I would have to Deer
weeks successively, in Tiie Courier-Gazette,
ROCKVILLE.
D. W. Torrey’s.
ADELHERT L. MHaES,
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
of the demand in the populous cities of
printed in Rockland, in said Count}, that all
have for a very bad
Judge of Probate.
Mrs. Jane Gray, who has been quite HI, Is
51 S 57
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
persons interested may attend at a Probate
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connect
A true copy,—Attest:
case of female trou slowly improving.
Some of our residents have cleaned up around Court to be held at Rockland, on tiie fifteenth
Estate of Elmira I. Henderson
51 S 57
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
Mrs. Charles E. Smith, Thomas Ei
icut and New York.
ble. My system waa tonMr.andandAlbert
STATE OF MAINE
Robinson were callers at Mrs their homes, but there looks to lir much more day of May next, and show cause, if Im.v tiie}
Estate of Nina A. Fowler
A force of sixteen men has been pro
to be done especially around buildings on the have, why tiie said account should not be al
all run down for two Lester W. Gray’s Sunday.
Knox, ss.
STATE OF MAINE
lowed.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. In and
vided for operations In the field against
Capt. Sam Lowe left Tuesday to join his main road.
years after my little
Our sick people are now convalescent.
Knox. ss.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge.
for said County of Knox, on the seventeentli
yacht at Boston. Mrs. Lowe went with him a;
this traffic. A small unit sufh as this,
girl was born. Then far
Mrs. fennie Collamore visited Rockland Wed
At a Probate Court-held at Rockland, in and day of April, in the year of our L>rd one thou
A true copy, -Attest :
as Rockland where she will visit her moth
cannot suppihnt local officers whose
nesday.
for
said ( ounty of Knox, on tiie seventeenth sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
I read of your won er for
51-8-57
HENRY
H.
PAYSON.
Register.
a few days.
The last snow drift that could he seen from
day of April, in the year of our Lord one thou
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
duty it is to enforce the liquop law’s. It
derful medicine and
Mrs. Lester Gray and daughter Arvilla left
Estate of Walter S. Morton
this place disappeared Wednesday night with
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
last Will and Testament Of Elmira I. Hender
can only serve to supplement the duly
decided to try it. I Thursday to join Mr. Gray at Rockport, who rain and heavy clap of thunder.
Nina A. Fowler of Camden, In said County son. late of Rockport, in said County, having
KNOX COUNTY. In (ourt of Probate held at
he
has
employment.
constituted police and sheriffs 'by add
could hardly drag one
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy dark with baby Richard
Rockland in vacation on the 20th day of having petitioned this court for change of name been made that no bond lie required of the ex
have been visiting his mother, Mrs. Minnie
from Nina A. Fowler to Nina A. Yates.
April. 1923.
ecutor named in the will.
foot after the other,
ing its work to theirs,Where most need
Savage
of
Razorville.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to all
Averill E. Morton, Conservator of Walter S.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to all
ed. Its most serviceable field would and after taking six bottles of the Vege
Miss Mabel Dxton is having some alterations Morton of Rockland, in said County, having persons interested, by causing a copy of this persons interested, by causing a copy of this
be against transportation and Che com table Compound I felt like a new wo
made in her buildings.
presented his first ami final account of guard Order to be published three weeks successively Order to he published three weeks successively
The town has repaired the railing around i.m-i.i»» of tald viini for allowance:
in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
binations of individuals devotltig their man. I now do all my housework, also
Lake.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
/ \ There is no “•cure,
a
time and money to importing for sup washing and ironing, and do not know
’’ but Chickawaukie
Vesper Hall and Sydney Andrews with four weeks successive^}-, in The Courier-Gazette, pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rockland pear at a Probate (’ourt to be held at Rockland,
ply of Che l/rger cities of this find the what real trouble is. My health is fine,
and the road machine have been leveling printed in Rockland, in sakl County, that all in and for said County, on the fifteenth day of in and for said County, on tiie fifteenth day of
J wheezy breathing may horses
the road. The automobilists will feel pleased persons interested may attend at a Probate May, A. I). 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore May, A. D. 1923, at nine o’clock in the fore
more populous states south. The de and I weigh 140 pounds. When I started
Court to be held at Rockland, on the fifteenth noon, and show cause, if any they have, why noon. and show cause, if any they have, why
oftentimes be relieved to be rid of the bumps.
mands
the public regarding local taking it 1 weighed 97 pounds. I glac .
day of May next, and show cause, if any the} the prayer of the petitioner should not be the prayer of the petitioner should not be
conditions in certain places havd made recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s vege
have, why the said account should not be al granted.
granted.
by
inhaling
the
soothing
ADELBERT L MILES.
heavf inroads upon the time of federal table Compound to any one who is suf
lowed.
ADELBERT L. MILKS.
ADELBERT L. MILES,Judge.
Judge of JTobate.
Judge of Probate.
medicated vapers oi—
agents which could to great advantage fering from female trouble or is run
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
A
true
copy.
Attest
:
A true copy,—'Attest:
be employed in the direction indicated. down. You may use this testimonial
51 S
HENRY 11 PAYSON. Register.
51 S 57
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
51
8-57
HENRY
II.
PAYSON.
Register.
The machinery provided for the oper for I am only too glad to let suffering
Estate of Edmund P. Starrett
Estate of Fred H. Jones
Estate of Aimira M. Woodsum
ation of federal agents is altogethe?* in women know what the Vegetable Corn-

CLARES CAMBRIDGE RESIDENT

x f

Goodrich

C

SAVED FROM
AN OPERATIQH

ASTHMA

SHEET MUSIC

adequate. The law declares it illegal
to possess, without a permit, intoxicat
ing liquor in a dwelling or elsewhere,
except such as was already in the
dwelling when the national prohibition
act took effect, but it declares the
dwelling exempt from search, unless it
can be proved that it is used for un
lawful sale of liquor, or •contains a
store. Dwellings are therefore resorted
to by bootleggers for storage of
liquor. We connot disturb them.
Federal agents obtain their warrants
from United States Commissioners.

bound did forme?-—Mrs. Ida Hewitt,
1529 Penna. Ave. S. E., Washington, D.C.
Such letters from women in every
section of this country prove beyond
question the merit of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
With th. Main* Muain Comnanv
Telephone that item ol news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see IL

All the latest song hits

20 Cents
Specials '

CHICHESTER
S PILLS
WLndlest
THE DIAMOND BRAND. A
Ask yonp “*
Chl-chon-ter 0 Dim
■Mils in Red and
Take no other. Buy of
DruffflAt. Ask forClfl-CU____
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for
years known as Best,Safest, Always Reliable
boxes, sealed with__

M

SOLD BY DRKiQISTS EVERYWHERE

15 Cents
V. F. Studley
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

lMS-tf

KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 17th day of April, A. I).
1923.
A. P. Starrett. Administrator on the estate
of Edmund P. Starrett. late of Warren, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate
for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
printed in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons interested may attend at a Probate
Court to be he’d at ^x-k'and. on the fifteenth
day of May next, any show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
ADELBERT L. MILK8, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :

51-S-57

UEMLY II. PAYSON, Register.

KNOX COUNTY in Court of Probate, held
Rockland on the 17th day of April, A. D
V«23.
Bdward C. Jones, Administrator on the estate
of Fred H. Jonqp, late of Warren, in sa
County, deceased, having presented his first
aud final account of administration of said e
tate for allowance:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette
printed in Rockland, in said County, that all
persons Interested may attend at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, on tile fifteenth
day of May next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be af
lowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
51 8 57
JHLNRY H. PAYSON, Register.

KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate, held at
Rockland, in vacation, on the 26th day of
April. 1923.
Frank H. Ingraham, Executor of the will of
Almira M. Woodsum. late of Rockland, in said
(’cunty, deceased, having presented his first
account of administration of the estate of said
deceased for allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, once
a week for three weeks successively, in The
Courier-Gazette, published in Rockland, in said
('ounty. that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
the fifteenth day of Ma} next, and show cause.
If any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILKS. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
51 S 57
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
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FOR SALE

THOMASTON

at OWL’S HEAD, ME.

DANCE

Miss Abbie McDonald, who has been
visiting relatives in Boston, returned j
Friday.
T. H. S. Tag Day Saturday. Get
busy and help the T. H. S. Athletic I
Association.
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
The Wesley Forum will meet in the
Methodist vestry Monday evening. May ,
34.. Supper at G o'clock, followed by
an address by B. W. Bussell. Every-1
body welcome.
Lew Hanley has procured this famous orchestra from Brocktcn and
A telegram was received in town
will assure all some good dance music.
Thursday morning from New York, an
67-lt
nouncing the death of Mrs. Levi Gilchrest. (formerly Miss May Catland)
of this town.
PARK THEATRE
THE SIAM CLASSIC
Mrs. May Cotto,(. who lias been
spending ti few weeks in Boston.' ar
If your laughing apparatus is nnt in Famous Elephant Drive To Be
rived Friday.
The W. C. T. V. met with Miss Mabe! good working order, better not try a
Abolished
Because Ele
Amesbury recently for the annual visit to the Park today for there is a
meeting and elected the following orti* tun-frolie down there in which Jackie
phant
’
s
Nose
Is Out of
C.rigan
in
“
Peck
’
s
Rad
Boy
’
’
,
and
Con

cers: President. Mrs. Mary Rogers:
vice presidents. Mrs. Ernrina Hawes nie Talmadge in “Woman's Plate" that
Joint.
and Miss Margaret Crandon; secretary. is rocking that end of Park street, it
Mrs. Ada Comstock; treasurer. Mrs. is another of the big weekend programs
The greatest hunt in the world and
.Sarah Bramhall. Plans were made for that were inaugurated last week and
,he convention which will meet in which have proven themselves so pop the most unusual surviving court cere
Thomaston May 23. Meetings will be ular that, they tax the rapacity of the mony—the famous elephant drive of
theatre. So if a friend walks up to
held in the Baptist'vestry.
Siam—is to he abolished.
Joseph Paquin and family have vou and gives you a friendly slap on
“Siam’s ctnturies-old spring festival
the
back,
you
may
know
he
has
been
moved into one of the State houses at
to
the
Park
and
enjoyed
the
fun-frolic
gives
way iiefore modernism which has
the West End, formerly occupied by
that is spreading smiles all over Rock adopted the machinery, the economics,
Frank bunt.
and even literature of the East, for
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah I.inekin motored land.
Coming Monday and Tuesday. Bebe Shakespeare in translation now is a
to Orono Saturday to spend the week
Daniels and Nita Naldi in Paramount's Siamese best seller,’” suys a bulletin
end.
F.ig Special Production adapted from from the Washington, D. C„ head
The Beta Alpha Society will meet in
the Pictorial Review story "Glimpses
the vestry of the Baptist church Mon of the Moon." Beautiful gowns—and quarters of the National Geographic
day evening. All members are re enough to fill your eyes with gorgeous Society.
"Once the hunt dramatized a mili
quested to comd prepared to. sew.
ness. A story that is enthralling with
There will be a meeting of the special settings that are a joy to behold tary necessity and the King’s annual
Thomaston Improvement Society on makes "Glimpses of the Mpon" one of visit to the ancient capital. Ayuthia,
Wednesday, May 16. at the Congrega the really important events of the netted him elephants of war which
tional vestry at 7.30 p. in. All mem year. The picture created a sensation were the first line of defense of the new
Bangkok.
bers are invited to attend.
in Portland last week where it had its
Richard Elliot has returned from a first showing, many voting it the most
Motor Supplants Elephant
business trip to Boston.
pretentious production ever attempted
“In later years the elephant was a
Giuyas Williams and family of by Paramount.
commercial asset, especially in teak
Boston are at the Knox Hotel for a
The many special productions now lumbering, but the motor has supplant
few days enroute to Deer Isle where scheduled for the Park make it neces ed the animal, and rice fields are spread
they expect to spend the summer.
sary that you watch close and not miss over the marshes where elephants
Baptist church services Sunday at a single offering unless of course you were driven many miles to the royal
3040 a. m. and 7 p. m. The church want to miss a rare treat. Guy Bates stockade. The principal factor in the
school assembles at 33.50 a. m. At the Post in "The Masquerader" from the abolition of the spring 'drive' may have
evening service a special program will splendid stage success comes on Wed been the enormous damages the state
lie presented in observance of Mothers’ nesday and Thursday. But more of treasury had to pay rice growers for
Day. There will lie a number of suit this will be given to you later. The trampling their crop.
able readings and recitations, special full Park program will be found else
’’Weeks ahead of the King’s arrival
music liy Ihe clmir. quartets, duets and where in this paper. Turn to it now. at temple-dotted Ayuthia a small army
solos. Flowers brought to this service —adv.
of 'beaters’ would spread out for scores
will be distributed among the shut-ins
of miles above the deserted city and
of the church and congregation. Ser
begin their slow task of driving the
WARREN
vice of prayer and praise Thursday
elephants into one great herd
evening at 7.30.
The World Wide
"By the time the animals have been
Mrs. Laura Jones Is working for Mrs. Frank
Guild will meet Friday evening at 7.30. Haskell, Jr.
herded at the banks of the Me Nam
Mrs. John Teague lias resigned her position River the King has come up that river
the shoe shop.
Lew Hanley has a dance at Watts at Percy
Kemiiston and bride arc setting up in a barge and occupies a royal 'box' in
Hall, Thursday. May 17. Fogg’s Or ho.se-keeping in the Niven Crawford rent re a grandstand built back of the north
chestra of Brockton—one of the best. cently vacated by Nina Gregory.
wall of the stockade.
Mrs. H. N. Hilton «pegt Wednesday as guest
—adv.
"All the Siamese who can come are
>f her sister. Mrs. Clara Lerniond.
Miss Lilia McCarty is employed as house there. They tax the railroad trains,
Penobscot View Grange holds a fair keeper at Mrs. Martha Studley's.
crowd the river .with their craft, and
Mrs. John Sidensparker and Mrs. Newell Euand supper Wednesday. May 16. The gley
even at that the greater number walk
spent Wednesday in Rockland.
supper tickets are 40c and dance tick
Mr. West has been guest of W. L. Lawry the along the dusty roads.
ets 33c and 15c, plus tax. Supper at 6. past few days.
The Climax of the “Drive”
A large crowd from this place attended the
picture “The Christian” at the Strand, Wed- {
"The Rost spectacular feature of the
uesday.
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Everett Mank of Waldoboro was guest ( entertainment is driving the slow mov
of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Oliver over the weekend, j ing beasts across the river to the kraal.
Mrs. Sam Fuller. Mrs. John Teague and Mrs. !
Mrs. Charles D. Wentworth hos returned
They splash and roil In the stream,
Watts spent Wednesday in Rockland.
from Augusta where she has been spending the Charles
A.
H. Rust came Wednesday morning and spout water and scoop it with their
winter.
the removal of the casks of swinging trunks, and trumpet in a glutCapt. Husc Richards has purchased the Albert will sui>erintend
purchased last year by Mr. Nicholson tural chorus like no other commotion
Perry house on Mechanic street which he will alewives
of Bucksport.
occupy in the near future.
Ellis Watts has recently bought a Ford coupe. that ever assailed the ear of man.
■Mrs. Myra Burrows of Boston is in town,
Mrs. Ruth B. Staekpole and small son of
“In command here are the tame ele
called here by the Illness and death of her
Augusta
have been guests of her parents, Mr. phants, who lead the way and bring up
brother-in-law Robert K. Shibles.
and
Mrs.
AlcxaadCT
Bachelder
the
past
week.
Mrs. Lillian Hall has returned from Massa
C. K. Coburn’s house is receiving a new the rear, and innocently amble into the
chusetts and Is the guest of her daughter, .Mrs. coat
of paint at the hands of Ralph Spear’s kraal for their unwitting companions
{Sidney Wellman.
The next to be decorated will be that to follow.
A. C. Moore was in Tenant's Harbor Thurs crew.
of
Alvah
S. Simmons.
day and Friday of this week.
“Once inside the trap the work of
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Starrett of North War
Mrs. Loring Philhrook entertained the club
ren
were
In town Wednesday at the home of picking the ‘thoroughbreds’ of the jost
Elite of Rockland Wednesday evening at her
home on Commercial street in honor of Miss her mother. Mrs. John Clements.
Mrs. Violet Brimiglon of Millinocket Is a ling, ear-flapping, panicky, gelatinous
Sadie Tripp of Boston. A delicious supper was
served, dandelion greens and strawberry short guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Judson mass of animal flesh begins. A Sia
Clements.
I mese picks an elephant on points’ as a
cuke forming a part of the elaborate menu.
Davis lias secured a position as driver j Kentuckian would a horse. His skin
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Eells of Lynn, Mass., of John
a
truck
for
Dunn
4c
Elliot
Co.
of
Thomaston.
were in town Wednesday.
A bee was held Maj 6 at the farm of C. A. must be unbroken, not fungus-grown,
Carleton W. Davis left Wednesday for B<5sG. Simmons in North Waldoboro when 20 and light in color. Black toenails are
trn.
fiiends
gathered to help burn over 50 acres of desirable and these should he intact.
Fred Priest killed a calf for Josiah Parsons
five weeks old that dressed 109 pounds. The blueberry pasture. A basket lunch of sand Many are rejected because their tails
wiches.
doighnuta and coffee was not slighted.
hide weighed 12 pounds.
A. I’. Gray is grading his lawn and building have been torn off in some jungle fight,
Miss Dorothy Pierce of Boston is the guest of
a
new
driveway.
Frank Stahl and Aaron Star The gait must be steady and even.
her cousin, Mrs. Wesley Thurston.
The regular meeting of Harbor Light Chap rett are employed in the work.
"The elephants chosen are fastened
Mrs.
Alden
Copeland
of East Warren spent
ter, 0. E. S.. will be held Tuesday evening.
to stakes, which makes many of them
May 15. Degrees will be conferred and they Wednesday in Rockland.
Mrs.
G.
Pearson
has
been
a
guest
of
her
will have as guests Ivy Chapter of Warren and
frenzied, and occasionally one breaks
Forget-Me-Not Chapter of South Thomaston. mother, Mrs. Fr?d E. Mathews the past wtek. loose and attacks his fellows. Suifh
>^r. Pearson arrived Wednesday noon. The>
Supper will be served at 6.30.
Rev. C. P. Lampham of Livermore Falls will will return to their home in Massachusetts In battles are fervently hoped for by the
preach at the Methodist church Sunday morn their car which wintered in Warren garage, spectators.
following repairs last fall.
ing and evening.
"After the connoisseurs have picked
We, notice Rockland is giving news prom
Mothers’ Day will be observed at the Baptist
church with appropriate messages by the pastor inence to its “bumps.” and wonder If it can a few hundred of the best animals the
a’ 10.30 a. m., subject. "Behold Thy Mother.” have any to equal Warren’s collection on the many more hundreds are set frt“ and
At 7 p. m. the subject will he “Real Mothers”— village hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Falcs, formerly Olive left to find their old haunts again."
a message to young men and women.
Copeland, have purchased the old Palmer Spear
Robert >K. Shibles
house at South Warren railroad crossing and

FOGG’S

CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
AND GARAGE
The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhauled and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings is
the strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and islands.
J W HATCH
197 BROADWAY. ROCKLAND. MAINE

ORCHESTRA

THURSDAY, MAY 17

'Robert K. Shibles, aged 61 years, died May
10 at Ids home. Beauchamp Point, and the news
of his death brought sadness to the hearts of
many. For some time he has been In failing
health and for the past week or more his con
dition has been such as to cause grave fears
foi his recovery. For about 21 years Mr. Shi
bles has been a resident of Rockport, where
he has made for himself many staunch friends
and has been known as a man of integrity, and
one of our most highly respected citizens. He
has held the responsible position of Superin
tendent of the estates of sevral of our well
known summer residents. For the past six
years he lias been in charge of the John Gibhel estate at Beauchamp Point, holding a pre
vious position with William J. Latta. He was a
native of Thomaston. Me., where he was horn
Aug. 15. 1862, the son of the late Warren and
Ann Shibles. Ac was a member and Past Mas
ter of St. Paul’s Lodge, No. 82. F. & A. M., a
member and Past Patron of Harbor Light Chap
ter. 0. E. S., and of Keystone Chapter, No. 21,
R. A. M., Camden, and of the K. of P. Arcana,
No. 102, Thomaston. He is survived by a wife,
who was formerly Miss Lucia Andrews of
Thomaston and an adopted son, Clinton A.
He also leaves a sister, Mrs. Alton Chadwick of
Thomaston. Funeral services will be held Sun
day afternoon at 3 o'clock, daylight saving
time., at the Baptist church. Rev. Andrew Young
officiating. The members of Kt. Paul’s Lodge,
F. & A. M., will attend in a body. Interment
will be in Amsbury Hill cemetery.

SOUTH THOMASTON

arc demolishing it preparatory to using the
lumber In the erection of a modem bungalowsomewhat hack from Jhe old site.
John Spear, whose house burned a short time
ago, is making rapid preparations to rebuild
and already lias lumber out for that purpose.
Mrs. May Rokes and Mrs. Wesley Lewis were
in Rockland Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller are residing at
the Joshua Starrett homestead where Mrs. Mill
er acts as housek eper.
'Mr. and Mrs. Alfred McFarland of Union are
spending a week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Wiley.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kenniston will go to
housekeeping in the Crawford rent, recently
vacated by Mrs. Nina Gregory.
r
Clement T. Moody Is on night duty at Warren
Garage.
Mrs. Edward Cook, Mrs. Alfred Teague and
Miss Cclimia Spear accompanied Mrs. Lewis
Montgomery and Frank L. Montgomery to Ten
ant’s Harbor Wednesday in their Buick sedan.

Low Hanley has a dance at Watts
Hall. Thursday, May 17. Fogg’s Or
chestra of Brockton—one of the best.
—hdv.

Penobscot View Grange holds a fair
and supper Wednesday, May 16. The
supper tickets are 40c and dance tick
ets 35c and 15c, plus tax. Supper at 6.

Penobscot View Grange holds a fair
CAMDEN
and supper Wednesday, May 16. The
supper tickets are 40c and dance tick
The proceeds from Anno-What’s-Her-'Nitine
ets 35c and 15c, plus tax. Supper at 6. amounted to $275. which was turned over to

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL

WORKS
Successor to A. F Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE

CEMETERY WORK
Main Streat

THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette

ads.

Every-Other-Day
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the District Nursing Association. In addition
the association l.a.s the satisfaction of having
sjionsored a very . successful affair.
(Pinks are to he sold by the High School
girls today for the benefit of the Maine Public
Health Association.
May 16 sees another treat at the Comiquc in
the coming of Mae Murray in her startling
feature, "Broadway Rose.”
Mrs. Ida Vosc Woodbury will lecture at the
Congregational church on the evening of May 29
on "Abraham Lincoln.” The lecture is accom
panied by stereopticon views.
Arthur Ames is adding a piazza to his house.
Camden people are rapidly making the ac
quaintance of tin new Methodist pastor, Rev.
F. E. Smith. He is a brother of Rev. C. E.
Smith who served this same church several
years ago.
John Treneer is on deck again at liis market
after a long illness.
Lincoln Academy and Camden High are to
play here this afternoon.
Amity Lodge held a Past Master's night Fri
day.
J. H. Hobbs lias removed his garage to his
own lot on Chestnut street.
W. W. Bowden is building a new restaurant
next to the old American Express Co. office.
It will be a credit to Camden when completed.
Meguntieook Grange will work the third and
fourth degrees on seven candidates next Wed
nesday evening. A harvest feast will follow the
work.
Mothers' Day is to fie observed with special
services at the Methodist church Sunday morn
ing.

Lew Hanley has a dance at Watts
Hall, Thursday. May 17. Fogg’s Or
chestra of Brockton—one of the best.
—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
The double feature program at the
Empire today offers two favorite stars
that are well liked by everyone in
Rockland. The first is “Strongheart,”
the wolf-dog who is seen in a return
of the wonderful picture that was
shown several weeks ago, “The Silent
Call.” It was at that time voted to be
one of the finest pictures ever present
ed in Rockland and so many have the*
requests been for a return engagement
that it will be shown at the Empire
again today. Many who saw it the first
time will certainly want to see it again.
Glenn Hunter and Mary Astor are to
be seen in "The Second Fiddle,” a
splendid human drama that pleased
large audiences yesterday and who left
with a smile of satisfaction on their
face. Around the World and a comedy
complete the big weekend program.
Coming Monday and Tuesday, Ja^k
Holt in his latest Paramount picture,
‘‘The Tiger’s Claw,” will be the lead
feature. It is a mystery story of the
Orient and done in a way as tfhly Jack
Holt could do it. Gladys Walton in
‘‘The Girl Who Itan Wild” is the com
panion feature. The new electrical
fixtures and wiring are fast taking on
appearance and when completed and
installed it will make the Empire a
blazing light of entertainment.—adv.

VINALHAVEN
Sunday is Mother’s Day and at the different
churches there will be appropriate sermons and
special music.
Dr. Rich, the optician of Portland, will he at
IMrs. Mary L. Arey's home the first of next
v.cek.
Miss Fay Coburn entertained the Forget-MeNots Friday evening. Lunch was served.
Carl Ames has a new auto truck which he
uses on his milk route.
A new granite business lias been recently
opened In town called the Jones Paving Com
pany. They wifi commence operations right
away employing about 50 men, which includes
paving cutters, quarrymen, etc. It is located
on what is known as the Walls Farm.
Frederick Jones and C. K. Roberts left Wed
nesday for Barre. Vt., on a business trip.
C. F. Paine returned Wednesday to Hallowell,
having spent a few days in town.
The Apron Club with a ready-to-serve dande
lion dinner surprised Mrs. L. R. Smith Wednes
day at her home. Dinner was served at 6 o'clock.
The McIntire house on Star street is being
repaired.
Mrs. Angus Hennigar returned Wednesday
from a week's stay in Rockland.
The Pals were entertained Wednesday evening
by Mrs. Langtry Smith. A picnic supper was
enjoyed.
A party of 25 friends gave Allston Roberts a
pleasant surprise Thursday evening at the farm.
Purser <’. S. Libby of steamer Gov. Bodwell
is making the trip to Stonington and Swan's
Island this week.
The subject j>F the lctfenn sermon next Sunday
at the services of the Christian Science society
will be ‘ Adam and Fallen Mail.”

Penobs ot View Grange holds a fair
and supper Wednesday, May 16. The
supper tickets are 40c and donee tick
Dr. Rich. Eye Specialist, will he in town
ets 35c and 15c, plus tax. Supper at 6. Monday.
May 14, one week. Appointments made
at Mary Arey’s.—gdv.

«

FOR SALE

T

This beautiful cottage, situated
at the entrance of Penobscot Bay
All modern conveniences; 29 acres
of land; 2000 feet of shore front.
One of the most picturesque spots
on the Maine Coast. For particu
lars, address

PHIL T. WARE
SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE
4ST-S-tf

STRAND THEATRE
Many folks li^c <1 "Vendetta” yester
day better than they did “The Chris
tian.” They liked the dashing beauty
of Pola Negri, the brilliant Corsican
scenes and everything else about it
The picture has its final showings to
day. In the Monte Carlo scenes every
thing has been done on an extraor
dinarily elaborate scale with natural
settings, which to duplicate would cost
millions of dollars. Many of the in
teriors were made in the famous Hotel
de Paris which is known the world
over for its elaborate beauty. There
are ail so many scenes taken in the in
terior of the Casino with the tables
in full operation.
In the Corsican
scenes there are native dances witli the
peasants of the countryside in their na
tive costumes as well as a big wedding
ceremony performed according to the
native custom. Pola Negri‘has the
part of a wealthy young Corsican girl,
who has sworn vendetta, the blood oath
of Corsica, against the unknown man
who has killed her brother in a duel.
All unknown she meets this man and
they fall in love at first sight. They
are married and on her wedding night
while waiting his return in her bridal
chamber she learns that her husband
is her brother’s murderer. Only a Pola
Negri could handle a situation as
tensely dramatic as this, and her work
in this situation has caused her to
reach new heights of dramatic triumph.
"The Y’eiled Woman” is a picture
that will create sobs and smiles. In |
ne mome nt it will make people sad, I
ntl in another it will make them glad ;
they are living. It is bright and cheer- |
ful as the lilt of a robin's spring-song. J
tragic as any drama ever penned.
For, Myrtle Reed was a writer w ho
knew well how to play on the heart
strings of her readers. In its transition
from novel to sgieen the story has lost
none of its dramatic power and /;weet
romance. Director Ingraham has re
tained all the influence of Myrtle
Reed, while adding.touches of his own
dramatic gerflu#is so definitely
defined in ‘ Lav&ndor and Old Lace”
ind "At the ■S&gn* of the Jack O'
Lantern.”—adv.

PRICE OF SUGAR
What President Harding and
Governor "Baxter Say.
SUGGESTIONS BY JOHN BIRD CO.

President Harding, representing the
Nation, and Governor Baxter the State
of Maine, are calling upon their people
to curtail on the use of Sugar, thus
mobilizing in a concentrated effort to
reduce .the price.
To those who are joining these high'
officials in this movement, John Bird •
Company, the manufacturers and dis-;
trlbutors of the Three Crow Brand, beg |
to call to the attention of such, ad
vantages that may be derived from an'
increased use of our line of flavQrings.
pungent spices and fragrant herbs.
The Flavoring Extracts—Vanilla.
Lemon, Orange, Strawberry, Pineapple,
Banana, Almond, etc., may be use(^ in
bread puddings, or in any dessert,
where the recipe calls for Sugar and all!
or part of it is left out—a liberal use
of these flavors will go to offset tho
necessity of using Sugar.
A cent's
worth of flavoring added to .many dish
es make them inexpensive and palat
able.
Please consider the vast range and
uses of our aromatic Spices—Ginger,
Cloves, Cinnamon, Allspice, Nutmeg,
Bed, White and Black Pepper, Paprika.
Ground and Leaf Sage, Mace. A tea
spoonful of our Orange Peel Whole
Mixed Spice put into Hain when boil
ing improves it more than Sugar.
Our Three Crow Soda will sweeten
Meats and make them more tender.
Our Three Crow Cream Tartar, a
pinch in a glass of water, Hoover says,
is better for us than sweet drinks.
The range of uses of our Three Crow
Variety are so many, that you will find
them very helpful in aiding you to use
less Sugar.
The Genuine Three Crow Brand is
labeled under the name of
THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine
54-66

FOR

SALE

AT A BARGAIN
At MEGUNTICOOK LAKE

“MOUNT VERNON”
COTTAGE
including Garage, Motor Boat ahd
Row Boat. Good Well of Water. Also
a Separate Cottage Lot about 50x200
feet.

GEORGE E. ALLEN
CAMDEN, MAINE
57-11

For Immediate Sale
FOR CASH, THE

John Ackerman Place
WEST MAIN ST., THOMASTON
About one acre of land; 5 finished
rooms, 2 open chambers, summer
kitchen, large work shop, or store,
hen house, etc., all connected. Elec
tric lights, fine cellar; good oppor
tunity for small store. Phone 468,
or write to BOX 277, Rockland.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM, 431 Main
Street.
54-tf

j
i
Advertisements ip. tills column not to exceec J
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents. 3 time*
for 50 rents
Additional lines 5 cents eact
for cue time, 10 ceuta 3 times Six words man*
a line

Wanted
WANTED -Young girl for general house |
work. No washing or ironing. lApply nt oacc. •
MUS. 11. 0. OVRDY. S i M isoni - St.
57-50
WANTED—Underwood or It< yal Typewriter. i
57-59
P. O. BOX ff56. Rockland. Me.
WANTED Man or boy to mow lawn and gar
den regularly during summer. Apply at once.
A. C. GEORGE, Thomaston.
•
37-59
WANTED—Young men and women to sell our
products. \YE pay you while learning, and
leach you how free. If you arc looking Jo get
into a paying business write us at once. H. M.
l’ITUHER. Jefferson, Me.
36-58
WANTED—Karn $50 or more each week.
Agents are going that. Article everyone needs.
Repeat orders. Sell to^neighbors and friends.
Got i commissions. .Paj dally. Pleasant work.
Investigate. COMMUNITY SALTS CO., 8 Bos
worth St.. Boston.
53-57
WANTED Experienced nursemaid to care for
child 2 years o’d. MRS. CLIFFORD WOLFE.
GJenoevu. Tel. 90-M.
65-tf
WANTED—Man or boy to work on farm. A.
L. RHGDFS, Union. Me.
55-57
WANTED Capable maid for general housework. MRS. \Y. S. WHITE. 526 Main Street.
Rockland.
55 tf

RANLETT, Rockville, Me

NOW ,s the time when people are laying
summer vacation plana The Courier-Gazette
suggests, that ownors of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarder*,
announce the fari under this heading, where U
will he read all over New England
TO LET Furnished 8-room brick house with
garage al the head of Cliickawaukie Lake. One
of the most beautiful lakes in Maine; good
Ashing. House lias city water, three burner
Perfection oil stove. go<*l kitchen range and a
fireplace ; telephone; four beds; cool cellar ;
refrigerator, and an Ice house near by; boat;
place for garden ; postoffice 10 minutes walk,
two malls a day with Boston morning papers
on noon mail. Apply to MRS. MABEL RAWLEY. 130 Main Street. Rockland. Tel. 522-1 or
3 5 2 - 5.
____________ 51-tf

TO LET OR FOR SALE—Two furnished sum> mer cottages. 8 and 9
®
Maine, prices lovt. B. I. HUSSEY, 30 Church
St., Everett,’ Mass.
44*69

Tel. 352-14. 15tf

Miscellaneous

I
NOTICE
This Is to certify that Samuel Rubenstein has i
this date withdrawn from the firm of Ruben I
stein Brothers, and that I. David Rubenstein,
shall hereafter conduct said business under the l
same firm name, hut as sole proprietor thereof. 1
Dated at Rockland this 10th day of May. A. 1
1 D 1923.
|
I 57-59
DAVID RUBENSTEIN.
----- ---------------------------------------------------------- | |
] NOTICE—This is to notify all persons inter
ested that we will pay no bills contracted by
! anyone in our name without a written order. I
STEAM AND HOT WATER
Signed. FRED G. AMES. FLORA I). AMES.
HEATING
Matinicus, May 8, 1923.
. 56-58
HOT AIR FURNACES—Pipe and
$800 SECURES LAKEVIEW FARM—LiO acres
—full equipment. Estimated 1.99ft cords wood,
Pipeless
59.909 ft. timber with marketed cash value ex
Sheet Metal Wcrk—Stove and
ceeding cost of all; handy live vilhige, healtnful
all year surroundings, many advantages;
Furnace Repairing
heavy, cropping, loamy tillage; 29 cow bruokAUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
watered pasture; 1,999 sugar maples, sugar
camp; variety fruit: attractive 6-room house
TELEPHONE 424-1
overlooking lake, substantial barns, silo, poul
try house. To settle affairs $1,990 gets it, team,
20 Franklin Street, Rockland
8 cows, yearlings, cream separator, tools, full
56*C1
Implements included, only $809 needed. De I
tails this and 60 acres, with 7 cows, horses,
buildings insured $2300. only $2,090, r.een same
trip, page 50 Illus. Catalog Bargainsmany !
z CITY ORDINANCES
states Copy free. STROI T FARM AGENCY.
57-It
An ordinance providing for the licensing of 284D4f Water St.. Augusta, Me.
motor vehicles, hacks, etc., used for hire.
GARDENS PLOWED-Dressing for same.
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the Single or double teams for any kind of truck I
j
City of Rockland as follows:
ing job. (Jet my price on piano moving. C. F.
Section 5. The city marshal shall assign to I’RLSCOTT. Tel. 462-J
55*57
each and every motor vehicle, or public car
AN EVERYDAY NECESSITY The attention
riage. licensed as aforesaid, a suitable stand
for the same, provided, however, that no stand of housev ives Is called to our high quality Uni I
versal
Ammonia. Don’t pav the big prices for
shall be assigned upon any street, lane, or
square, excluded from such use by the mayor inferior goods. The Universal sells for 25c a
quart;
50c a half gallon; 75c for a full gallon,
and aldermen from time to time. The mayor
and aldermen may from time to time assign including the jug or bottle. Guaranteed full 1
strength.
If in doubt come and get a sample
places for stands for other vehicles licensed as
aforesaid, as they shall deem necessary. No before buying. We nave hundreds of satisfied
person owning, driving or using any vehicle customers in this city. Manufacuited and sold
intended to carry for hire in said city, wholly, on its merits. C. U. RUSS, 18 State Street,
55-57
or in part, shall, while unemployed or waiting Rockland. Box 310.
for employment, stand in any piace in the ’ STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Earliest, most prostreets or public squares of said city, other duetive. Uncle Jini, Senator Dunlap; Brandy
than the place so assigned by the city marshal wine, Crescent. King Edward. $3.59 for 390
and any person who shall violate the provisions delivered; $1.25 per 100. RALPH LUDWIG,
of this section, shall forfeit and pay a fine not Hallowell.
54-39
less than one dollar nor more than twenty dol
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Pieot Edge. Cov
lars for each offense.
el ed Buttons, Buttonholes, Plaiting. PHYLLIS
Per order,
E. R. KBEN’E, City Clerk.
TOLMAN MORSE, 359 Main St. Tel. 868-M.
56-tf
53-tf
NOTICE
PAPER HANGING—And Inside Painting. For
On ti. application of Maynard W. Carver for such work call 349-M. C. C. JOHNSTON. .16
two fish weir licenses on the shore of the Ira Pleasant. St.. City.
50*62
Carver Estate, northeastern end of North Haven
WHEN IN ROCKLAND -Stop at Colonial
Island.
Notice is hereby given that the Selectmen will Chambers, cor. Main and Pleasant Sts. Rooms
meet on or nc.u the premises on Wednesday, $1 09 up. HAROLD II. THAYER. Mgr. 48-tf
the 16th day of May at 19 o'clock in the fore
—Reliable stock of hair goods at
noon for the purpose of viewing the site of the theLADIES
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. MaU
proposed fish weirs. All persons interested are orders
solicited HELEN C RRODRS Wif
requested to he present ami show cause if any
they have why license should not Im* granted.
AUTO TRUCKING—And Furniture Moving
(.iven under hands at North Haven this 19th Prices reasonable. S. P. WADSWORTH. 56
day of May. A. D 1923.
Grace St. Tel. 258-4.
65-tf
H. P. STONE.
PICTURE FRAMING -I carry a nice line of
P L. BROWN.
Mouldings and can fill all orders promptly and
57-It
Selectmen of North Haven.
at reasonaole prices. EDWIN H. SlAXCY, over
PARSONAGE PROPERTY FOR SALE Payson’s Store, at the Brook.
*

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING

BY TRUSTEES
The Trustees of the Thomaston Congregational
Society desire to offer for sale the buildings
and land known as the Congregational Parsouage on Elm street.
Any members of the society, and heirs of
foinier members >ho were parties to the cr.tablishlng of the parsonage wishing to express
themselves regarding such sale may communi
cate with the trustees previous to July 1st, 1923.
(.. H. GARDINER.
F. H. JORDAN,
A. M. MAYO.
E. S. 8TBT8ON,
G. B. DILLINGHAM,

io Let

ads.

12 21

/Tas ifiai
uCome to Breatfast
otroma

LOST—Black and green lap robe, Friday afternoon. between Rockland and St. Gqorge.
MRS. < . E. MAKER. Spruce Head, Me Tel.
21-21.__ ________________________ 57-53
FOUND—Will the owner of the white collie
please call at 561 OLD COUNTY ROAD and get
her. No charges. N. C. HEWETT55*57
NOTICE is hereby given that the owner of
Matured Stock Certificate No. 104 of the Rockidnd Loan and Building Association lias notifled the Association of the loss of said Cerflficate and that he desires to be paid the
vahie thereof. ROC KLAND LOAN A BUILD
L\G ASSOCIATION, by II. 0. Gurdy. Secretary.
Rockland, Maine, May 11, 1923.
57-43-63

Summer Cottages and Board

WANTED—Lady of good appearance as
housekeeper, for widower, in small rooming
house. Write, .stating age, to BOX 18, Bath,
Maine.
.
55*57
WANTED •Master and - matron Middlesex
County Training School, North Chelmsford^
Mass. Apply to CHAS. G. HOYT.
55-57 ,
WANTED Knitters experienced tor steady
home work on Baby Sweaters and Sacques.
Good pay. Send us sample of your work or
stitches vou can knit. IRVING WERTHELM &
CO.. 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 55*57
WANTED—Crodicters on infants’ boOtMS and
sacques.
Steady work.
Submit samples.
SCHLES1NGKR, 13 East 33rd Street, New
York.
55-57
WANTED 23 cords or 4,ft. hard wood, de
livered at Prison. Enquire of WAKDBN OF
PRISON, Thomaston.
33-tf
WANTED - Women attendants at Maine
School for Feeble Minded. Ages 20 to 45. Ex
perience not necessary. Only those desiring per
manent positions considered. Give references
and detailed information in first letter. Apply
to DR. S. E. VOSBURGH, Supt West Pownal,
Maine.
‘
4Q-57
WANTED—Woman Cook at Maine School for
Feeble Minded. Permanent position if quali
fied. Giro references and detailed information
in first letter. Apply to DR. S. E. VOSBURGH.
Supt.. West Pownal. Maine.
49-57 I
WANTED—Machinist at LI VINGSTON MF'. i
CO., Rockland.
4Htf
|
WANTED—H ousekeeper in family of three;
one who can go home nights preferred. Call
461-M between 9 and 4, or 876-W.
44-tf
i
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens. raai»
and female. Highest prices nald. JOHN S

TO LET Furnished bouse on Summer Street.
MRS. A. C. M' LOON. 33 (Jrove St. Tel. 253 M.
57-tf
TO LET—Large sunny front room, attract
ively furnished. Suitable for couple. Absolut?
cleanliness.
Good service. Other desirable
rooms. 25 PARK ST.
57*59
TO LET—Desirable up stairs rent of 4 large
rooms; electric lights. Suitable for couple
without children. TEL. 142 1 or 518-M. 57-tf
55-6(1
Trustees.
TO LET—Garage for one car at 226 Main Kt.
A. LEVY, 2nd floor on Premises.56*58
Eggs and Chicks
TO LET—New Garage. Handy location. 11.
56-61
HATCHING EGGS—White Leghorn. S. C. It F. HK'KS. 65 Llinerock St.
I. Reds and Barred Rocks. 75c per setting.
TO LET—Garage at corner of Camden and
OYERNESS SARKESIAN, Brick House, Mid Trinity/ streets. Inquire of CHARLES SCHO
dh Street Hill. Tel. 5S8 W.
4Sif
FI ELI/ at M. B. & C. O. PERRY’S Main Street
store.
55*57
TO LET- Garage and a small store with room
above and a basement. MARTHA F. TITl’K, 9
55*57
Know the tremendous pull Water Street.
TO LET—The Birches at AlfortJ Lake, for
fishing parties. Accommodation for 4 to 6 peo
Those'flmali ads in The Courier- ing power of Courier-Gazette ple. ERNEST ('. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.

Gazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.

Lost and Found

In Eveiybody’s Column

For Sale
FOR SALE—House of 7 rooms; bath, electric
lights and gas; in g(»od repair. Large garage.
ELIAS NASSAU, 157 Main St., cor. Ocean. 57-U
FOR SALE Buckeye incubator—66 eggs
onlv used once—Jp perfect running order. PUco
$12. EIHYARD W. BERRY, 40 Broad Street.
Tel. 236.
37-39
FOR SALE—Horse, good worker and drlvor.
Absolutely healthy, seven years old. Will he
sold cheap. Weight 135(1 pounds. JOHN PUOLAKKA. Warren, Me. R F. I). 1, Box 56.
____________ _____ _________ 57*59
FOR SALE Nice pair of work cattle. A. L.
RHODES. I nion. Maine.
• 57-59
FOR SALE Jacob Bros Upright Plano. Rea
sonable. ERNEST L. MBAlRS. Camden Kt.,
City.57*59
FOR SALE Lufkin’s Strawberry Plants. Or
der them now. Senator Dunlap. Corsican. Big
Joe and Charles First. GLENCOVK STRAW
BERRY NURSERIES CO.. Rockland. Me. 58*69
FOR SALE—'Mixed Branching Aster Plants
30c doz.
Chrysanthemums ...................................... 30c doz.
Zii.lilav ..............‘......................................30c doz.
Carnations .............................................. .35c doz,.
Tomato ......................................................33c doz.
lettuce ...................................................... 15c doz.
Earlv Cabbage ................................... $1 per 100
L. E. CLARK, 1 Lake Ave . City. Tel. 321-1.
57*59
FOR SALE—1!'19 Cadillac Phaeton $975.09.
1920 Chandler Dispatch $573.00. Tel. 836.
SNOW HUDSON CO.
______ 57-59
FOR SALE—Seed potatoes at $1.60 per bu.
A A CARTER, Union. ___ __________ 55*37
FOR SALE—Massive solid mahogany bed, box
spring, carved antique bureau, music cabinet.
tables, pictures, rockers, oak mantk with ndrror. rockers, buffet, pedestals, oak secretary
witli mirror, glasswjre. sewing machine, Whit
comb brass bed. etc. Can be seen daily at 173
THOMASTON ST.. Rockland. Tel. 591-2.
________________ 57*lt
FOR SALE—A second hand mahogany top
lunch counter, eheap. Inquire of E. E. ROKES,
6 High St., CanMlen, Me.______________ 57*58
FOR SALE—Bay mare weighs 1259, 8 years
old. LEE A FARRIS, Warren. Tel. 178-2.
________57*62
FOR SALE House with five rooms and bath,
Electric lights, furnace, small stable and a
garage, all in AI condition. At Northend. two
ninutes from car line. Price reasonable. An
dy L W BENNER. Rankin Block.
G7--39
FOR SALE—A place that is paying 12 per
cent on investment besides nice tenement
for owner. Ten room 2V4 story house, bath,
good heating plant, garage, all in nice condi
tion. fruit trees, extra house lot. situated on
corner lot at Southend; Idtjal location. An ex
ceptionally fine place. Apply L. W. RENNER,
Rankin Bind..
.
Q7-50
FOR SALE—21 foot power boat, 2 rears old,
3 h. p. Hubbard engine. Boat and engine in
,rood condition. LELAND MANN, Two Bush
Light StatiiM, Sjrruce Head. Me.
57*59
FOR SALE—Chevrolet Touring car, 490 Model, In good repair Cheap If sold at once,
KITTREDGE PHARMACY____________ 56-61 *
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
in Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM1 ANY_________________________
56-tf
FOR SALE—New and Second-hand House
and Office Safes, all sizes. H. F. HICKS, 65
Lin.erock St. Tel. 561-M.
56-61
FOR SALE- At a bargain. Bay Mare, 8 years
old, weighing 999. Sound, clever and fearless,
with 2.27 mark; extra good roader. DR. C. F.
FRENCH, 87 Summer St. Tel. 198 W
48-tf
FOR SALE—Five room house, built two years
ago. good location. Telephone 564-M.
56-61
FOR SALE—Oakland Roadster. 1920 model.
New piston rings, bearings taken up, valves
ground, shock absorbers, extra tires, chains,
etc. New battery, small mileage, new paintfirst-class running order. Can be seen by call
ing at 699 MAIN STREET. Rockland. An ex
ceptionally good trade If taken at once. 56-tf
FOR SALE—Motor Boat 15 ft. long, 2*4 h- PBarker Engine first class condition. Apply to
C E. COLOMY, care Eastern S. S. Lines. Rock
land.
56*58
FOR SALE—Two borne dump cart;
One trailer, hard rubber tires;
One rip saw table.
56-tf
HERBERT BARTER. 239 Main Kt.
FOR .SALE—Dairy Farm and Milk Route.
157 acres: 65 tillable; pasture and wood; 2
never failing wells 59 cattle, 26 purebreds,
rest grade Ilolsteins; 3 horses: hens. Machin
ery Includes. 2 gas engines; milker, separator,
tractor ami tools,
ton truck, manure spread
or. corn planter, riding cultivator, wagons and
sledc other farming and haying tools. New
59x34 barn, ticup for 30 head; 2 bay barns
49x15, and 28x68; handy, twelve-room house,
cellar, hardwood floors, well water, hen houses
for 390 hens, garage, ice house and 40 toq3 of
Ice Large wholesale milk route takes care of
product. Located mile from city. Owner's
health demands that everything go at a sacrifl-e. Address, TWIN WILLOW FARM. Rock
land, Me.
56*58
FOR SALE- - Lufkin’s Strawberry Plants. Or
der them now. Senator Dunlap. Corsicans, Big
Joe and (‘harlos First. GLBNCOVE KTRAWBERRY NURSERIES. C.. Rockland. Me.
51-8-57
FOR SALE—(Horse, good worker and driver;
also Ford ‘^-ton truck in Al condition. CHAS.
G. ERICKSON. Warren. Me. It. F. I). 1. Box
98.
55-57
FOR SALE—A few tons of good hay at the
going price. Can be seen at Rose Hill Farm.
Owl’s Head, Me. FRANCIS MADDOCKK.

FOR SALE Cleveland 6 roadster, first-class
condition. Apply 73 CRESCENT ST., or phone
38 M
________________________ 55*57
FOR SALE An 18-ft. Old Town Canoe, used
one season. F. It. SMALLWOOD 30 Masonic
Street. Tol. 516-JL__________________ 55-57
FOR SALE—Two Ford touring cars for sale
at a bargain. No room for them. Call at 33
PACIFIC STREET.
5$-57
FOR SALE—1917 Chevrolet Touring 490
TO LET—House at Rockland Highlands on [ model. Apply at 5 GAY ST. PLACE.
55-57
the car line, two minutes walk to school and
FOR SALE—5 passenger touring car, firststore. Apply at 186 CAMDEN ST., Rockland.
class condition, cheap; pool table, first-class
Tel 289-W.
52-1 f
condition7; also large electric fan.
BERT
TO LET—Modern five-room apartment after MULLEN, at Legion Canteen.
55-tf
May 22. Apply to II. DAVIS, corner Main and
FOR SALE—Raspberry bushes and straw
Elm Street.
49-tf
berry’ plants. W. H. CURRIER, 32 Green Kt.,
TO LET—One of the best furnished apart Thom; in ton. Me. Tri. 13-2.____________ 55-57
ments in Rockland. You will want It. It. U.
FOR. SALE Seed,potatoes at $1.75 per bu.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel./77.
48-tf
C. A. f’ARTER, Union. ■_____________ 55-57
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house *F0R SALE^Cliohe Dahlia Bulbs. Send for
keeping; all modern improvements. Inquire 12
my pi Ice list. MRS. H. L. STEVENS. 192
ELM STREET.47tf
Liniojpck St., Rockland, Me.
54*59
TO LET—One furnished room, 10 PLEASANT
FOR SALE—Farm of 100 acres in Union,
ST. Tel. 854-W.
48-tf
Malifc : good buildings and land. )yould nuke
TO LET—-Store in Camden excellent location, an ideal location for Summer Hotel;
mile
all fitted for grocery or grocery and market. Tel. fron» Post Office—only a few minutes1 by auto.
Address BOX 192, Union, Me.
54-59
238- 1 1. S. B. HASKELL.
37-tf
TO LET—In Vinal Block. Thomaston, store
POR SALE—or exchange for a cow, one horse
space first floor; 2 front offices, second floor, ail rake, iron wheel horse cart, one horse disk
of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge ha/row, heavy grocery wagon. All ready for
rooms. Third floor formerly occupied by K. of business. Call and see then. C. E. WARD,
P. and is all fitted. Apply »« II. H. STOVER or South Thomaston, Maine.
'54-59
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Rockland.
3B-tf
^FOR SALE—Two second-hand upright pianos;
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves, two Columbia Phonographs, one Victor; three
and musical instruments or anything that re cylinder Edisons at $5 each ; 100 Columbia 12uires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable liieh records at 75c each. STUDLEY’S MUSIC
STORE. Rockland. _______ _______
53-tf
R. Five 221 Main 8t.. Rockland
45tf
FOR SALE—At a bargain, the late William
i McIntosh homestead farm on Thomaston Street,
( City. Thirty-five acre farm, with all stock,
For Sale
' lequipment, established milk route, etc Must
sold to settle the estate. GILFORD B. BUT
FOR SALE—Two second hand automobiles. Be
LER. Rockland, Maine.
53-tf
Inquire of R. 1. THOMPSON. 439 Main Kt.
FOR SALE—Your opportunity to get a good
44tf
paying dry goods business Warren’s best store.
FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and All new goods; buy now and get the rise In
fixtures in the Vinal store, Thomaston. Apply market. Sufficient reasons for present owner's
to HERBERT II. STOVER or ERNB8T C. DA lea .‘lug. To be sold on or after May 5. Apply
to H. G. STARRETT, Warren, Me.
52-tf
VIS, Rocklaud.
36-tf

J

HATCHET

BRAND

,« same good REPUTATION

4/ -
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Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles

iMflSl

The arrival and departure of guests during
the vacation season is of interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news and will thank our friends
to supply us with Information in this con E
nection.

STATIONERY

Stone, 2h .....................
Webb. 3b ..................
Hall, if .......................
Elliot, if......................

4
4
2
2

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

2
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

41 8 8
Academy
nb r l»h
5 0 1
4 0 It
4 0 0
4 1 1
3 0 0
3 1 1
3 0 1
3 0 0
3 0 0
1 0 1
1 0 0

27

4

0

A LIGHTHOUSE. A BEACH

Page Seven

ftararaarakf STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. ySararaarafr

and Some Geology

A disastrous fire at Nantasket
teach. Mas.achusetts. directs atten
po n e tion to a stretch of New England coast
3 0 0 which has a triple geographical interMaunda, If
We have just received a large shipment of W. O.
0 1 0 st,” says a bulletin from the WashingErskine, p ..
TELEPHONE .............................................. 770
5 2 1 on. D. C., headquarters ot the Nation
Gray, as ...
G 0 2 al Geographic Society.
Hewett Co. Special Stationery
Cowan, e
.
The ladies’ night at the Elks Ilonin
«• 0 0
Francis, rf .
“Here Nature has laid hare to the
next Wednesday evening is positively
1 0 1 most casual observer a frequent, hut
Marston, 1C .
the season’s last. It is being held by
9 1 1 generally hidden, process ot the making
l>odtge, lb . .
One pound boxes Writing Paper,
.59
the spe.dal request of those who had I
Hatteese, 2b
1 9 2, of this continent. Tlie Federal govern
si rh a good t me at the preceding one.
1 2 o ment has erected nearby one of the
Geutlirie, 3b
1 0
One quire boxes of Stationery,
.50
Stevens, If .
world's most remarkable lighthouses.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller are guests
*0 0 0 I'he State of Massachusetts has made
Rowe, rf ...
of Lieut. Commander Douglas W. Fuller
lts citizens, not the concessionaires, the
Two quire boxes of Stationery,
.69
In Brooklyn. Next week they will visit
. 34 9 5 27 8 9 sovereigns ot one of the finest beaches
Mr. and Mis. Howard (1. Philhrook lit |
• » 1 5 1 -X
0 0 0
n the north Atlantic coast.
Dedham, Mass.
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1_ 2
Lincoln Arad. .
Envelopes to match paper by pound,
Shaped Like Cape Cod
Two-base hits, Lindsey. Fee'han.
"Nantasket Beach stretches for an
Miss Ernestine Davies, who has been I
Ristien. Stolen bases, Risteen, Fee
package,
.10;
box,
.45
spending Iter vacation in this city and
ban 3. Maunda, Marston 2. Cowan. unbroken live miles along the seaward
Camden, left yesterday to resume her |
Bases on balls—off Erskine 2. Feehan side of a peninsula which distends its
official duties in Montreal.
Hit by pitcher, Maunda. Struck out. scrawny neck from the juncture of Up
Watch our north window for Stationery display,
by Feehan IB. Erskine 5. l’assed balls. towns of Cohasset and Hull, turns its
An even hundred persons, including I
Cowan. Risteen 2. Umpires, Bowman Adam’s apple toward the pleasant in
land waterway from Boston harbor,
the personnel of the Camden Auto
Gleason.
Monday next
and bends its head low, as if in rever
Sales Co. and the Knox County Motor
• . . .
Sales Co., with speakers from the Ford
Colby is now the only team which ence to historic Hingham, on this in
headquarters and the New England
has a clean slate in the Maine College land whore. The formation of the pe
Implement Co., attended the booster
League, its 2 to 1 defeat over Bates ninsula bears an uncanny miniature
meeting at Megunticook Orange hall |
Wednesday putting it on top of tlie likeness to that of Cape Cod, farther
Thursday evening. Eight reels of mo
south.
heap.
tion pictures ami some mighty interest- I
Minot’s Light flashes it's ‘1-4-3’ sig
. • • •
ittg and instructive talk was on tap as |
nal over a granite shore which once
313-315 Main Street.
L. MARCUS
Tel. 745-J
Back In 187G they were almost as was the bane of mariners and now is
well as Marsh’s best music.
/
_____
ROCKLAND, MAINE
much interested in Knox county baseball the blessing of Boston. A lighthouse
as they are nowadays. Witness tlie fact is symbolic of man’s conquest of na
Mrs. A. S. Black who has been visit
that there was the Knox County Base ture; this one seems to epitomize the
ing her daughter, Miss Doris Black, at |
Ball Association, with S. F. Robinson steadfastness of the people who for
Wheaton College, and her son, John A.
Black at Choate School. Wallingford.
of Thomaston aS president and C. K years picked the splintered wreck^pe
FROM A UNION GARDEN
Linnell of Thomaston as secretary
Conn, has returned home.
every storm from the rocks where
silk, velvet or suede patches in every
IN SPORTING CIRCLES The clubs were Dirigo of Rockland of
they now plant their summer homes
A remarkable cluster of wild flowers
color of the rainbow foq $13.7.7. jjright
Knox of Thomaston, Shoemakers of and along tlie sands where they now found its way to The Courier-Gazette
Miss Mildred Gillette of Lexington.
red hats occupy a whole window at one
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. II. B. store while other stores give them art Thomaston
High
Makes Wa/ren and Union of Union. Rule find surcease from the city’s summer office yesterday, thanks to Miss Lilian
said: “Tihe hail must lie a Dead Ball heat.
The Reliable and Satisfactory
Burgess.
Cole of Union.
•ntire table in the millinery depart
Happy Start In Pennant of regular weight and circumference
“Within a nine-year period ending
"Just a hit from a wild flower gar
ment. They are a rage at the moment
Psychic and Spiritual
with name of maker, etc. printed on the in the forties two score vessels were den in Union. Me,’’ leads tlie message.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Burgess enter and a natural develoixnent of the swing
Race—Warren Wins in the cover.
tained 11 guests at a dinner party
dashed
to
pieces
on
the
Cohasset
reefs
"The
relationship
is
easily
traced
ill
tf the spectrum’s pendulum toward
Thursday evening in honor of their wood browns, tans' and yellows.—Dry
and in six of these the entire crew per sonic of our more cultivated plants.
. • « »
Secondary.
fifth wedding anniversary.
ished.
<'allha paiustris, (marsh marigold),
Warren 4, Bristol 1
Goods Economist.
only one station known in Union where Can bo consulted every Tuesday and
On a cold field, with spectators shiv
First Beacon Washed Away
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Alvin Longyear of Portland is a |
ering in overcoats, Bristol lost to War
A NARROW ESCAPE
"The first lighthouse was built in it is in its native soil; Dicentra cuculguest at W. H. Winkworth’s, Wash
I SAW JOHN FLANAGAN
ren 4 to 1 in Bristol Wednesday. There 1850. One year later a great gale laria. (Dutchman’s Breeches); Scilla
29 PARK STREET
ington street.
was much loose playing mi the part o snapped it off as if ft had been an old Fraseri, (Squills), introduced from APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
Donald Spear, a Reifast young man
both teams, hut Bristol’s errors were stick, and engulfed its two tenders. (thio; Asarurn canadense, (gingerwho is well known in this city, and
At the last High School game
Rev. Howard A. Welch and family of whose father is superintendent of the
on the Broadway ground, and he 4 costly when an error meant a run Then began the task of building, on root), fragrant mature (lower, hut un
Brewer have been making a brief visit
Tin n too the stick work of Bristol was this sea-circled rock, exposed only at developed leaves; singlti English vio
New England Telephone Co.’s ito kappeared to he mightily interested
at Mrs. Welch’s former home in this land district, recently helped avert a
in what was going on in the pitch i poor, her batters being unable to con- low tide in certain seasons, a tower lets; Sanguinariu canadensis, (hloodcity. Mr. Welch says thjt greatly ex Belfast tragedy. The Journal thus de
er’s box. His interest was pardon I liect with the hall twice with three men that would defy any storm.
-root),
introduced
from Rockland
aggerated reports have been- sent out scribes the Incident,
able, for it isn't every narent who 'oil bases. Bristol’s pitcher fanned 13
“From the quarries of Quincy came Highlands several years ago; Tnssilaof Bangor concerning the Ku Klux
James Robertson, one of the local
has such a likely lad as Bill Flana 1 Warren pitcher, Borneman struck out the granite and the stone cutters who go Furfara, (Colt’s Foot), developed
Kian in that section, one of them even omhination wiremen of the Telephone
gan, cr who can do as good work as I IB.
worked with a sculptor's precision to flower, tint no sign of leaves yet.
going us far as to declare that he was Company, had a very miraculous eshe can on the mound. John is a
shape and fit the blocks of Ihe new hrougl.l from a ditch in Glencove.
an active member. “I am not a mem ■ape from death Friday while working
Let us have your order early and
University of Maine man, who has
structure. Even harder was Ihe task Trillium is coining along und snow
ber.” the former Rockland pastor de with Donald Spear on lower bridge
MICKIE SAYS—
been too busy to do much in the way
have the mower all ready when you
of chiseling off a base for the structure drops have gone by with others.”
clared. "but I do -believe in -free speech street. The two men were stringing a
of athletics, but in his family of 12
on the half-submerged reef. 1
want it. We call for them and doand I believe that the Ku Klux Kian able and were using a reel six feet
may be found a whole baseball
"In all of the year 1855 the jealous
Is in the main a law-abiding organi long and three feet in diameter and by
liver.
team, two basketball teams, and end
VJHEUNER F1X1H'UP MJ
sea allowed but 130 working hours, and
zation. And if thaj is true there is no letual test after tlie accident svas found
less pep. John modestly contents
W\R.
BlXMESS
IAAU,
JEST
WRITE
the
following
year
was
little
better.
No
! objection to it. in my opinion.” In o weigh 2780 pounds. The reel was
ROCKLAND
himself with' sorting the mails, etc.,
HOW ABOUT YOUR
man could work on the rocks who could
HATURAUN ABOUT WHAT MA
Bangor the Kian owns a hit of land, standing by the side of the street near
at the Post Office, but I contend that
not
swim,
no
boat
was
landed
there
and F. Eugene Farnsworth, the Kian the Rich store when the soft earth
Got f sell, like n’ wux
HARDWARE CO.
he has the right to be a proud pa
except In company of another boat, and
organizer declares that a tabernacle, ■aved in under one side of it causing it
rent.—The Sporting Editor.
I XALKIU' TO A GUSYOLtER. tHtS while the men were working during the
57S63
with a seating capacity will he erected :o fall and pen Mr. Robertson under it.
HERE FAUCM VURrtiU' SOUWOS < precious low-tide, smooth-sea hours a
if "certain politicians do not open City Its weight came on his hips and head.
Khox & Lincoln League
Hall to him.”
K1U0A PHOWN. WHICH DOUTSELL boat was always waiting to rescue
For a few seconds he realized what
Won Lost P. c.
•J
those washed from the rocks.
had happened and concluded to give up Thbmaston
MO aooos
2
,
«
................
0
l.noit
Clarence A. Whitney and family of is he thought if he struggled it would
An Engineering Triumph
1
.500
Concord, Mass, have apartments at La be worse for him. He soon felt the Lincoln Academy ...... 1
"After three years of this precarious
1
Rockland .................. . .. 0
.000
Rosa, Grove street for the summer.
and patient task the first stone of the
fresh air and realized the weight was Camden ...................... . . . 0
I have a new Dodge Sedan for
Bring them to us and let us
.000
1
present structure was laid. Meanwhile
being lifted from him. Mr, Spear had
Public Service. Will meet all boats
0
.000
Mrs Ralph Norton of Castine is the •ailed Thomas Laharty, an employe at Vinalhaven .............. . . 0
Ihe stones had been cutffitted, and as
and trains and go anywhere by ap
put them in proper condi
# » * *
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A the Coe Mortimer Co. and they quickly
sembled for conveyance oil an island
pointment.
Thomaston 8, Lincoln 2
J. Bahbidge.
tion for use in the season
in Cohasset harbor. One by one, with
lifted the reel that took live men to
There’ll he po stopping the Thomasmove after the excitement was over.
no single loss of life, nor a single
BERT WARDWELL
Miss Myra Fitch, who has been at Mr. Robertson realizes that he owes to High School team if it keeps up the
wasted trip tor a wrong stone, 1079 of about to open.
Telephone 152-12
her home in this- city the past two ois life to Mr. Spear’s quick thought pace which it has started. The 36 to
these great granite biqpks were put in
or Weymouth's Candy Store, 156-M.
Weeks, returned to Worcester. Mass and work and the assistance ot Mr. 6 victory over Camden High was an
place. Today tile New World Solo
56-57*
eye-opener, and at Newcastle Wednes
tonight.
Laharty. Aside from the nervous shock
mon’s Temple stands as firm as the day
day
the
Feehanites
won
by
a
score
of
Mr. Robertson is severely bruised. His
the
first
light
flashed
from
its
lteacon,
ENGRAVED
CARDS
—
Call
nt
tills
office an
Speaking of jackets the short fur ■yes were protruding and bloodshot 8 to 2. -Not satisfied with striking out
■ examine styles. If yon it 1 ready have a plat
in 1855. Often the spray of the waves
15
men
’
Tippy,"
the
younger,
contri

bring
it
In
and
let
ii«»
print
vou
cards
In latui
coat cannot he forgotten- Seldom have when he was lifted from the ground.
45-tf
dashes against the windows of its
«!«• THK COlfKIKK GAZKTTIC
we seen fur coats advance so far into He was taken home and a physician buted a two-bagger and tub singles
light,
85
feet
high.
and stole three bases, in addition to
the spring season. Furriers, however •ailed and found no bones broken."
"Threading its way between tile
accepting bis three fielding chances.
took a hint in the vogue for short coats
boulders of the shore and the salt
It
was
a
close
game
up
to
the
eighth
and created a real fashion by. using
marshes runs Jerusalem Road witli its
COMING WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Explaining the "Matchmaker."
inning, whin five Thomaston warriors
summer furs such as light tan caracul
beautiful summer ’tomes, linking resi
circled
the
liases.
The
score:
It
is
the
natural
Instinct
that
makes
GUY DATES POST in “THE MASQUERADER’’
white rabbit and summer ermine for
dential Cohasset with the State Park
every woman n matchmnker. She
tjlls type of coat. In neck pieces, fox
Thomaston High
reservation at Nantasket.
Upon a
ed every available shade and quality works blindly toward the baby. If she
nl> r lih po a e
rocky eminence at one end of Nan
whether real or dyed imitations vie in cannot hnve one directly, she will Lindsey, ss .
tasket Beach is a fashionable hotel, at
favor with the more tailored sable, have it vicariously. The sourest of Condon, ef .
Ihe other are rows of modest cottages.
Laum. marten or mink. One might
Newlieit.
ill
Matinee, 2:00 P. M.
Between are bath houses, operated at
almost bet on the fox to win the race old maids is thus doomed to have a Libby, rf ...
Evening, 6:45, 8:30
cost,
by
the
State
of
Massachusetts,
hand
in
the
perpetuution
of
the
race.
and more especially on the natural or
Feehan. p ..
models of cleanliness, convenience, and
PRESENTING PHOTOPLAYS WORTH WHILE
dyed fox. Second to the blue fox come —William J. Locke.
Risteen, c .
comfort.
the cocoa, platinum and silver shades,
Trust to Bathers Conscience
but newest of all is red fox. From
TODAY—SATURDAY
"Two characteristics of this beach
discarded past It comes into its own
Impress the visitor. New England takes
again. White fox appears here and
its liberties seriously; even to refrain
there for evening.—Dry Goods Econo
ing from any restrictions upon bathing
mist.
suits. No policemen are armed with
Mrs. Henry J. Fitch, who underwent I
tape measures, there is no code posted
an operation recently at Knox Hospital
anywhere about the style of bathing
is convalescing, and would be pleased |
suits. The authorities hold that this
APPERSON
to have her friends call.
policy makes for modesty. Those who
prefer the Coney Island type of amuse
The D. A. R. whist party takes place
ment may indulge their iaste, but the
MORE LAFFS!
Just To Laff!
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock at the
amusement parks are far back from
FOX COMEDY—“HELLO PARDNER”
Copper Kettle.
the shore line so that even at highest
tide tens of thousands of bathers can
Miss Marion Webb, who has been
find ample space in the sand and under
tile guest of Mrs. J. M. Baldrige, re
the sun.
Matinee 10c, 17c. Evening 10c, 17c, 22c
turned to her home in Cambridge
"The granite boulders of Cohasset
Tuesday*
tell a long, long story of world-build
MONDAY & TUESDAY
ing forces active in many regions, but
Gluyas Williams, whose cartoons in
seldom so apparent as here.' A gei^oBUILT ON KNOWLEDGE
the Globe are delighting so many read
gist need only scan the rocky pages of
Established 1893
ers of that newspaper, was in the city
Cohasset and Hull to reconstruct the
yesterday, with his-family. They were
past.
motoring from Boston, enroute forj
"Once upon a time, his story runs,
In a Paramount Special Production
Deer Isle where they have the Wright
perhaps a hundred million years ago
cottage for the summer. The family
during the age of the first life on this
arrived in Thomaston Tuesday, but one
sphere, lofty Alpine mountains pierced
of the children was slightly indisposed,
the clouds in this region.
and they remained at the Knox Hotel
When Granite Was Formed
until yesterday morning.
MARVELOUS GOWNS !
"Far beneath them, they exerted a
Apperson is the first to free the driver’s compart
tremendous pressure, at least fifteen
GORGEOUS LOCATIONS !
ment of both gear-shift and emergency brake levers.
The house commitue of the Country i
thousand pounds per inch, and formed
Club scored Another success with
granite. In the course of millenniums
The
new
Apperson
is
practically
effortless
in
its
ENTHRALLING LOVE SCENES !
Thursday evening’s supper and dance.
these mountains were worn entirely
control.
Next Thursday afternoon there will he
A Photoplay of Unsurpassed Beauty
away, at the rate of an inch or so per
a ladies' auction at 2.30, with Mrs.
NEWS
REVIEW
century, and then the buried granite
Arthur Lamb and iMrs. Horace E.
The Apperson pre-selecting mechanical gear-shift is
began to warp and corrugate as the
Matinee 10c, 17c, 22c. Evening 10c, 22c, 28c
Ixtmli in charge. The next dance will
asphalt does in a pavement on a hot
controlled by a finger touch without taking the hand
lie Tuesday evening. May 22. with
day. and the softer materials about it
music by Marston.
from the wheel. On your first drive the ease of steer
were worn gradually away.
"Finally the granite reached tile
ing and handling will cause sufeh wonder as to
Mrs. C. S. Keene, of Boston is occu
surface, cracked and faulted in places,
WHERE YOU SEE TWICE AS MUCH FOR HALF THE MONEY
almost obscure the car’s many other excellencies.
pying her cottage at Glencove, prob
mixed with lava in others, at which
ably the tits'- of the summer visitors]
time formed the ledges much as they
This
Apperson
car
is
the
thirty-year
consummation
THE
to arrive.
now appear along this coast.
a
NEW
of intensive engineering and precise manufacture.
"Nature had not quite finished her
Mr. and Mrs Frank Sacker and Mr.
work. They had yet to lie given their
ktr-wz nntrrc
Children under ten years................................... 5c
J
and Mrs. Fred Sansusa of Providence
final dressing and polishing. The iceNEW PRICES Balcony .........................................................
10c
H
To
buy
without
inspecting
Apperson
would
and Mr. and Mrs Antonio Brown of
age came to New England, and slowly
ALL THE TIME
Floor ...................................................................... 17c
Fall River, Mass, were the Sunday
over the granite crept millions of tuns
be a needless mistake
guests of Mrs: Mary E. Sticker.
TODAY—SATURDAY
of ice. Glaciers ground their way
southward, ripping channels in, granite
On the street the smart New Yorker
and lava, scraping and
scratching
GLENN HUNTER and
wears a close turban or a small poke
ridges, and filling in depressions witli
THE WOLF DOG
of fabric or straw. Peer into shop win
the gravel and clay they curried along.
MARY ASTOR in
dows. however, and you will see a com
"Before Ihe ice withdrew it contri
ing mode of extremely large dowered
buted tlie final touch by deftly poising
straw hats. It is merely a question of
numerous boulders on ridges where
sunshine and warmth, and woman’s
they remain today, inexplicable ‘bal
CHAPTER 6—"AROUND THE WORLD IN 18 DAYS’’
fickle jrtature will forsake the turban
anced rocks' to Ihe uninitiated. Such a
for the sunshade hat. Speaking of tur
Prices, delivered in Rockland: Eights, 5 Pass. Touring, $3000.
reek Is 'Tipping Rock' at Cohasset.
B I G
eat res
bans, a clever creation was contributed
"At Nantasket Beach this granite
7
Pass.
Touring,
$3150.
5
Pass.
Sedan,
$4000.
7
Pass.
Sedan,
to the millinery Held by an exclusive
ledge dipped under the sea a hit; waves
M O N D A Y - T U ES D A Y
shop under the pseudonym of Rajah
$4150. Six, $1685.
set to work piling up sand thereon.
turban. A straight piece of crepe
The rocks reappear at Allerton and
All
models
completely
equipped
shirred at one end into a large pearl
Pemberton, at the North end of Hie pe
in a Peppy, Lively Comedy Rc-.iance
cabochon Is slit up the middle at tlie
ninsula, so that the beach is literally
Pi
in hiec newest Paramount Picture
other. t«> swirl twice around the head.
a cushion of sand, placed in it hummock
Thus the real Indian turban is achiev
of rock, for it city's summer resting
sZ.
ed. In black and biege and in varied
place.”
Oriental printed fabrics, this turban
sold for $20. Within three days other
A Romance of Old India
Everybody’s Favorite
Talbot Avenue.
Rockland, Me.
°
Know the tremendous pull
stores duplicated this same mode in
ing power of Courier-Gazette
COMEDY—“PISTOLS FOR BREAKFAST’’
georgette cloth under the name of Per
sonality turban, for $12.75. Another
ads.
original idea is a semi-sports hat of

REFRIGERATORS
Full Line in Stock To Select From
$11.50 UPWARD
Couch Hammocks, big line, $8.75 up

Stonington Furniture Co.

DONSON
MEDIUM

LAWN MOWERS
SHARPENED

.

M,

GOLF CLUBS?

PUBLIC CAR

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

A Double Barrelled

Laugh Show !

Constance Talmadge

Jackie Coogan

“Woman’s Place”

“Peck’s Bad Boy”

*} A

Ob Boy! What a Show!

HANDLES WITHOUT EFFORT

BEBE DANIELS & NITA NALDI
“GLIMPSES OF THE MOON”

EMPIRE Theatre

Apperson
Motor Cars

STRONGHEART

“THE SILENT CALL”

double

JACK HOLT

A. C. JONES

“The Tiger’s Claw”

“SECOND FIDDLE”
f

u

GLADYS WALTON
Gil-!

Who Ran Wild”
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Page Eight
COAST TO COAST

“Uncle Dudley” Comments
On Recent Record Break
ing Transcontinental Flight.
A fortnight ago two American army
officers made a flight across the con
tinent in 26 hours and 50 minutes—
hardly more than a day's time. Among
the editorial comments made on this
marvelous achievement none is more
interesting or more to the point than
that of Uncle Dudley in the Boston
(•lobe of May 5. Because of its excel
lence, and the fact that it marks an
epochal event, it is here republished:

BUSY LIME WORKERS

Do Not Neglect
Your Blood

Lvery Branch of Big Knox
County Industry Running
On High, According To
Bulletin,

If it is in abnormal condition, the
longer you delav taking a good blood
medicine like Hood's Sarsaparilla,
the longer it will take and the more
difficult it will be for you to get
back to “normalcy.”
Not only boils, pimples, eruptions,
but headaches, nervous spells, “allgone” feelings, indigestion and loss
of appetite are readily traced to im
pure blood. Thousands date getting
on the right road to health from the
day they began, taking Hood’s Sarsa
parilla. Why not try it ?

signal station is being held down by
'ltarles Richardson.
Horatio Hall and Albion Palmer
joined the repair shop crew last week,
nd I^eon Callahan has transferred
the section crew to repair shop.
Wiliiant Reed has been chosen chief
and Roy Holland li -t shovelntan. in the
tewly organized shop tire department.
3ne of the duties of the chief is to see
hat every member is at the scene of
action before starting himself.
Frederick U. Waltz is manager and
Howard Waltz is agent, for the intro
duction of a product of the Thurston
hemical Co., called auto tonic pills.
The pills come in rails and the using of
them make a saving in gas. gives a
higher explosive pi wer and eliminates
carbon and all motor troubles. A large
luantitv has already been sold in this
vicinity and is giving satisfactory re
suits.
The headquarters fhr this
product Is at the steamboat shop. Till
son wharf.
Work on the track at the Rockport
quarry and kilns is being done by a
crew of six men fam the section crew.
Austin Huntley is straw boss, what
ever that is. Ralph Blackington is sec,-etiiiy. and R. Black does the hollering
just like Tibbetts, to make things seem
more homelike while at Goose Riverport. This crew vouch for the story
that Ralph Blackington while prying
up a tie with a pick turned once over
n the air before landing, when the
slipping of his pick and a loose tie at
his feet threw him backward and
heavenward. This flying act of Ralph's
result!<Lin no injury we rth mentioning.
Point
All five kilns are in operation.
Fifteen hundred barrels of Ne. 1 were
loaded Sunday on the Berwick for the
Northend.
Charles Seavtv trimmer, has trans
ferred to the five-kilns, his place being
taken by Eddie Snow.
The crew- on No. 5 which recently
went afire are: William Young, Joseph
Whlddecomb and Charles Doherty.
Fred Cayton was on at the start but it
was too busy a job for him.
The heavy down-pour of rain the
first of the w-eek caused the plugging of
kilns, so that production for last week
got a setback. The week ending April
28 proved a gcixl one for bulk produor
tion. the total for the four kilns being
268 barrels, as follows: No. 1, 122014;
2, 1005’4: 3. 1104: 4. 938.

Every-Other-Day

The COACH
HUDSON
Coach

The Company Doctor
Inspector Libby announces that Dr.
Foss will be at the quarry dispensary
every Monday. Wednesday and Friday
morning from S.30 to 9.30 o’clock, anil
it the Northend dispensary Tuesdays
Thursdays and Saturdays at the same
hour. During this hour only the com
pany doctor will give free consultation
* « ♦ ♦
FOR RADIO FANS
and medical treatment to -all em
The recent record-smashing nonstop
ployees. If the remedy for what alls
you isn’t at the dispensary he will give
coast-to-coast flight in 26 hours and 50 Gold
Speedster - $1425
Prizes
To
Be
Given
minutes, which has sent a thrill around
you a prescription which you will
7-Pass. Phaeton 1475
the world, will crowd a good many of
Those Who Get Best Re have to pay for. He is your doctor for
Sedan - 2095
the other outstanding triumphs of man.
all ailments free of charge for this
freight and Tax Extra
It is certainly one of the signal
ports of Health Address.
hour only: at either dispensary where
achievements of the twentieth century
there are all kinds of pills and stuff t<
—which, by the way, is already plenti
Every radio fan in Maine will be in make you well.
fully littered with milestones planted terested in the announcement by the
Mills
by American efforts.
The huge pile of coRon land which
Maine
Public
Health
Association
to
the
Romance, courage and wonderment
are inextricably intermingled in the effect that Maine is to actively partici was stored in mill 1 haS nearly all dis
tale. The picture of those two Army pate in a nation-wide radio test on the appeared.
Eddie Tarr who has been in the mill
lieutenants and their great gray mon evening of Thursday. May 17. At 10.30
oplane, thunder-driven from noon into p m. Eastern Standard time on ‘that for some time has gone to work for the
the sunset, making adjustments on date, Charles M. DeFoirest, Modern Standard Oil Company.
New men in crews are W. J. McFad
their engines thousands of feet above Health Crusade Director for the Na
the flitting land as they soared along, tional Tuberculosis Association, will de den, Kenneth Dow from the Bryant
whirling into the twilight shouldering liver an adress to Americans through Co., and Earle Jones from Thomaston
IJrank Griffith who has been substi
aiiart the clouds’ draperies of rain, WDAP, the broadcasting station at the
tuting for Jimmy as night watchman
driving suddenly into the broken Chicago Board of Trade.
moonlight and out again, into collied
Three prizes are to be offered radio since last fall, got through the 29th
The Coach is durable. More than
The Coach is a Hudson-Essex in
darkness, where only their compass fans in Maine who best succeed in and will return to Eastport his former
stood between them and aimless wan “Tuning in” on Mr. DeForrest’s ad home, where he will run a sardine
40,000 owners are proud of it. It has
vention.
It
was
created
to
provide
dering, picking up a shaft of light that dress. The prizes consist of five-dollar boat.
closed
car
comforts
at
little
more
a simple and sturdy beauty. There is
Quarries
had been hurled skyward to guide gold pieces offered by the Maine Public
them, whirling across State after State Health Association, the Maine State
ample and comfortable carrying
William Leonard has returned to his
than open car cost.
like a holt hurtling out of the hand of Department of Health and the Maine former job with the Walsh crew.
space for passengers and luggage.
some fabulous Zeus, passing river and State Department of Education.
John Rokes has gone to work for the
Closed cars, on high-grade chassis,
road, town and city, mountain and
Body rumbling noises are totally
For the purpose of the contest Maine W H. Glover Co. He has been at the
were too costly for most buyers. Sodesert wilderness, lonely homestead has been divided into three sections. quarries for the past five years.
absent.
Doors and windows stay
and ranch, where astonished folk The first section consists of York,
The flooding rains of last week was
a revolutionary thing was done.
stared aloft, bursting at last, out of Cumberland. Oxford. Sagadahoc and too much for Hard Rock 1 and it was
tight fitting.
this gray and crimson dawn that Androscoggin counties.
The second out of commission 8 days, clearin
An entirely7 new closed body design
spilled across the Rockies, to their re section includes Kennebec. Somerset Tuesday.
The Coach is built for service. On
that eliminated all the old, costly
ward—the far-off flash of the blue wa Knox, Franklin. Lincoln, and Wald
The new brick compressor house I#
ters of the Pacific, tinged with the gold counties. In the third section are Pe all completed except the asbestos roof
either the Hudson or Essex chassis it
manufacturing
methods
was
in

of mid-morning—where is he who will nobscot. Piscataquis. Aroostook, Wash ing. It looks like the real power house
vented.
And
production
on
a
scale
is ready always for any use.
say, after this, that there is nothing ington and Hancock counties. Judge it is. with its coat of red paint.
new under the sun, and that romance are to be named for each section.
The crusher is now working on chips
unknown in the closed car held was
Dr. Langdon B. Snipe of Bath, pres only. The crew has been reduced tc
is dead?
These are the essentials of a moder
started. It brought closed car com
History was written for aviation in ident of the Maine Medical Association four: James Higgins. Charlie Graham
that flight. It is only 20 years since has been selected as chairman of the Clyde Fuller and Carl Kalloch.
ate priced closed car.
forts within reach of all.
the first feeble beginnings of real air judges committee. Dr. Snipe will an
The people at Crockett 3 were not ex
RiO GRANDE DO SUL
conquest by motor-driven planes were nounce within a few days the lists of actly satisfied with the big day's record
written into the records of mankind. judges for each of the three districts. s printed in the last Bulletin, which
It is but 17 years since the whole world Ever j- radio fan in Maine is cordially
as 130 actual drags. They now come Where North Is South and
marveled because Santos Dumont invited to take part in the contest. orward with a nine hour record of 16
managed to fly for 21 seconds. Just 13 There are no entry fees. The five-dol drags actual. Last week with an aver
South Is North—Brazil’s
years ago the Boston Globe offered
lar prize in each section will be award ge daily crew of 8 1-3 men, they got
prize of $10,000 to the aviator who ed the radio fan who files the most ac 603 drags actual count for the six
Cow Country.
would fly from the land to Boston curate report of Mr. DeForrest’s ad lays; 480 rock. 123 chips actual count
Light and return, twice, without stop dress bearing a postmark of not later
Brazil: Tropical forests—rubber—
Five Kilns
ping. a distance of approximately 28 than midnight of May 18. Papers to
coffee.
The production schedule is selected
miles—and not a single American flier be considered by the judges must bear
That is the usual thumbnail picture
would risk it. The prize went to an the r.ame, age and address of the con- and masonry.
Built by
Barge Rockland finished here Mon of the huge Republic of South America.
Englishman, who had made most of i testant. All replies should be ad
HUDSON
his experiments in flying over water, dressed to Dr. Langdon B. Snipe of ay afternoon and went to the Point.
Cut it takes no account of Brazil's
The loss of draws on account of plug
The Ameriaans were used to flying Bath, general chairman* of the judges
-bjulh.
and
especially
of
Rio
Grande
do
mmittee or to the chairman of judges ging kept down records the past tw
over the land. One year later the same
$
mmittee for your section of the state. weeks. No. 4 was high last week, htv Sul. That state, mentioned in des
Englishman refused to fly over an in
patches because
of the revolution
ter-city course in Massachusetts be The list of local judges will be an ing 94544 with a loss of ten draw
Four big days were had on this kiln which it had on its hands, gives a dif
nounced during the coming week.
cause he was afraid of the buildings!
ferent picture, according to a bulletin
186. 17 2 44. 160. 189.
Touring
- $1045
front the Washington. I). C, head
No.
5
kiln
is
being
repaired.
While
It was exactly 13 years ago this
quarters of the National Geographic
Cabriolet 1145
this
is
being
done
William
Young
FULL
LINE
OF
month that an American, Curtiss,
Society, and presents a Brazil into
Freight and Tax Extra
witched
to
the
Point.
Charlie
Robi
startled the country by flying 137 miles,
COLUMBIA RECORDS
shaw is visiting in Cushing, and Arthur which hundreds of thousands of citi
making but two stops between Albany
Marks is substituting for Philip Robi zens of the United States could fit in
and New York, a feat which brought
STONINGTON
SNOW-HUDSON
shawwho
off with a strained peace times with little violence to their
from President Taft the declaration
daily routine.
FURNITURE
CO.
shoulder.
that the age of miracles was with us
"Reverse directions in comparison
ROCKLAND
C65 MAIN STREET.
TEL. 896.
Elmer Armstrong received a badly
again. Nothing like the rapid develop
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
burned face last week, when a barrow with the United States.” says the bul
ment of airplane transit can be found
ROCKLAND, MAINE
of hot coals he was wheeling struck an letin, "and you have an explanation
545-525#
in the records. The first oversea flight
obstruction and threw him forward of the importance of Rio Grande do
of distance, the remembered trans-At
Sul. Brazil's North has a tropical cli
over
the
coals.
After
a
two
days
’
lay
lantic expedition of the NC-4 in 1919,
mate; and there is the Brazilian 'black
off he appeared for work again with
carried it to crescendo; and this new
belt’ where live millions of negroes. miles of Rio Grande do Sul are mor-J corresponds roughly with that of
In Case of Accidents
much bandaged countenance.
nonstop flight over the land pushes the
The South has a temperate zone cli 1 our West far it ia a ‘cotv country' than ( southern and central Geotgia. but the
Gregory
hands of the clock ahead once more.
Cuts,1’ Scalds, Burns,
mate at its best; and Rio Grande do j a quarter as many cattle as in the en- | proximity of the Andes in this narrow- :
Kilns 2, 3. 4. 5, 6 ami 7 are on hifrel Sul. most distant from the Equator,
The importance of the flight is
I tire United State.-. Water and grass' ing itortion of the continent and the|
Sprains and Bruises, In
scarcely possible of estimate as yet,
rock The starting of No. 5 last Wed leads all the rest of the states in cli
sect or Mosquito Bites,
for the air service is jumping forward
nesday makes 11 kilns afire in this matic agreeableness from the pal.it j are abundant, drought*- are practically ; winds from the cold Argentinian pam-j
unknown, and the rolling country wlth| pas produce a somewhat cooler winter, j i i
Jl
APPLY FREELY
with such leaps that prophecies of to
hed.
of view of northern Europeans and
day become conservative comment in
An opening in shed has heen made North Americans. This has been a 1 its numerous tree-covered hills, fur- • The ana of Rio Grande do Sul Is' a pared by Ux KotwiT M CDicna Co., Norway. Me.
nishes a charming and stimulating! slight y less than that of Oregon, and|
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
a year or two. It does mean certain
in rear of No. 11 kiln, for light and air, white man's country' from the first,
If It fa ill to twnrflt you whennMSatrieUyaodlrecir# oo
things which are immediately notice
George Andrews of Rockport has and It has heen the leader ia many- ! countryside in contrast to the dreary i its population Is almost that of fowa.” I _,u luaiile wtopper. liyolsjliie. Sold ty lUXlkaieia.
i and often dry level of many of the j
able. Clipping four days from the time
moved to Rockland and is regular man ways in Brazilian development.
’ world's great cattle raising regions |
of transcontinental transit is no mean
on No. 5.
"But there is a marked difference ; Travelers who have visited all the:
feat, and presages long-distance com
The r.ew crew for No. 11 are "Stan i etween Brazil's South and our own
mercial and passenger (light in Amer
ley” from the quarries, Sidney Leonard North. This southernmost of Brizii’s I leading livestock countries assert that |
Rio Grande do Sul's pasture lands arc |
ica which may so in be extremely val
ind George Page.
states has its closest affiliations
uable. National defense has, of course,
Frank Gustin came on Friday as job without peer. On the 91,060 square superior to those of Argentina. South j
Africa, the -United States and Aus
been strengthened incalculably by the
ber. He has recently been at Bryants
tralia: and that here, under the South
feat, and a distinct step has been taken
in Rockport.
ern Cross, is the coming 'cow country’
toward a closer National unity.
Barge 701 finished loading at this
of the world.
From the larger point of view, an
shed, taking 4881 selected and 1000
other strand has been woven in the
masonry from lighter Berwick from
Taught Garibaldi How to Revolt
cable of world unity—that mighty
Rockport.
"Until
fairly recently Rio Gfanile do
binding force to which the printing
Foreman Upham has purchased a 5The Floor Varnish
Sul’s cattle were neglected by com
press, the railroad, the steamboat, the
passenger Dort touring car. which will
panies in search of beef to transport:
telegraph, and the radio and wireless
be seen at his old stand at all Twilight
That Stands
| and the state had to content itself with
have contributed each a strand.
League ball games during the sum
shipping millions of dollars’ worth of
When the distance around the world
mer.
Wear and Tear
■jerked beef and hides. Recently tre
shall be cut down by whittling hours
After several weeks' trial the new
mendous freezing plants have Jjeen
from travel in this way, world ignor
stationary track runway has proved
Truthfully, this Neptuerected, and now Brazilian beef is find
ance among the peoples here and there
entirely satisfactory. This runway is
ing its way to -the world markets in
nite Floor Varnish stands
around the globe will he whittled away
on the same plan as the one in the
competition with that from Argentina
also. It is well worth noticing that
more grilling and still
former Perry shed.
and Australia. Since this region is
one of the first things taken from the
Calvin Leeman who has been with
stays smiling, than any
somewhat closer to Europe and the
monoplane when it reached the San
yie trimming crew for the past three
we know of.
United States than its competitors, the
Diego field was a New York morning
years has gone to Portland where he
industry seems assured of a steady de
It seems to have a kind
newspaper.
has a position in a machine shop.
velopment.
of bull dog grip, the way
Last week the last of the old-time
The biggest improvi ment ever made
“Revolution and insurrections are no
it hangs on and shows its
pony express riders in America died,
in this shed was accomplished when the
new thing for Rio Qnande do Sul, a fact
teeth at wear and tear.
lie represented a generation in this
unused trackway was covered from
that can best be appreciated, perhaps,
country which faced the wilderness
Comes in cans big and
No. 11 kiln to the office. This makes
when It is pointed out that Giuseppe
with the will to achieve dominion over
little. Price right.
much more available floor space and
Garibaldi, liberator of Italy, and one of
it, a time when East and West were
gives additional opportunities for the
the most fafnous revolutionary leaders
H. H. CRIE & CO.
months apart, and when untamed wil
loading of cars.
of modern history, learned his 'trade'
derness lay between them. It was only
No.
5
crew
who
have
been
on
No
11
HARDWARE
in Rio Grande during its secession in
in 1846 that Fremont searched out the
returned to thi former kiln when it
1835. Something of Rio Grande do
Rockies.
#
went afire Wednesday of last week.
I Sul’s propensity to play the major role
This week the pioneers of the new
Joel Lagrasse of the crew has been I
I in Brazilian insurgence may be due to
age have opened the way toward do
transferred to No. 9 at his own request, |
I its Hla tively invigorating climate But
minion over the last wilderness: the
hard rock production being more than
more important have been the traits of
mental jungles that grow up among
he felt able to do. The 5 crew as now
Here is a customer 100% satisfied.
its guachos or cowboys—hardy-riding,
peoples who never or rarely see or hear
arranged are Eph Lothrop, Ernest i
outdoor-loving
frontiersmen.
Impatient
. about one another or who are misin
Lindsey and George Andrews.
of restraint or encroachment on their
formed. To conquer this is the great
Foreman Burns of the trimming crew |
When he needs roofing for another bam, farm
cherished independence.
est task remaining before man.
is a busy man these days with 11 kilns
“
Rio
Grande
do
Sul
is
not
alone
a
building,
or garage, do you think he will "shop”
afire, looking after the trimming and
row country.' Its soil grows to per
his other duties. His crew as organ
around?
fection the grains and vegetables a’rtd
A MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
ized for the season is: Bert CoHamore,
fruits of the temperate zone. There
of dignified proportions and simple de Miles Haskell. Stevie Daniels, William
“
He will nol!
JEM
has been considerable development
sign looks well on some plots and Wardwell, Joe Haskell, Lewis Sim
along
these
lines;
and
the
country
p.
slender shafts elaborately ornamented mons. Frank Day, Lemont Roberts, and
seems destined to prove that there cun
He'll come to us and get Paroid. Why? Measured
Eli Perry as spare man.
appear to belter advantage among other
actually be a compromise in the old
Production records are still running
by the yardstick of Yearsof-Service—the only true
surroundings.
war
between
agriculture
and
stoclehigh for both hard and soft rock kilns
ra sing which has raged since before
test—it is cheapest in the long run.
Let us design for you.
as shown by the following figures:
the days of Abraham.
In manufac
Wk.EndingApr. 28 | Wk. Ending May 5
A MONUMENT Or
turing. only one state. Sao Pnulo, sur
Come in and we will unroll a long stretch of Paroid
...............
97444 1 1 ............... 1001
GRANITE OR MARBLE
passes Rio Gran li du Sul The sis
2 ............... 116104
...............
1111944
’
for you to see its light-gray surface and feel its
t-.e only vinej »nl of Brazil, producing
that wilt look well on your lot.
............. 1084 I 3 ............... 1063 44
annually 10,000 i;i)tl liters of wuie.
Estimates and designs cheerfully fur
thickness, pliability, and firmness.
............. 108544 I 4 ............... 1067
nished on request.
A Germany of the West
............... 1243 | 5(1 day) .
63'4
............... 1077 I 6 ............... 1205
FRED S. MARCH "SJKf
"Rio Grande do Sul has been more
...............
968 I 7 ............... 104944
The New Monumental Wareroomi
strongly affected by immigration than
Park 8t_ Car. Brink
Rockland. Ma
IM
.............
98744 I I ...............
any other Brazilian state. For a time
BIRDS) SON. lac. CE.i.Uhb«] 1795) East Walpole,Mom
\
10 ............. 10 7 8 44 1 9 ............... 1022
it seemed that it would become almost
0 ............... 1042
ii
810 44
a German colony. Even now whole
W. H. GLOVER COMPANY
II ...............
874
communities and towns and cities are
Total .... 10,48 3 44 !
predominantly German, and In them
Rockland, Maine
Total ........10,484
the German tongue has little compe
For nearly 70 years,
Headache, “sour”
tition.
About
200
000
Germans
live
in
L. R. R. R.
happy, successful peo
stomach, constipation,
Frank Smith of the section crew has
the state, but since the total population
ple have taken "L.F.”
biliousness—all are a
of the commonwealth la more than
left and is fireman on tug S. Smith.
Atwood's
Medicine
to
Leroy Mank from the quarries and,
2,000.000, the German element is not
needles* expense.
EAGLE “MIKADO
Pencil No. 174
dominant. Italians also have lnen at
section has gone on as rear brakeman 1
immediately eorrect
Sufferers cannot work
tracted by this te mrerate portion of
of the No. 5 train.
errors of d iet—the fre
properly, if at all.
The heavy steel rails have arrived,
Brazil and s re a of thousands of them
quent cause of illness.
SOLD BY
tSickness costs money.
for the replacing of track from Maine i
have spitted in the state. They furnish
Large bottle, 50 cents
Central crossover to the Y.
an interesting example of adaptation to
With tho freedom of good
—1 cent a dose. All
Foreman Tibbetts of the section is
new conditions. Italians whose fath
For Sale at your Dealer
Made in fire grades
health, you can accom
now working 18 men. The Rankin
ers knew little about horses are verit
dealers.
•
ASK FOR THE YELLfew PENCIL WITH THE RED BAND
plish almost anything,
grade is being retied and culvert reable guachos. at home only in the sad
EAGLE MIKADO
“I,. T.” MEDICINE CO. . » built.
. easily eurniugt Ito coni forts
dle. and throwing a lariat with the un
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
laud pleasures worth while.
Portland, Maine
| Joe Brazier is off on account of sick
erring skill of an Arizona cow-puncher.
EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK
ness. His place at the Tillson avenue
"The lattitude of Rio Grande do Sul
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1525

Things That Count in
Moderate Priced Closed Cars

ESSEX
Coach

1145

CO.

fF

BIRDS ROOFS

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

That Roof has Paid Dividends
for more than 20 Years

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

Ills Are Expensive—HEALTH is EASY

V. F. STUBLEY

J
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